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uantum physics has come a long way
since its theoretical beginnings in the
early twentieth century. Techniques to
manipulate light and matter have become
increasingly sophisticated, facilitating fundamental
studies of quantum effects and inspiring new
technologies. From atomic networks to semiconductor
‘spintronics’, seemingly disparate areas of research are
being driven by a shared goal — to harness and exploit
quantum coherence and entanglement.
Inevitably, these laboratory endeavours have
necessitated a new theoretical toolbox. The image of
a pair of photons zooming off in opposite directions,
each sensitive to the other through their quantum
entanglement, is conceptually tidy. But what happens
when describing the quantum properties of more
complex systems? This Insight on quantum coherence
and entanglement starts with a Progress article
that addresses the problem of ‘thinking big’: how
can entanglement be quantified or measured in a
system that comprises many particles and degrees of
freedom?
The reviews in this Insight highlight the exciting
experimental progress in such systems, covering a
wide range of physical settings. They describe both
bottom-up approaches, in which researchers strive
to achieve increasingly complex systems starting
from a very small number of particles and degrees
of freedom, and top-down approaches, in which
the individual and collective degrees of freedom in
larger systems are controlled. Ultimately, the goal is to
control many-particle systems at the quantum limit,
an attractive prospect for quantum simulation and
information applications.
As such, this Insight brings together varied
research. We trust, however, that you will find
coherence in this diversity.
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Quantifying entanglement in
macroscopic systems
Vlatko Vedral1,2,3
Traditionally, entanglement was considered to be a quirk of microscopic objects that defied a common-sense
explanation. Now, however, entanglement is recognized to be ubiquitous and robust. With the realization
that entanglement can occur in macroscopic systems — and with the development of experiments aimed
at exploiting this fact — new tools are required to define and quantify entanglement beyond the original
microscopic framework.
In the past decade, there has been an explosion of interest in entanglement in macroscopic (many body) physical systems1. The transformation in how entanglement is perceived has been remarkable. In less
than a century, researchers have moved from distrusting entanglement
because of its ‘spooky action at a distance’ to starting to regard it as an
essential property of the macroscopic world.
There are three basic motivations for studying entanglement in the macroscopic world. The first motivation is fundamental. Researchers want to
know whether large objects can support entanglement. The conventional
wisdom is that a system that consists of a large number of subsystems (for
example, 1026 of them, similar to the number of atoms in a living room)
immersed in an environment at a high temperature (room temperature,
for example) ought to behave fully classically. Studying macroscopic entanglement is thus a way of probing the quantum-to-classical transition.
The second motivation is physical and relates to the different phases of
matter. Traditionally, the idea of an order parameter is used to quantify
phase transitions. For example, a non-magnetic system (in the ‘disordered
phase’) can be magnetized (or become ordered) in certain conditions, and
this transition is indicated by an abrupt change in the order parameter
of the system. In this case, the magnetization itself is a relevant order
parameter, but the interesting question is whether entanglement is a useful order parameter for other phase transitions2,3.
The third motivation comes from technology. If the power of entanglement is to be harnessed through quantum computing, then entangled

systems of increasingly large sizes need to be handled, which is itself
a challenge.
It is clear that the modern perspective on entanglement differs greatly
from the initial ideas about its seemingly paradoxical nature. Researchers are now realizing how general and robust entanglement is. Larger
and larger entangled systems are being manipulated coherently in different physical implementations. And it is not as surprising as it once was
to find that entanglement contributes to some phenomena.
Not all of the mystery has vanished, however. As is common in scientific
research, answering one question generates many new ones, in this case
related to the type of entanglement that is useful for studies motivated by
each of the three reasons above. These questions bring researchers closer
to the heart of the current understanding of entanglement.
Here I first examine what entanglement is and how it is quantified in
physical systems. Different classes of entanglement are then discussed,
and I conclude by considering the possibilities of achieving and exploiting large-scale entanglement in the laboratory.

What is entanglement?
The first chapter of almost any elementary quantum-mechanics textbook usually states that quantum behaviour is not relevant for systems
with a physical size much larger than their de Broglie wavelength. The
de Broglie wavelength, which can intuitively be thought of as the quantum extent of the system, scales inversely as (the square root of) mass
|HV〉 + |VH〉

Laser light

1

Figure 1 | A way of generating entangled photons
by using down conversion. The input laser light is
shone onto a nonlinear crystal (green box). The
nonlinearity of the crystal means that there is a
non-zero probability that two photons will be
emitted from the crystal. The cones represent the
regions where each of the two photons is emitted.
Owing to energy conservation, the frequencies
of the photons need to add up to the original
frequency. Their momenta also must cancel in the
perpendicular direction and add up to the original
momentum in the forward direction. One of the
photons is horizontally polarized (H), and one is
vertically polarized (V). However, in the regions
where the two cones overlap, the state of the
photons will be HV〉 + VH〉. It is around these
points that entangled photons are generated.
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times temperature. From this, it can be concluded that massive and
hot systems — which could almost be considered as synonymous with
macroscopic systems — should not behave quantum mechanically.
As I show in the next section, however, de-Broglie-type arguments are
too simplistic. First, entanglement can be found in macroscopic systems4
(including at high temperatures5). And, second, entanglement turns out
to be crucial for explaining the behaviour of large systems6. For example,
the low values of magnetic susceptibilities in some magnetic systems can
be explained only by using entangled states of those systems.
Now, what exactly is entanglement? After all is said and done, it takes
(at least) two to tangle7, although these two need not be particles. To study
entanglement, two or more subsystems need to be identified, together with
the appropriate degrees of freedom that might be entangled. The subsystems are technically known as modes, and the possibly entangled degrees
of freedom are called observables. Most formally, entanglement is the
degree of correlation between observables pertaining to different modes
that exceeds any correlation allowed by the laws of classical physics.
I now describe several examples of entangled systems. Two photons
that have been generated by, for example, parametric down conversion8
are in the overall polarized state HV〉 + VH〉 (where H is horizontal
polarization and V is vertical polarization) and are entangled as far
as their polarization is concerned (Fig. 1). A photon is an excitation
of the electromagnetic field, and its polarization denotes the direction of
the electric field. Each of the two entangled photons represents a subsystem, and the relevant observables are the polarizations in different
directions. (Two electrons could also be entangled in terms of their spin
value in an analogous way.)
When two subsystems in pure states become entangled, the overall
state can no longer be written as a product of the individual states (for
example, HV〉). A pure state means that the information about how the
state was prepared is complete. A state is called mixed if some knowledge
is lacking about the details of system preparation. For example, if the
apparatus prepares either the ground state 0〉 or the first excited state 1〉
in a random manner, with respective probabilities p and 1 − p, then the
overall state will need to be described as the mixture p0〉〈0 + (1 − p)1〉〈1.
In this case, the probabilities need to be used to describe the state because
of the lack of knowledge. Consequently, quantifying entanglement for
mixed states is complex.
Systems can also be entangled in terms of their external degrees of
freedom (such as in spatial parameters). For example, two particles
could have their positions and momenta entangled. This was the original
meaning of entanglement, as defined by Albert Einstein, Boris Podolsky
and Nathan Rosen9.
When the subsystems have been identified, states are referred to as
entangled when they are not of the disentangled (or separable) form10:
ρsep = Σi pi ρ1i  ρ2i  …  ρni , where Σi pi = 1 is a probability distribution and
ρ1i , ρ2i , … , ρni are the states (generally mixed) of subsystem 1, 2, … , n,
a

Figure 2 | Separable states. Two examples of disentangled systems are shown.
a, Two electrons are shown confined to two spatial regions and with their
internal spins pointing up. In this case, their spin states are both in the same
upwards direction. Because electrons are fermions, the overall state of this
system must be antisymmetrical. The internal state is symmetrical (because
the electrons are pointing up), and so their special wavefunctions must be
antisymmetrized, Ψ1Ψ2〉 − Ψ2Ψ1〉. The spatial part of the electronic state,
therefore, seems to be entangled — but this only seems to be the case. The

respectively. On the one hand, two subsystems described by the density
matrix ρ12 = ½(00〉〈00 + 11〉〈11) are one such example of a separable
state. The state of three subsystems, 000〉 + 111〉, on the other hand,
can easily be confirmed to be not separable and therefore (by definition) entangled.
This simple mathematical definition hides a great deal of physical
subtlety. For example, Bose–Einstein condensates are created when all
particles in a system go into the same ground state. It seems that the
overall state is just the product of the individual particle states and is
therefore (by definition) disentangled. However, in this case, entanglement lies in the correlations between particle numbers in different
spatial modes. Systems can also seem to be entangled but, on closer
inspection, are not (Fig. 2).

Witnesses and measures of entanglement
In this section, I present two surprising results from recent studies of
many-body entanglement: first, entanglement can be witnessed by
macroscopic observables11,12 (see the subsection ‘Witnessing entanglement’); and second, entanglement can persist in the thermodynamic
limit at arbitrarily high temperatures13. The first statement is surprising because observables represent averages over all subsystems, so it
is expected that entanglement disappears as a result of this averaging.
The effect of temperature is similar. Increasing the temperature means
that an increasing amount of noise is added to the entanglement, so the
second finding — that entanglement can persist at high temperatures
— is also surprising.
Before these findings are described in more detail, a simple observation can be made. The entanglement of two subsystems in a pure state
is very easy to quantify. This is because the more entangled the state,
the more mixed the subset of the system. This property of quantum
states — namely that although exact information about the overall state
is available, information about parts of the system can be incomplete
— was first emphasized by Erwin Schrödinger14, in the famous paper in
which he described the ‘Schrödinger’s cat’ thought experiment.
This logic fails for mixed states, however. For example, an equal mixture of 00〉 and 11〉 also results in maximally mixed states for each
quantum bit (qubit), but the overall state is not entangled. It also fails for
quantifying quantum correlations between more than two components.
In fact, in this last case, it is even difficult to determine whether a state
of many subsystems is entangled in the first place. This leads on to the
concept of witnessing entanglement.
Witnessing entanglement
Entanglement witnesses15 are observables whose expectation value
can indicate something about the entanglement in a given state. Suppose that there is an observable W, which has the property that for all
disentangled states, the average value is bounded by some number b,
b

electrons in question are fully distinguishable (because they are far apart),
so any experiment on one of them is not correlated to any experiment on the
other one. Therefore, these electrons cannot be entangled. b, A double-well
potential, with each well containing five particles, is shown. Experiments
that trap atoms in this way are now routine. It is clear that there is no
entanglement between the two wells, because each well contains a fixed,
clearly defined number of particles, although there could be some
entanglement within each well, depending on the exact circumstances.
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Figure 3 | Susceptibility as a macroscopic witness of entanglement. a, The
typical behaviour of magnetic susceptibility χ versus temperature for a
magnetic system is depicted (black). The behaviour of the entanglement
witness is also depicted (red). Values of magnetic susceptibility below
the red line are entangled, and the dashed line indicates the transitional
point. b, One of the earliest experimental confirmations of entanglement6
involved copper nitrate, Cu(NO3)2·2.5H2O, with entanglement existing
at less than ~5 K. A molecular image of copper nitrate is depicted, with
copper in red, nitrogen in blue, oxygen in black and hydrogen in green.
The one-dimensional chain (red), which consists of interacting copper
atoms, is the physically relevant chain in terms of the magnetic properties
of the compound and can be thought of as a collection of dimers (shown
separated by dashed red lines).

〈W〉 ≤ b. Suppose, furthermore, that a researcher is given a physical state
and experimentally shows that 〈W〉 > b, then the only explanation is that
the state is entangled.
Imagine two spins (a ‘dimer’) coupled through a Heisenberg interaction4: H = −Jσ•σ, where H is the hamiltonian, σ denotes a Pauli spin
matrix and J is the strength of coupling. I now use the hamiltonian as
an entanglement witness. It is easy to see that the average value of H
with respect to disentangled (separable) states cannot exceed the value J:
〈H〉 =  Tr(ρsep H)  = J 〈σ〉〈σ〉  ≤ J. However, if the expected values are computed for the singlet state (which is the ground state of H), then the
following is obtained:  Tr(ρsinH)  = 3J, where ρsin is the density matrix
of the singlet state. This value is clearly outside the range of separable states. The singlet is therefore entangled. This logic generalizes to
more complex hamiltonians (with arbitrarily many particles), and it
can be shown that observables other than energy (for example, magnetic susceptibility) can be good witnesses of entanglement1 (Fig. 3). In
fact, by using this method, ground states of antiferromagnets, as well
as other interacting systems, can generally be shown to be entangled at
low temperatures (kBT ≤ J, where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is
temperature; this seems to be a universal temperature bound for the
existence of entanglement16.
Measuring entanglement
Measuring entanglement is complex, and there are many approaches17.
Here I discuss two measures of entanglement: overall entanglement and
connectivity. Further measures are described in ref. 17.
The first measure is overall entanglement, also known as the relative
entropy of entanglement18, which is a measure of the difference between
a given quantum state and any classically correlated state. It turns out that
the best approximation to the Greenberger–Horne–Zeilinger (GHZ)19
state, 000〉 + 111〉, is a mixture of the form 000〉〈000 + 111〉〈111. For
W states20 (by which I mean any symmetrical superposition of zeros and
ones, such as 001〉 + 010〉 + 100〉), the best classical approximation is a
slightly more elaborate mixture5.
On the basis of overall entanglement, W states are more entangled than
GHZ states. What is the most entangled state of N qubits according to the
overall entanglement? The answer is that the maximum possible overall
entanglement is N/2, and one such state that achieves this (by no means
the only one) is a collection of dimers (that is, maximally entangled pairs
of qubits). This is easy to understand when considering that each dimer
has one unit of entanglement and that there are N/2 dimers in total.
The second measure (originally termed disconnectivity) is referred to
here as connectivity21. Measuring connectivity is designed to address the
1006

question of how far correlations stretch. Take a GHZ state of N qubits,
000 … 0〉 + 111 … 1〉. It is clear that the first two qubits are as correlated
as the first and the third and, in fact, as the first and the last. Correlations of GHZ states therefore have a long range. GHZ states have a connectivity equal to N. The W state, by contrast, can be well described by
nearest-neighbour correlations. The W state containing N/2 zeros and
N/2 ones can be well approximated by the states 01〉 + 10〉 between
nearest neighbours. Therefore, correlations do not stretch far, and the
connectivity is only equal to 2.
The above considerations of how to quantify entanglement are general and apply to all discrete (spin) systems, as well as to continuous
systems (such as harmonic chains22 and quantum fields23), although
continuous systems need to be treated with extra care because of
their infinite dimensionality. Although the discussed witnesses and
measures can be applied to mixed states, I now focus on pure states
for simplicity.

Different types of macroscopic entanglement
There are many types of entanglement. Here I discuss the four types
that cover all three motivations mentioned earlier: GHZ, W, resonating
valence bond (RVB)24 and cluster25. GHZ states are typically used in
testing the non-locality of quantum mechanics, because they have a
high value of connectivity. W and RVB states naturally occur for a range
of physical systems. For example, both Bose–Einstein condensates (such
as superfluid and superconducting materials) and ferromagnets have
W states as ground states5.
RVB states are built from singlet states between pairs of spins. It is
clear that connectivity of RVBs is only 2, but the states themselves have
a high overall degree of entanglement, N/2 (ref. 26). It is intriguing that
natural states have low connectivity but a high overall entanglement that
scales as log N or even N/2, whereas GHZ states, which do not occur
naturally, have high connectivity of the order of N but a very low overall
entanglement (Box 1).
Are there states that have both connectivity and overall entanglement
that scale as the number of subsystems? The answer is, surprisingly,
yes. Even more interestingly, these states, which are known as cluster
states, are important for quantum computing25. Cluster states are highly
entangled arrays of qubits, and this entanglement is used to carry out
quantum computing through single qubit measurements. Entanglement
drives the dynamics of these computers27, which is why high overall
entanglement is needed. But the type of entanglement is also responsible
for the implementation of various gates during the operation of these
computers, which is why high connectivity is needed.

Experimental considerations and beyond
There are many paths to preparing and experimenting with larger collections of entangled systems. As I have described, natural entanglement
is not strong in general and is far from being maximal with respect to
overall entanglement or connectivity. To create high overall entanglement and connectivity invariably involves a great deal of effort.
There are two basic approaches to generating large-scale entanglement: bottom up and top down. The first approach, the bottom-up
approach, relies on gaining precise control of a single system first and
then extending this control to two systems and scaling it up further.
So far, ‘bottom-up experiments’ have obtained up to eight entangled
ions in an ion trap (in a W state)28 and six entangled photons29. During
nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, 13 nuclei can be ‘pseudoentangled’30. Larger systems, however, are exceedingly difficult to control in this way.
The second approach is the top-down approach. As described earlier, many natural systems, with many degrees of freedom (1 million
atoms, for example), can become entangled without the need for difficult manipulations (for example, the only requirement might be to
decrease the temperature to less than 5 K, which is physically possible).
Moreover, in many systems, certain types of entanglement are present
in thermal equilibrium and even above room temperature, without the
need for any manipulation.
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Box 1 | Comparison of four types of entangled qubit state
Qubit state

Overall entanglement

Connectivity

GHZ

1

N

W

Log N

2

RVB

N/2

2

Cluster

N/2

N

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

The naturally occurring states, W and RVB, have a much smaller
connectivity than the states used for testing non-locality (GHZ) and for
carrying out universal computing (cluster). In contrast to connectivity,
the overall entanglement shows a different scaling. The important point
is that the overall entanglement and connectivity capture markedly
different aspects of the ‘quantumness’ of macroscopic states. Both of
these measures can be thought of in terms of fragility of the entangled
state, but they describe different types of fragility. The connectivity is
related to the fragility of the state under dephasing: that is, the loss of
phases between various components in the superposition. The overall
entanglement, by contrast, is related to the fragility of the state under
the full removal of qubits from the state. For example, if one qubit is
removed from the GHZ state, then the remaining qubits automatically
become disentangled, which is why the overall entanglement of
the GHZ state is equal to 1. If each qubit dephases at the rate r, then
N qubits in GHZ states will dephase at the rate Nr, which is why the
connectivity of the GHZ state is N. By contrast, for RVB states, there
are N/2 singlets, so half of the qubits need to be removed to destroy
entanglement. Similarly, this state is not markedly susceptible to
dephasing, indicating a low value of connectivity.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Given that macroscopic entanglement exists, an important technological question is how easy this entanglement would be to extract and
use. Suppose that two neutron beams are aimed at a magnetic substance,
each at a different section31. It is fruitful — albeit not entirely mathematically precise — to think of this interaction as a state swap of the spins of
the neutrons and the spins of the atoms in the solid. If the atoms in the
solid are themselves entangled, then this entanglement is transferred
to each of the scattered spins. This transferral could then presumably
be used for further information processing. Similarly, schemes can be
designed to extract entanglement from Bose–Einstein condensates32,33
and superconductors34 (which can be thought of as Bose–Einstein condensates of Cooper pairs of electrons), although none of these extraction
schemes has been implemented as yet.
There are many open questions regarding entanglement. Here I have
stated that, in theory, entanglement can exist in arbitrarily large and hot
systems. But how true is this in practice? Another question is whether
the entanglement of massless bodies fundamentally differs from that
of massive ones35. Furthermore, does macroscopic entanglement also
occur in living systems and, if so, is it used by these systems?
Some of the open questions might never be answered. Some might
turn out to be uninteresting or irrelevant. One thing is certain though:
current experimental progress is so rapid that future findings will surprise researchers and will take the current knowledge of entanglement
to another level.
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Entangled states of trapped atomic ions
Rainer Blatt1,2 & David Wineland3
To process information using quantum-mechanical principles, the states of individual particles need to
be entangled and manipulated. One way to do this is to use trapped, laser-cooled atomic ions. Attaining a
general-purpose quantum computer is, however, a distant goal, but recent experiments show that just a few
entangled trapped ions can be used to improve the precision of measurements. If the entanglement in such
systems can be scaled up to larger numbers of ions, simulations that are intractable on a classical computer
might become possible.
For more than five decades, quantum superposition states that are
coherent have been studied and used in applications such as photon
interferometry and Ramsey spectroscopy1. However, entangled states,
particularly those that have been ‘engineered’ or created for specific
tasks, have become routinely available only in the past two decades (see
page 1004). The initial experiments with pairs of entangled photons2,3,
starting in the 1970s, were important because they provided tests of
non-locality in quantum mechanics4. Then, in the early to mid-1980s,
Richard Feynman and David Deutsch proposed that it might be possible way to carry out certain computations or quantum simulations
efficiently by using quantum systems5,6. This idea was, however, largely
considered a curiosity until the mid-1990s, when Peter Shor devised
an algorithm7 that could factor large numbers very efficiently with a
quantum computer. This marked the beginning of widespread interest
in quantum information processing8 and stimulated several proposals
for the implementation of a quantum computer.
Among these proposals, the use of trapped ions9 has proved to be
one of the most successful ways of deterministically creating entangled
states, and for manipulating, characterizing and using these states for
measurement. At present, about 25 laboratories worldwide are studying aspects of quantum information processing with trapped ions. Ions
provide a relatively ‘clean’ system, because they can be confined for long
durations while experiencing only small perturbations from the environment, and can be coherently manipulated. Although trapping ions in
this way involves several technical processes, the system is an accessible
one in which to test concepts that might be applicable to other systems,
such as those involving neutral trapped atoms, quantum dots, nuclear
spins, Josephson junctions or photons.
In this review, we highlight recent progress in creating and manipulating entangled states of ions, and we describe how these advances could
help to generate quantum gates for quantum information processing
and improve tools for high-precision measurement. For a review of earlier progress in quantum information processing with atoms, including
atomic ions, and photons, see ref. 10.

Trapped and laser-cooled ions
To study entanglement, it is desirable to have a collection of quantum
systems that can be individually manipulated, their states entangled, and
their coherences maintained for long durations, while suppressing the
detrimental effects of unwanted couplings to the environment. This can
be realized by confining and laser cooling a group of atomic ions in a
particular arrangement of electric and/or magnetic fields11,12. With such

‘traps’, atomic ions can be stored nearly indefinitely and can be localized
in space to within a few nanometres. Coherence times of as long as ten
minutes have been observed for superpositions of two hyperfine atomic
states of laser-cooled, trapped atomic ions13,14.
In the context of quantum information processing, a typical experiment involves trapping a few ions by using a combination of static and
sinusoidally oscillating electric potentials that are applied between the
electrodes of a linear quadrupole, an arrangement known as a Paul
trap12 (Fig. 1). When the trapped ions are laser cooled, they form a linear ‘string’, in which the spacings are determined by a balance between
the horizontal (axial) confining fields and mutual Coulomb repulsion.
Scattered fluorescence, induced by a laser beam, can be imaged with
a camera (Fig. 1). The use of tightly focused laser beams allows the
manipulation of individual ions.
For simplicity, in this review, we focus on two specific internal states
of each ion, which we refer to as the ground and excited states (g〉 and
e〉, respectively). This ‘quantum bit’ (qubit) structure is ‘dressed’ by the
oscillator states n〉 of frequency ωm of a particular mode (Fig. 1). We
denote the internal states as ‘spin’ states, in analogy to the two states of
a spin −½ particle. If the energy between internal states corresponds to
an optical frequency ωeg, this atomic transition can be driven by laser
radiation at frequency ωeg, which couples states g, n〉 e, n〉, where g, n〉
denotes the combined state g〉n〉. Spin and motional degrees of freedom
can be coupled by tuning the laser to ‘sideband’ frequencies ωeg ± ωm,
which drives transitions g, n〉 e, n + Δn〉 (refs 15–18), with Δn = ±1. In
this case, state evolution can be described as a rotation RΔn(θ, ϕ) of the
state vector on the Bloch sphere8,18 and is defined here as
RΔn(θ, ϕ) g, n〉

cos —θ  g, n〉 + ieiϕ sin —θ e, n + Δn〉
2
2

RΔn(θ, ϕ)  e, n + Δn〉

θ g, n〉 + cos —θ e, n + Δn〉
ie−iϕ sin —
2
2

where θ depends on the strength and the duration of the applied laser
pulse, ϕ is the laser beam phase at the ion’s position and i = √−1. For
Δn = ±1, entanglement is generated between the spin and motional
degrees of freedom. Higher-order couplings (Δn > 1) are suppressed
for laser-cooled ions, the spatial extent of which is much smaller than
the laser wavelength, which is known as the Lamb–Dicke regime. In
this regime, sideband laser cooling works by tuning the laser to induce
absorption on the lower sideband frequency (Δn = −1), followed by
spontaneous emission decay, which occurs mainly at the ‘carrier’
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transition frequency (Δn = 0). With repeated absorption–emission
cycles, the ions are optically pumped to the combined spin and motion
ground state  g, n = 0〉 (ref. 19). If the spin energy levels correspond to
microwave or lower frequencies (as occurs in hyperfine atomic states
and Zeeman states), the same processes can be realized by replacing
single-photon optical transitions with two-photon stimulated-Raman
transitions and by replacing spontaneous emission with spontaneous
Raman scattering15–18. It should be noted that there are similarities
between the coupling of an ion’s internal states to the harmonic oscillator associated with a mode of motion and the case of cavity quantum
electrodynamics, in which an atom’s internal states are coupled to the
harmonic oscillator associated with a single electromagnetic mode of
the cavity (see page 1023).
The qubit state of an ion can be detected with more than 99% efficiency by measuring resonance fluorescence from an auxiliary state that
is strongly coupled (by a monitoring excitation) to one of the qubit states
(g〉 or e〉) and decays back only to that same state, known as a cycling
transition. This is usually called quantum non-demolition (QND) detection because when the ion has been projected into a particular spin state,
it will remain in that state throughout repeated excitation–emission
cycles. Therefore, a cycle can be repeated many times, and it is not necessary to detect every emitted photon to obtain a high overall detection
efficiency. If the qubit is projected to, or ‘shelved’ in, the state that is not
coupled to the fluorescing transition, then no photons are observed, and
this state can therefore be distinguished from the fluorescing state20.

Spin-entangled states
In 1995, Ignacio Cirac and Peter Zoller suggested how to use a trappedion system to implement a quantum computer9. For universal quantum
computing and for the generation of arbitrary entangled qubit states,
two basic gate operations are required: first, individual qubit rotations as
described by equation (1); and, second, a two-qubit-entangling operation that is the quantum counterpart to the classical operation with
the XOR logic gate, the controlled-NOT (CNOT)-gate operation. The
CNOT gate flips the state of a target qubit depending on the state of a
control qubit. And, importantly, when applied to superposition states,
it generates entanglement. The CNOT operation (Fig. 2) is achieved
with a sequence of carrier pulses (R0(θ, ϕ)) and red sideband pulses
(R−1(θ, ϕ)). The central part of this sequence involves a ‘phase gate’ that
a

applies a phase shift eiπ = −1 to the g, n = 1〉 component of the target ion’s
wavefunction. This is implemented by applying a coherent R−1(2π, ϕ)
pulse between the g, 1〉 state and an auxiliary state aux, 0〉. Because the
applied radiation cannot excite the states g, 0〉, e, 0〉 or e, 1〉, they are
unaffected. This operation is sandwiched between rotations that transfer phase changes into state changes, as occurs in Ramsey spectroscopy.
By using a single ion, Christopher Monroe et al.21 realized the CNOT
operation between motion and spin for 9Be+ ions. Subsequently, Ferdinand Schmidt-Kaler et al.22,23 and later Mark Riebe et al.24 realized the
complete CNOT operation between two individually addressed 40Ca+
ions. Entangling gates have also been realized by irradiating ions simultaneously (Fig. 3). Although such gates can be implemented in a single
step, they still involve transitory entanglement with a motional mode,
which effectively couples the spin qubits. Ions have also been entangled
with each other in a probabilistic way mediated by entanglement with
scattered photons25 (Fig. 4).
By sequentially combining single-qubit and multiqubit operations,
various entangled states of ions have been created deterministically or
‘on demand’. A research group from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), in Boulder, Colorado, created26 the state
Ψe(ϕ)〉 =–ge〉 − eiϕ–eg〉, where ϕ is a controllable phase factor and ge〉
denotes the combined state g〉1e〉2 for ions 1 and 2. More generally, by
using entangling operations and single-qubit rotations with adjustable
 (ge〉 ± eg〉), Φ±〉 = —
 (gg〉 ± ee〉) — and
phases, all Bell states — Ψ±〉 = —
√
√
arbitrary superpositions can be generated27,28. The quality or fidelity of
quantum states is usually characterized by the degree with which they
agree with the desired (or ideal) state, which is expressed as
F = 〈Ψideal  ρexp Ψideal〉

where ρexp is the experimentally achieved density matrix, which characterizes both pure and non-pure states. In current experiments, fidelities
F > 0.95 are achieved.
In some cases, complete knowledge of the density matrix is not
required. For example, the fidelity of a state relative to Φ+〉 can be
derived from just three matrix elements, F =–(ρgg,gg + ρee,ee) + Reρee,gg, where
ρee,gg ≡ 〈ee ρexp gg〉 and so on and Re denotes the real part of the expression that follows. The matrix elements ρgg,gg and ρee,ee are obtained from the
measured populations of the respective states. The matrix element ρee,gg
b

x

(2)

Two-level ion

Harmonic trap

e〉

y

g

z

W
]wm

g〉

c

Coupled system
e, n – 1〉

g, n – 1〉

Figure 1 | Ions confined in a trap. a, A linear quadrupole ion trap (known
as a Paul trap; beige) containing individually addressed 40Ca+ ions (blue)
is depicted. After cooling by laser beams (red), the trapped ions form a
string and are then imaged by using a charge-coupled device (CCD). In
the CCD image shown, the spacing of the two centre ions is ~8 µm. The
electrode arrangement in the Paul trap provides an almost harmonic
three-dimensional well. For a single ion, this is characterized by three
frequencies17: ωx, ωy and ωz, where x, y and z denote the confining potential
axes. In this case, z points along the trap axis and x, y in the transverse
directions. Owing to the Coulomb coupling that occurs between ions,
the motion is best described in terms of normal modes; a string of ions
can therefore be viewed as a pseudo-molecule. In general, the normalmode frequencies ωm differ from each other, and a particular mode can
be accessed by spectral selection. b, The energy levels of a two-level ion

e, n〉

g, n〉

e, n + 1〉

g, n + 1〉

(left) and one mode of the ion’s motion (right) are shown. On the left is
depicted the ion’s ground state g〉 and excited state e〉, interacting with
radiation characterized by the Rabi frequency Ω and decaying with the
rate γ. On the right is depicted the harmonic oscillator potential and
equally spaced energy levels for one mode of motion. Both the two-level
system and the harmonic oscillator can be described jointly in a quantummechanical way, indicated by the direct product 䊟, resulting in a manifold
of two-level systems separated by the mode frequency ωm (as shown in c).
c, The level structure of the coupled ion–harmonic-oscillator system is
shown, with states jointly described by the spin (g〉 and e〉) and motional
(0〉, 1〉, ... , n〉) degrees of freedom, where g〉n〉 = g, n〉 and e〉n〉 = e, n〉.
Arrows indicate the transitions that are possible when appropriately tuned
radiation is applied; dashed lines indicated connections to levels not
shown.
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can be obtained by applying a rotation R0(π/2, ϕ) to both ions and measuring the parity P ≡ gg〉〈gg + ee〉〈ee − ge〉〈ge − eg〉〈eg of the resultant
state as a function of ϕ. The only component of the parity that oscillates
sinusoidally with frequency 2ϕ is proportional to ρee,gg, which allows this
element to be extracted29.
As shown by equation (2), the fidelity can be obtained by measuring the full density matrix. To do this, the quantum state in question must be prepared many times; in this way, with the appropriate
single-qubit rotations applied before the qubit measurements, all
expectation values of the density matrix are obtained. Such a procedure is known as quantum-state tomography28. When this procedure is applied to Bell states, the density matrix can be completely
characterized (Fig. 5). From the density matrices, all measures
can subsequently be calculated. For example, in the case of Bell’s
a
Ion 1
g〉, e〉

R–1(π, f)

R–1(π, f + π)

1

Motion
0〉

3

g〉, e〉
0〉

CNOT
2

Ion 2
g〉, e〉

CNOT (g〉, e〉)

0〉, 1〉
Raux
–1 (2π, faux)
g〉, e〉

R0(π/2, π/2)

R0(π/2, –π/2)

aux, 0〉
e, 0〉

g, 0〉

aux, 1〉

e, 1〉

g, 1〉

e, 0〉

g, 0〉

g, 1〉

g, 0〉

e, 1〉

g, 1〉

b
gg〉

gg〉

ge〉

ge〉

1, 3

eg〉

ee〉

2

ee〉

eg〉

Truth table of CNOT

Figure 2 | A CNOT-gate operation with two trapped ions. a, Consider two
ions in the same trap that are initially prepared in their motional ground
state. In step 1, a lower-sideband pulse R−1(π, ϕ) is applied to the first ion
(ion 1; the control qubit) and maps the excited-state amplitude of this ion
to the first excited state of a selected motional mode (a process known as a
SWAP operation). Importantly, this motional excitation is also shared with
the second ion (ion 2; the target qubit). In step 2, a CNOT-gate operation
is implemented between the motion qubit (which is shared by both spin
qubits) and the spin state of ion 2. Finally, in step 3, the first step is reversed,
thereby restoring the initial spin state of ion 1 and returning the motion
to its ground state. The pulse sequence of the CNOT-gate operation is also
shown (lower part of a). b, On the left is a CCD image of two ions. The
arrows indicate laser radiation that is applied to the ions in the order of the
indicated numbers (which correspond to the three steps in a). First, a laser
pulse is applied to the upper ion (1), then the CNOT sequence is applied to
the lower ion (2). Finally, a laser pulse is applied to the upper ion again (3).
On the right is the resultant truth table of the CNOT-gate operation, with
the first and second symbols denoting the state of the control qubit (ion 1)
and the target qubit (ion 2), respectively.
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inequalities, it is possible to determine the expectation value of the operator30
A = σ x( 1 ) 䊟 σ ( 2x−) z + σ x( 1 ) 䊟 σ ( 2x+) z + σ z( 1 ) 䊟 σ ( 2x−) z − σ z( 1 ) 䊟 σ ( 2x+) z , where
—
σx±z = (σx ± σz)/√ 2 and σ is a Pauli operator and the superscripts refer to
the first and second qubits. For local realistic theories, measurements
—
of  〈A〉  are predicted to be less than 2, and values of 2 <  〈A〉  < 2√ 2
are expected for states that can be described only by quantum theory.
With trapped ions, experiments yielded  〈A〉  = 2.25(3) at NIST27,
 〈A〉  = 2.52(6) at the Institute for Experimental Physics, University of
Innsbruck (Innsbruck, Austria)28, and  〈A〉  = 2.20(3) at the FOCUS
Center and Department of Physics, University of Michigan (Ann Arbor,
Michigan)31, where the number in parentheses denotes the uncertainty
in the last digit, clearly corroborating quantum theory (Fig. 5). Moreover, each time an experiment was run, a result was recorded. This
closed the ‘detection loophole’, which would provide a way to violate
Bell’s inequalities within local realistic theories.
The operations outlined above can be generalized to entangle more
than two particles. Among such states, the ‘cat’ states, named after
Schrödinger’s cat32, are of particular interest. Cat states are usually
defined as superpositions of two particular maximally different states,
such as Ψcat〉 = αggg … g〉 + βeee … e〉, and they have an important role in
quantum information science. For three qubits, cat states are also known
as GHZ states, which were named after Daniel Greenberger, Michael
Horne and Anton Zeilinger, who showed that these states could provide
a particularly clear contradiction with local realistic theories33. They are
a fundamental resource in fault-tolerant quantum computing, for error
correction34,35 and for quantum communication. In addition, because
of their sensitivity to the interferometric phase ϕ, they can also improve
signal-to-noise ratios in interferometry36 (described later).
With trapped ions, cat states with  α  =  β  have been generated by using
two approaches. At NIST, global entangling operations were used to demonstrate a cat state of four ions29, a GHZ state with F = 0.89 (ref. 37), and cat
states of up to six ions38. Using individually addressed ions and a CNOTgate operation, the research group at Innsbruck produced GHZ states in
an algorithmic way and analysed the states by using tomographic measurements39. In a similar way, the Innsbruck group also produced W states

for N-ion qubits, ΨW〉 = —
√N
 (g … gge〉 + g … geg〉 + … + eg … g〉), which
belong to a different class of entangled states. Such classes are distinct
because states of different classes cannot be transformed into each other by
local operations and classical communication40. Nevertheless, both cat and
W states can violate Bell-type inequalities. In contrast to cat states, W states
are remarkably robust in the face of a variety of decoherence processes: for
W states, even the loss of qubits does not destroy entanglement completely.
The Innsbruck group deterministically prepared an eight-qubit W state41
by using individual ion addressing. Both the NIST and Innsbruck groups
verified multipartite entanglement by using an ‘entanglement witness’, an
operator constructed so that its expectation value must exceed (or be less
than) a certain value to verify N-particle entanglement38,41.

Demonstrating quantum-information-processing algorithms
Algorithms are lists of instructions for completing a task8. As is the
case in classical computation, quantum algorithms can sometimes be
viewed as subroutines in a larger computation. A quantum-information-processing algorithm generally involves single-qubit gates and
multiqubit gates, as well as measurements and measurement-dependent operations. The result of such a sequence of operations could be
a deterministically prepared quantum state (such as a Bell, GHZ or
W state), a conditioned state (such as an error-corrected state) or a
state that is subsequently inferred from a measurement of the quantum
register and is then available as classical information.
In contrast to classical information processing, quantum information processing allows tests to be carried out using superpositions. A
simple example showing the gain in efficiency that is possible with a
quantum algorithm was proposed by Deutsch and Richard Jozsa42. The
Deutsch–Jozsa algorithm was first demonstrated with two qubits in
nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy43, and it was demonstrated
more recently with a trapped ion44, with the motional and spin properties of the ion qubit serving as the two qubits.
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VN = Npe(1 − pe), so the magnitude of the signal-to-noise ratio is equal
—
—
to S/√VN = √N, essentially the shot noise corresponding to the number
of atoms.
Now, suppose that the first R0(π/2, −π/2) pulse can be replaced with
an entangling π/2 pulse37,38, which creates the cat state
g〉1g〉2 … g〉N

(g〉1g〉2 … g〉N + e〉1e〉2 … e〉N) ≡—
(gN〉 + eN〉)
—
√
√

(3)

After a delay T, the eN〉 state accumulates a phase NϕR relative to the gN〉
state. A final entangling π/2 pulse leaves the atoms in a superposition
state sin(NϕR/2)gN〉 + i cos(NϕR/2)eN〉; therefore, the probability of
detecting the atoms in the eN〉 state is pNe = –(1 + cos [N(ω − ωge)T]).
It is as though spectroscopy has been carried out on a single ‘superatom’ composed of states eN〉 and gN〉. The super-atom has a resonant
frequency that is N times higher than that of a single atom, as well
as a phase sensitivity (to the Nth harmonic of the applied radiation)
that is N times higher. The resultant gain in interferometric sensitivity
must, however, be offset by the fact that only a single-particle two-state
system (eN〉 and gN〉) is being measured. Nevertheless, after a statistically significant number of repeated measurements, the sensitivity is
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Another example algorithm is teleportation of the state of one qubit to
another qubit, an important protocol for the transfer of quantum information10,45. In this algorithm, Alice wants to send a qubit state (which, in
general, is unknown) to Bob. To do this, a Bell pair is generated, and one
qubit from this pair is given to the sender, Alice, and the other qubit to
the receiver, Bob. When the unknown state is ready to be teleported, it is
entangled with Alice’s qubit of the Bell pair. A subsequent measurement
of both qubits by Alice yields two bits of classical information that she
sends to Bob. With this information, Bob knows which of four possible
rotations to apply to his qubit to obtain Alice’s original unknown state.
Deterministic quantum teleportation has been demonstrated by the
NIST46 and Innsbruck47 groups. The Innsbruck group used individual
laser-beam addressing of three qubits; therefore, the state was teleported
from one end of the ion string to the other end, a distance of ~10 µm.
The NIST group used a multizone linear-trap array. By applying control
potentials to electrode segments, the ions could be separated and moved
in and out of one zone in which the laser beams were present. In this
case, the state was teleported across a few hundred micrometres.
Teleportation is an important building block for quantum information
processing and can reduce the computational resource requirements.
Furthermore, it is the basic procedure for quantum communication
protocols, such as for implementing quantum repeaters. Other algorithms — such as entanglement purification48, quantum error correction49, the quantum Fourier transform50 and deterministic entanglement
swapping (M. Riebe, T. Monz, K. Kim, A. S. Villar, P. Schindler,
M. Chwalla, M. Hennrich and R. Blatt, unpublished observations)
— have also been demonstrated with ion qubits.
These experiments demonstrate the basic features of quantum algorithms, but for the concatenation of processes and repeated computations, improved operation fidelities will be required. In particular,
full and repetitive implementation of quantum error correction, which
could keep a qubit superposition ‘alive’ while subjected to decoherence,
remains a major challenge in quantum information processing.

Trap (z)
axis

Applications
In the mid-1990s, a wave of interest in potential applications for quantum information processing was generated by Shor’s period-finding
algorithm for factoring large numbers7. Another noteworthy potential
application is the implementation of unstructured searches51. However,
to be of practical use, these applications require substantial resources
in terms of the number of qubits and the number of operations, far
beyond the capabilities of current implementations. Despite this, some
elements of quantum information processing and entanglement with
small numbers of qubits are beginning to find applications in metrology. Many physicists also expect that useful quantum simulations will
be carried out on a relatively small number of qubits, perhaps up to 100,
in the next decade.
One application in metrology is to improve interferometry. As an
example, we discuss how entanglement can be applied to Ramsey spectroscopy52, but this scheme has a direct analogue in electron, atom and
photon Mach–Zehnder interferometry. Ramsey spectroscopy on the
g〉 e〉 transition proceeds as follows. The atom is first prepared in
the state Ψinitial〉 = g〉. Radiation at frequency ω near ωeg is applied in a
 (g〉 + e〉). The atom
fast pulse to produce the state R0(π/2, −π/2)g〉 = —
√
is now allowed to evolve for a duration T so that the atom’s upper state
accumulates a phase ϕR = (ω − ωge)T relative to the lower state (when
the problem is viewed in a frame that rotates at frequency ω). Finally,
again, a rotation R0(π/2, −π/2) is applied and leaves the atom in the
state (up to a global phase factor) Ψfinal〉 = sin(ϕR/2)g〉 + i cos(ϕR/2)e〉.
Therefore, the probability of finding the atom in the state e〉 is
pe =–(1 + cos [(ω − ωge)T]). For an ensemble of N atoms, the detected signal will be Npe. In precision spectroscopy, the idea is to detect changes
in ω − ωge or ϕR, as observed through changes in pe. Therefore, the N-ion
signal can be defined as S = d(Npe)/dϕR = −N/2 sin(ϕR). The fundamental
noise in the signal is given by the ‘projection noise’: that is, the fluctuation
in the number of atoms, from experiment to experiment, that is measured to be in the state e〉 (ref. 53). The variance of this noise is given by

F

F

–2F
F

Figure 3 | A two-qubit phase gate. A phase gate with two ions (blue) is
depicted. The operation of such phase gates relies on the fact that when
a selected mode of the ions’ motion is displaced in phase space about a
closed path, the ions’ wavefunction picks up a phase that is proportional
to the enclosed area. If this displacement depends on the ions’ qubit states,
then entanglement is generated92–95. This state-dependent displacement
can be implemented by applying optical dipole forces (F) by using laserbeam intensity gradients. In this example, an intensity standing wave is
created with two laser beams, and the horizontal spacing of the ions is
made to be an integral number of wavelengths of the intensity pattern. The
pattern sweeps across the ions at the difference between the frequencies
of the beams, chosen to be near the stretch-mode frequency. If the ions’
qubit states g〉 and e〉 feel different dipole forces, then only the g e〉 and
e g〉 components of the ions’ wavefunction are displaced in phase space. By
making the trajectories closed and by choosing the size of the displacements
appropriately, the wavefunction is unchanged except for an eiπ/2 phase shift
on the g e〉 and e g〉 states, the desired phase gate. Such gate operations have
been implemented with trapped 9Be+ ions29,95 and in a similar way with
111
Cd+ ions96 and 40Ca+ ions63,97.
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Figure 4 | Entanglement produced by conditional measurements.
Entanglement can be created between two separated particles by an
interference effect and state projection accompanying a measurement. In
this example25, it is assumed that the qubits of two ions (blue) are encoded
in hyperfine levels of the electronic ground states. These qubits are first
(g〉 + e〉). When excited with laser
prepared in superposition states —
√
pulses that are short enough that both qubits simultaneously undergo
(single-photon) scattering, the frequencies (denoted ‘red’ and ‘blue’) of
the emitted photons along a particular direction are correlated with the
qubit states, as indicated for entangled states Ψ1〉 and Ψ2〉. These photons
can be simultaneously sent into a 50/50 beam splitter and then detected.
In the cases when photons are simultaneously detected at detector A and
detector B, the ions are projected into the Bell state Ψfinal〉, even though the
atoms have not directly interacted. For many such experiments, photons
do not reach either detector; however, when photons are simultaneously
detected, this ‘heralds’ the formation of the entangled state Ψfinal〉, which
can then be saved and used later, such as in Bell’s inequality measurements
of remotely located ions98. One potential use of this scheme is for
entanglement-assisted communication between ion locations 1 and 2.

Detector A
Ion 1

Simultaneous
excitation pulses
Detector B
Ion 2

Y 1 = 1 (g〉 1 blue〉 + e〉 1 red〉)
√2
Y 2 = 1 (g〉 2 blue〉 + e〉 2 red〉)
√2

—
increased by a factor of √N by using entangling π/2 pulses compared
with the case of N unentangled atoms36–38. Because of technical noise
in the experiments, this theoretical improvement is not fully realized;
however, a gain in sensitivity compared with the case of unentangled
atoms has been realized for up to six entangled ions38,54,55.
These arguments assume that noise results only from state projection.
In experiments, if there is correlated decoherence of qubit phases, then
any gain in sensitivity may be lost as a result of the faster decoherence
of the cat states56 or as a result of noise in the oscillator that produces
the radiation18,57. If these sources of noise can be suppressed, entangled
states should be able to improve the signal-to-noise ratio in future spectroscopy experiments.
Another application of quantum-information-processing techniques
is increased fidelity of detection58. This can be useful if the qubit does
not have a cycling transition or if the QND aspect of the shelving detection is not well satisfied. A simple implementation is to assume that
there are two qubits, labelled q and d, stored in the same trap. The
goal is to detect the state of information qubit q, by using detection
qubit d. Before any measurements are taken, qubit q will generally be
in a superposition state αg〉q + βe〉q. Using the SWAP operations of the
Cirac–Zoller gate, this superposition is first transferred to the qubit
composed of the 0〉 and 1〉 states of a selected motional mode, and is
then mapped to qubit d. Then, qubit d is measured, thereby in effect
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measuring qubit q. This protocol can be carried out without disturbing
the initial probabilities α2 and β2 for qubit q, even if the mapping steps
are imperfect. Therefore, it is a QND measurement and can be repeated
to increase detection efficiency. This scheme was demonstrated in an
experiment59 in which qubit q was based on an optical transition in
a 27Al+ ion and qubit d was based on a hyperfine transition in a 9Be+
ion. In that experiment, a single round of detection had a fidelity of
only F = 0.85; however, by repeating the measurement, and by using
real-time bayesian analysis, the fidelity was improved to F = 0.9994.
It should be noted that this strategy can also be used to prepare an
eigenstate of qubit q with high fidelity. In addition to this demonstration, this protocol is now used in a high-accuracy optical clock based
on single 27Al+ ions60. This technique has also been extended so that
a single detection qubit can be used to measure the states of multiple
ions59, similar to the measurement of the Fock states of photons by using
multiple probe atoms61.
Finally, entanglement can be used in metrology to create states that
allow the measurement of certain parameters while suppressing sensitivity to others. This strategy has been used, for example, to make a
precise measurement of the quadrupole moment of a 40Ca+ ion by carrying out spectroscopy on an entangled state of two ions that depended
on the quadrupole moment but was insensitive to fluctuations in the
magnetic field62.
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Figure 5 | Measured density matrices of Bell states.
The real (left) and imaginary (right) parts of the
density matrices obtained for the Bell states Ψ+〉
(upper left), Ψ −〉 (lower left), ϕ+〉 (upper right) and
ϕ−〉 (lower right) prepared deterministically with
two trapped 40Ca+ ions are shown. The states were
analysed by using quantum-state tomography,
a technique that provides all of the necessary
information to reconstruct the corresponding density
matrix8. More specifically, the density matrix for a
single qubit can be represented by ρ =–(I + Σi 〈σi〉 σi),
where σi is a Pauli matrix, i = x, y, z and I is the identity
matrix. Measurements project a qubit onto its energy
eigenstates, which is equivalent to measuring 〈σz〉.
To determine 〈σx,y〉, an additional rotation of the
Bloch sphere is applied before the measurement.
The tomography procedure can be extended to
N qubits, requiring of the order of 4N expectation
values to be measured. Owing to statistical errors,
the experimentally measured expectation values can
result in unphysical elements in the density matrix
(with negative eigenvalues). This outcome is avoided
by fitting the measured expectation values by using a
maximum-likelihood method and then finding the
most likely density matrix that describes the state28.
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Prospects
Although the basic elements of quantum computation have been
demonstrated with atomic ions, operation errors must be significantly
reduced and the number of ion qubits must be substantially increased if
quantum computation is to be practical. Nevertheless, before fidelities
and qubit numbers reach those required for a useful factoring machine,
worthwhile quantum simulations might be realized.
More ion qubits and better fidelity
To create many-ion entangled states, there are two important goals:
improving gate fidelity, and overcoming the additional problems that
are associated with large numbers of ions. For fault-tolerant operation, a
reasonable guideline is to assume that the probability of an error occurring during a single gate operation should be of the order of 10−4 or
lower. An important benchmark is the fidelity of two-qubit gates. The
best error probability achieved so far is approximately 10−2, which was
inferred from the fidelity of Bell-state generation63. In general, it seems
that gate fidelities are compromised by limited control of classical components (such as fluctuations in the laser-beam intensity at the positions
of the ions) and by quantum limitations (such as decoherence caused
by spontaneous emission)64. These are daunting technical problems;
however, eventually, with sufficient care and engineering expertise,
these factors are likely to be suppressed.
The multiqubit operations discussed in this review rely on the ability to isolate spectrally a single mode of the motion of an ion. Because
there are 3N modes of motion for N trapped ions, as N becomes large,
the mode spectrum becomes so dense that the gate speeds must be
significantly reduced to avoid off-resonance coupling to other modes.
Several proposals have been put forward to circumvent this problem65,66.
Alternatively, a way to solve this problem with gates that have been
demonstrated involves distributing the ions in an array of multiple trap
zones18,67–69 (Fig. 6a). In this architecture, multiqubit gate operations
could be carried out on a relatively small number of ions in multiple
processing zones. Entanglement could be distributed between these
zones by physically moving the ions18,68,69 or by optical means25,67,70–72.
For quantum communication over large distances, optical distribution
seems to be the only practical choice; for experiments in which local
entanglement is desirable, moving ions is also an option.
Examples of traps that could be used for scaling up the number of ions
used in an algorithm are shown in Fig. 6b. Ions can be moved between
zones by applying appropriate control electric potentials to the various
electrode segments46,73–75. Individual ions have been moved ~1 mm in
a

~50 µs without loss of coherence; the excitation of the ion’s motion (in
its local well) was less than one quantum73. Multiple ions present in a
single zone can be separated46,73 by inserting an electric potential ‘wedge’
between the ions. In the teleportation experiment by the NIST group46,
two ions could be separated from a third in ~200 µs, with negligible
excitation of the motional mode used for subsequent entangling operations between the two ions. This absence of motional excitation meant
that an additional entangling-gate operation on the separated ions could
be implemented with reasonable fidelity. For algorithms that operate
over long time periods, the ions’ motion will eventually become excited
as a result of transportation and background noise from electric fields.
To counteract this problem, additional laser-cooled ions could be used
to cool the qubits ‘sympathetically’ (Fig. 6a). These ‘refrigerator’ ions
could be identical to the qubit ions76, of a different isotope77 or of a different species60,78. They could also aid in detection and state preparation
(described earlier).
For all multiqubit gates that have been implemented so far, the speeds
are proportional to the frequencies of the modes of the ions, which scale
2
as 1/d qe
, where dqe is the distance of the ion to the nearest electrode.
Therefore, it would be valuable to make traps as small as possible. Many
groups have endeavoured to achieve this, but they have all observed
significant heating of the ions, compromising gate fidelity. The heating is anomalously large compared with that expected to result from
thermal noise, which arises from resistance in, or coupled to, the trap
electrodes18,79–83. It scales approximately as 1/dqe4 (refs 18, 79–83), which
is consistent with the presence of independently fluctuating potentials
on electrode patches, the extent of which is small compared with dqe
(ref. 79). The source of the heating has yet to be understood, but recent
experiments80,82 indicate that it is thermally activated and can be significantly suppressed by operating at low temperature.
For large trap arrays, a robust means of fabrication will be required,
as well as means of independently controlling a very large number of
electrodes. Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) fabrication technologies can be used for monolithic construction83,84, and trap structures can be further simplified by placing all electrodes in a plane84,85.
To mitigate the problem of controlling many electrodes, it might be
possible to incorporate ‘on-board’ electronics close to individual trap
zones86. Laser beams must also be applied in several locations simultaneously, because it will be essential to carry out parallel operations when
implementing complex algorithms. The recycling of laser beams can be
used86,87, but the overall laser power requirements will still increase. If
gates are implemented by using stimulated-Raman transitions, then a
b

Refrigerator
beam

Gate
beam(s)

Qubit memory zone
To additional zones

Figure 6 | Multizone trap arrays. a, A schematic representation of a
multizone trap array is shown. Each control electrode is depicted as a
rectangle. Ions (blue circles) can be separated and moved to specific zones,
including a memory zone, by applying appropriate electrical potentials.
Because the ions’ motion will become excited as a result of transport
(bidirectional arrow) and noisy ambient electric fields, refrigerator ions
(red; which are cooled by the red laser beam) are used to cool the ions
before gate operations, which are implemented with the blue laser beam.
b, Examples of the electrode configurations of trap arrays are shown. In the
upper left is a two-layer, six-zone linear trap in which entangled ions can be

separated and used for algorithm demonstrations, including teleportation46
(width of narrow slot (where the ions are located) = 200 µm). In the upper
right is a three-layer, two-dimensional multizone trap that can be used to
switch ion positions99 (width of slot = 200 µm). In the lower left is a singlezone trap in which all of the electrodes lie in a single layer; this design
considerably simplifies fabrication85. In the lower right is a single-layer,
linear multizone trap fabricated on silicon (width of open slot for loading
ions  95 µm), which can enable electronics to be fabricated on the same
substrate that contains the trap electrodes. (Image courtesy of R. Slusher,
Georgia Tech Research Institute, Atlanta).
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high laser-beam intensity will also be needed to suppress spontaneous
emission decoherence to fault-tolerant levels64. Detection will also need
to be implemented simultaneously in several locations. This issue might
be resolved by coupling on-board detectors or other forms of miniature
integrated optics to optical fibres.
Future applications
In the early 1980s, Feynman suggested that one quantum system could
perhaps be used to simulate another5. This simulation could be accomplished efficiently with a large-scale quantum computer. But before
this goal is reached, it might be possible to take advantage of the fact
that current logic gates are implemented by hamiltonians that can be
used to simulate interactions in other systems. A simple example was
mentioned earlier in the discussion of spectroscopy with cat states;
these experiments simulate the action of electron, photon and atom
Mach–Zehnder interferometers that incorporate entangling beam splitters55. A more interesting prospect is that the gate hamiltonians might be
applied in a strategic way to simulate specific many-body hamiltonians.
The basic idea can be considered by noting that the two-ion phase gate
(Fig. 3) can be written in the form RZ1RZ2e−iξσz1σz2, where RZ1 and RZ2 are
rotations about the z axis and ξ is the strength of coupling. Therefore,
up to an overall rotation on the qubits, the gate implements the hamiltonian H = κσz1σz2, a spin–spin interaction between the two addressed
spins, where κ is the strength of the interaction and  is h/2π (and h is
Planck’s constant). By extending these couplings to many ion qubits
in an ensemble, Ising-type spin hamiltonians could, for example, be
implemented88–91. The interactions between ion pairs could be applied
in a stepwise manner but might also be implemented simultaneously,
thereby increasing efficiency. Although simulating specific many-body
hamiltonians is a challenge given current experimental capabilities, even
with a relatively small number of ions, interesting phenomena such as
quantum phase transitions might be observable.

Conclusion
As researchers progress towards generating a large-scale quantuminformation-processing device, it might be possible to shed light on
more fundamental issues of decoherence and why many-particle states
with the quantum attributes of Schrödinger’s cat are not observed. If
it is possible to continue scaling up such devices to a large size, the
issue of the absence of cat states becomes more pressing. For example,
suppose that, in the future, large-N-qubit cat states in the form of equation (3) can be made. Then, this cat state for N qubits can be rewritten as
N
N
(g〉jπk≠j
Ψ〉 =—
g〉k + e〉jπk≠j
e〉k), where the jth qubit has been (arbitrarily)
√
singled out and k represents the other qubits. For large N, this wavefunction has the attributes of Schrödinger’s cat in the sense that the states of
a single two-level quantum system (the jth qubit) are correlated with
states that have macroscopically distinct polarizations. If generating
such states is successful, then the existence of, in essence, Schrödinger’s
cats will have been shown. Such states are, however, more sensitive to
the effects of phase decoherence56, but this seems to be a technical, not
a fundamental, problem. Therefore, if it becomes impossible to make
such states or to build a large-scale quantum computer for non-technical reasons, this failure might indicate some new physics.
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Quantum coherence and entanglement with
ultracold atoms in optical lattices
Immanuel Bloch1
At nanokelvin temperatures, ultracold quantum gases can be stored in optical lattices, which are arrays of
microscopic trapping potentials formed by laser light. Such large arrays of atoms provide opportunities for
investigating quantum coherence and generating large-scale entanglement, ultimately leading to quantum
information processing in these artificial crystal structures. These arrays can also function as versatile model
systems for the study of strongly interacting many-body systems on a lattice.
Recent advances in the laser cooling of neutral (uncharged) atoms and
the creation of ultracold quantum gases1 have opened up intriguing
possibilities for the quantum manipulation of arrays of neutral atoms.
Around 15–20 years ago, spectacular progress was made on the trapping and spectroscopy of single particles, and researchers concentrated
on studying such single particles with ever-increasing precision. Now,
researchers are building on these exquisite manipulation and trapping
techniques to extend this control over larger arrays of particles. Not
only can neutral atoms be trapped in microscopic potentials engineered by laser light2–4, but the interactions between these particles can
be controlled with increasing precision. Given this success, the creation
of large-scale entanglement and the use of ultracold atoms as interfaces
between different quantum technologies have come to the forefront
of research, and ultracold atoms are among the ‘hot’ candidates for
quantum information processing, quantum simulations and quantum
communication.
Two complementary lines of research using ultracold atoms are dominating this field. In a bottom-up approach, arrays of atoms can be built
up one by one. By contrast, a top-down approach uses the realization
of degenerate ultracold bosonic5–7 and fermionic8–10 quantum gases as
an alternative way of establishing large-scale arrays of ultracold atoms;
this approach allows the creation of large numbers of neutral atoms,
with almost perfect control over the motional and electronic degrees of
freedom of millions of atoms with temperatures in the nanokelvin range.
When such ultracold atoms are loaded into three-dimensional arrays of
microscopic trapping potentials, known as optical lattices, the atoms are
sorted in such a way that every lattice site is occupied by a single atom,
for example, by strong repulsive interactions in the case of bosons or by
Pauli blocking in the case of fermions. For bosons, this corresponds to a
Mott insulating state11–15, whereas for fermions a band insulating state is
created16, both of which form a highly regular, ordered, quantum register
at close to zero kelvin. After initialization, the interactions and the states of
the atoms are controlled to coax them into the correct — possibly entangled — macroscopic (many body) state to be used in quantum information
processing, for example, or metrology at the quantum limit.
Ultracold atoms cannot yet rival the pristine control achieved using
ion-trap experiments (see page 1008), but some key features nevertheless
render them highly attractive. First, neutral atoms couple only weakly to
the environment, allowing long storage and coherence times, even in the
proximity of bulk materials; this feature has made them highly successful
in the field of cavity quantum electrodynamics (see page 1023). Second,
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ultracold atoms in optical lattices form the only system so far in which
a large number (up to millions) of particles can be initialized simultaneously. Eventually, any system proposed for quantum information
processing will have to deal with such large arrays, and many of the
perspectives (and difficulties) associated with these can already be
tested using ultracold atoms today. Ultracold atoms have therefore also
become promising candidates in a related line of research — quantum
simulations4,17–19 — in which highly controllable quantum matter is used
to unravel some of the most intriguing questions in modern condensedmatter physics involving strongly correlated many-body quantum systems. In this review, I describe basic aspects of optical trapping and
optical lattices. I then discuss novel state manipulation and entanglement
schemes in optical lattices, and how these might be used to implement
measurement-based quantum computing.
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Figure 1 | Formation of optical lattices. a, An optical standing wave is
generated by superimposing two laser beams. The antinodes (or nodes) of
the standing wave act as a perfectly periodic array of microscopic laser traps
for the atoms. The crystal of light in which the cold atoms can move and are
stored is called an optical lattice. b, If several standing waves are overlapped,
higher-dimensional lattice structures can be formed, such as the twodimensional optical lattice shown here.
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quantum gates. The additional strength of optical-lattice-based systems,
however, lies in the fact that thousands of potential wells are present in
parallel, each of which can be efficiently coupled with the neighbouring
well to create massively parallel acting quantum gates.
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Figure 2 | Atom sorting in an optical lattice. a, Strings of atoms can be
rearranged by using two crossed standing waves. Atoms can be moved
independently in the horizontal or vertical direction by tuning the
frequency difference of the counterpropagating laser beams, forming
a single one-dimensional optical lattice. HDT, horizontal dipole trap;
VDT, vertical dipole trap. b, Fluorescence image of the initial atom
distribution on the lattice. Scale bar, 15 μm. c, Applying distance-control
operations on six of the seven atoms creates a string of atoms with
equidistant separation. This is carried out by moving the two standing
waves through several sequences (for example, 1, 2, and then 3) as shown
in a. The atoms follow the movement of the nodes of the lattices and can
thereby be repositioned. Scale bar, 15 μm. d, For initial distances of the
atoms larger than 10 µm, the atoms can be sorted to controlled separations
of 15 µm. (Reproduced, with permission, from ref. 31.)

Optical trapping and optical lattices
Neutral atoms can be efficiently trapped by laser light thanks to the
optical dipole force. This technique — in which cells can be manipulated with optical tweezers, without touching them — is widely used in
biophysics. The basic principle is that a particle with an electric dipole
moment d placed in an external electric field E experiences a potential
energy: Vdip = −d•E. In the case of an oscillating electric field, an oscillating electric dipole moment is induced, for example when laser light
interacts with an atom. Such an induced dipole moment is proportional
to the applied electric field strength and results in an optical potential
that is generally proportional to the intensity of the applied light field.
The optical potential can either be attractive or repulsive, depending
on whether the frequency of the applied laser field is smaller or larger
than the atomic resonance frequency 2.
Periodic potentials can be formed out of such optical potentials by
interfering laser beams propagating along different directions. The
resultant periodic pattern of bright and dark fringes is experienced by
the atoms as a perfect array of potential maxima and minima in which
they move. In the simplest case of two counterpropagating laser beams
along the z axis, a periodic potential of the form Vlat = V0sin2(2πz/λ) is
created, with a periodicity of λ/2, where λ is the wavelength of the light
field and V0 is the potential depth of the lattice (Fig. 1a). By superimposing several of these standing-wave laser fields along different directions,
it is possible to create lattice structures, in which atoms can be trapped, in
one, two or three dimensions (Fig. 1b). For a three-dimensional lattice,
each trapping site can be viewed as an almost perfect harmonic oscillator,
with vibrational frequencies in the range of tens to hundreds of kilohertz.
Such optical-lattice potentials offer huge flexibility in their design. For
example, the potential depth can be changed along different directions
independently, and the general lattice geometry can be controlled, for
example by interfering laser beams at different angles. It has recently
become possible to engineer spin-dependent lattice potentials, where
different atomic spin states experience different periodic potentials20,21,
or superlattice structures composed of arrays of double wells22–24. When
each of these double wells is filled with two atoms, they can mimic the
behaviour of electronic double-quantum-dot systems25–27, and similar
strategies can be used to create protected and long-lived qubits and robust

One important challenge when dealing with ultracold atoms is keeping to a minimum any possible heating, because this could affect the
motional or spin degrees of freedom. At the same time, atoms may
need to be moved close together to initiate quantum gates between
arbitrary pairs of atoms in the array. There has recently been an impressive advance in the control and movement of single atoms. A French
research team has shown how a single atom, trapped in a dipole trap,
can be moved in a two-dimensional plane in a highly controlled way
with sub-micrometre spatial resolution28. The researchers also showed
that atoms can be moved without detectable perturbation even if they
are prepared in a coherent superposition of two internal spin states
and when transferred from one dipole trap to another. In another
approach, a team from the University of Bonn, Germany, used an
‘atomic conveyer belt’ to move and position atoms trapped in the nodes
of a one-dimensional standing-wave light field29. By slightly tuning the
frequency difference between the two counterpropagating laser fields,
the standing wave can be turned into a ‘walking wave’, the motion of
which the atoms closely track. By crossing two such conveyer belts
along orthogonal directions, atoms can be actively sorted in an array.
Such an ‘atom sorting machine’ has been used to sort a lattice randomly
filled with seven atoms into a perfectly ordered string of equidistant
single atoms30,31 (Fig. 2). These impressive feats both contain crucial
components for the controlled entanglement of atom pairs or strings
of atoms in the lattice (discussed in the next section).
The control and imaging of single atoms in an optical lattice remains
a huge challenge, but David Weiss and co-workers have recently shown
how such imaging can work in a three-dimensional array of atoms32.
By using a high-resolution optical lens, the researchers were able to
image two-dimensional planes in a three-dimensional optical lattice
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Figure 3 | Imaging of single atoms in a three-dimensional optical lattice.
Up to 250 atoms are loaded from a magneto-optical trap into a threedimensional optical lattice with a spacing of 4.9 µm. (Scale bar, 3 × 4.9 µm.)
The atoms can be imaged by collecting their fluorescence light through a
high-resolution objective lens. Different planes of the array can be targeted
by focusing the imaging plane to different lattice planes (left to right).
The same array of atoms can be imaged repeatedly while only minimally
affecting the atom distribution in the lattice. Imaging was carried out along
the z axis, at time t = 0 (a) and t = 3 s (b). (Reproduced, with permission,
from ref. 32.)
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Figure 4 | Demonstration of a SWAP operation using
exchange interactions. a, Using radio-frequency (RF)
waves, two atoms in a double-well potential are brought
into different spin states, denoted 0〉 (red) and 1〉 (blue),
on different sides of the optical double-well potential.
The two logical qubits, 0〉 and 1〉, are encoded in the
electronic hyperfine states with angular momentum
mF = 0 and mF = −1 of the atoms, respectively. When
merging these into a single well, quantum-mechanical
exchange interactions induce an oscillation between
the spin populations in the lower and upper vibrational
level. b, This oscillation can be revealed by using
an adiabatic band mapping technique in which the
population of different vibrational states is mapped onto
different Brillouin zones after slowly turning off the
lattice potential. (The Brillouin zones are given in units
of KR√2, where KR is the recoil momentum of the
lattice photons. The colours reflect the number of atoms
with this momentum, increasing from blue to red.) This
technique allows the population of the vibrational states
of a single lattice site to be measured in a spin-resolved
way (upper images are examples of experimental results
for the band mapping for three distinct times during
the exchange oscillation cycle, with the times denoted
by dashed lines through the lower images and images
in c), revealing the exchange-induced spin dynamics
(lower images, which show band mapping results taken
at different times in the exchange oscillation cycle). The
blue boxes indicate the momenta to which the different
vibrational states, g〉 and e〉, are mapped. c, Multiple
SWAP cycles are observed, by measuring the population
in the excited vibrational state e〉 over time (red, atoms
in spin state 0〉; and blue, atoms in spin state 1〉). These
show negligible decay during the oscillations, indicating
the robust implementation of the two-qubit interaction.
For half of a SWAP cycle, denoted as a √莦
SW
AP
莦
莦
operation, two atoms can be entangled to form a Bell
pair. (Reproduced, with permission, from ref. 23.)
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filled with up to 250 atoms loaded from a laser-cooled cloud of atoms
(Fig. 3). To achieve such single-site and single-atom resolution, the team
used a wider-spaced optical lattice with a periodicity of 4.9 µm, and the
shallow depth of field of the optical detection allowed them to select a
single lattice plane. Several groups are already trying to achieve such
single-site and single-atom resolution33–35 for tightly spaced lattices
formed by counterpropagating laser beams in the optical regime, with
a site spacing of only a few hundred nanometres. When such arrays are
loaded from a degenerate bosonic or fermionic quantum gas, the lattice
would be filled with hundreds of thousands of atoms, with each plane
containing an array of typically 10,000 atoms that could be imaged and
manipulated simultaneously.

Entangling neutral atoms
Storing, sorting and controlling atoms in a large-scale array of particles is only one part of the challenge; the other consists of entangling
the particles to implement quantum gates or to generate multiparticle
1018

entangled resource states for quantum information processing. This
requires precise control over the internal-state-dependent interactions
between the particles in a lattice. Ideally, the interactions between any
pair of atoms in the lattice should be controllable such that they could
be coaxed into any desired quantum-mechanical superposition state.
One approach is to use a single-atom read-and-write head, moving
atoms in optical tweezers to the desired location to interact with other
atoms. However, the transport takes precious time, during which harmful decoherence processes could destroy the fragile quantum coherence
stored in the register.
Another possibility might be better adapted to the lattice system and
takes advantage of the massive parallelism with which operations can be
carried out. The interactions between neutral atoms are typically very
short-ranged — they are known as ‘contact interactions’ — and only
occur when two particles are brought together at a single lattice site,
where they can directly interact. But when each atom is brought into
contact with each of its neighbours, the collisions between the particles
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Novel quantum gates via exchange interactions
Entangling neutral atoms requires state-dependent interactions. A natural way to achieve this is to tune the collisional interactions between
atoms to different strengths for different spin states, or to allow explicitly
only specific spin states into contact for controlled collisions. Another

possibility is to exploit the symmetry of the underlying two-particle
wavefunctions to create the desired gate operations, even in the case
of completely spin-independent interactions between atoms. This
principle lies at the heart of two experiments to control the spin–spin
interactions between two particles using exchange symmetry23,39,49, and
builds on original ideas and experiments involving double quantumdot systems25,26.
Research teams at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) at Gaithersburg, Maryland, and the University of Mainz,
Germany, have demonstrated such interactions for two atoms in a
double-well potential. How do these exchange interactions arise, and
how can they be used to develop primitives (or building blocks) for
quantum information processing? As one of the fundamental principles
of quantum mechanics, the total quantum state of two particles (used in
two experiments) has to be either symmetrical in the case of bosons or
antisymmetrical for fermions, with respect to exchange of the two particles. When trapped on a single lattice site, a two-particle bosonic wavefunction can be factored into a spatial component, which describes the
positions of the two particles, and a spin component, which describes
a
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can create a highly entangled multiparticle state20,21, known as a ‘cluster
state’36, which can be used as a resource state for quantum information
processing. The superposition principle of quantum mechanics allows
this to be achieved in a highly parallel way, using a state-dependent optical
lattice, in which different atomic spin states experience different periodic
potentials20,21. Starting from a lattice where each site is filled with a single
atom, the atoms are first brought into a superposition of two internal
spin states. The spin-dependent lattice is then moved in such a way that
an atom in two different spin states splits up and moves to the left and
right simultaneously so that it collides with its two neighbours. In a single
operation, a whole string of atoms can thereby be entangled. However, if
the initial string of atoms contained defects, an atom moving to the side
may have no partner to collide with, so the length of the entangled cluster
would be limited to the average length between two defects. The sorted
arrays of atoms produced by an ‘atomic sorting machine’ could prove to
be an ideal starting point for such collisional quantum gates, as the initial
arrays are defect free. In addition, defects could be efficiently removed by
further active cooling of the quantum gases in the lattice. Indeed, such
cooling is necessary to enhance the regularity of the filling achieved with
the current large-scale ensembles. Several concepts related to ‘dark state’
cooling methods from quantum optics and laser cooling could help in
this case. The atoms could be actively cooled into the desired many-body
quantum state, which is tailored to be non-interacting (that is, dark) with
the applied cooling laser field37,38.
When constructing such entangled states, the particles’ many degrees
of freedom can couple to the environment, leading to decoherence,
which will destroy the complex quantum superpositions of the atoms.
To avoid such decoherence processes, which affect the system more the
larger it becomes, it is desirable to construct many-particle states, which
are highly insensitive to external perturbations. Unfortunately, when
using the outlined controlled-collisions scheme to create an atomic
cluster state, the atomic qubits must be encoded in states that undergo
maximal decoherence with respect to magnetic field fluctuations. Two
recent experiments have shown how decoherence could be avoided, by
implementing controlled exchange interactions between atoms23,39; this
could lead to new ways of creating robust entangled states (discussed in
the next section). Another way to avoid the problem of decoherence is to
apply faster quantum gates, so more gate operations could be carried out
within a fixed decoherence time. For the atoms of ultracold gases in optical
lattices, Feshbach resonances40,41 can be used to increase the collisional
interactions and thereby speed up gate operations. However, the ‘unitarity
limit’ in scattering theory does not allow the collisional interaction energy
to be increased beyond the on-site vibrational oscillation frequency, so the
lower timescale for a gate operation is typically a few tens of microseconds.
Much larger interaction energies, and hence faster gate times, could be
achieved by using the electric dipole–dipole interactions between polar
molecules42, for example, or Rydberg atoms43,44; in the latter case, gate
times well below the microsecond range are possible. For Rydberg atoms, a
phase gate between two atoms could be implemented by a dipole-blockade
mechanism, which inhibits the simultaneous excitation of two atoms and
thereby induces a phase shift in the two-particle state only when both
atoms are initially placed in the same quantum state. The first signs of such
a Rydberg dipole-blockade mechanism have been observed in mesoscopic
cold and ultracold atom clouds45–48, but it remains to be seen how well they
can be used to implement quantum gates between two individual atoms.
Rydberg atoms offer an important advantage for the entanglement of neutral atoms: they can interact over longer distances, and addressing single
atoms in the lattice to turn the interactions between these two atoms on
and off avoids the need for the atoms to move. In addition, the lattice does
not have to be perfectly filled for two atoms to be entangled if their initial
position is known before applying the Rydberg interaction.
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Figure 5 | Superexchange coupling between atoms on neighbouring lattice
sites. a, Virtual hopping processes (left to right, and right to left) mediate
an effective spin–spin interaction with strength Jex between the atoms,
which can be controlled in both magnitude and sign by using a potential
bias ∆ between the wells. U is the on-site interaction energy between the
atoms on a single lattice site, and J is the single-particle tunnel coupling.
b, The effective spin–spin interaction emerges when increasing the
interaction U between the particles relative to their kinetic energy J (top
to bottom). It can be observed in the time evolution of the magnetization
dynamics in the double well. Blue circles indicate spin imbalance, and
brown circles indicate population imbalance. The curves denote a fit to a
theoretical model taking into account the full dynamics observed within the
Hubbard model. (Reproduced, with permission, from ref. 39.)
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their spin orientations. If the spatial wavefunction part is symmetrical
with respect to particle exchange, the spin part must be symmetrical
too, or they must both be antisymmetrical, so the total wavefunction
always retains the correct symmetry. The two combinations, however,
have different interaction energies: in the case of a symmetrical spatial
wavefunction, both particles are more likely to be located in the same
position, whereas for an antisymmetrical one they are never found at
the same location. The former leads to strong collisional interactions
between the particles, whereas the latter leads to a vanishing interaction
energy. It is this energy difference between the ‘singlet’ (antisymmetrical) and ‘triplet’ (symmetrical) spin states that gives rise to an effective
spin–spin interaction between the two particles.
When the NIST team placed two atoms onto a lattice site, with the
spin-up particle in the vibrational ground state  , g〉 and the spindown particle in the first excited vibrational state  , e〉, the effective
spin interaction led to exchange oscillations between the qubit states
 , g〉  , e〉  , g〉  , e〉. In computer terminology this is called a SWAP

a

b
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operation and is one of the fundamental primitives of quantum computing25. In fact, the exchange operation allows for any transformations
by an angle θ of the form a, b〉 = cos(θ)a, b〉 + isin(θ)b, a〉, for any spin
state a〉, b〉 of the particles. When the SWAP operation is carried only
halfway through, denoted by √莦
SW
AP
莦
莦, the two particles end up as an
entangled Bell pair. The NIST researchers observed such SWAP operations by first preparing a  〉L 〉R state configuration in the double-well
potential (where L is the left well and R is the right well) and then actively
deforming the double well, so both particles ended up on the same lattice
site. Exchange oscillations then flipped the spin configurations over time;
these were observed in the experiment over up to 12 SWAP cycles without any noticeable damping of the exchange oscillation signal23 (Fig. 4). In
the NIST experiments, the atoms had to be brought onto the same lattice
site to initiate exchange interactions, but virtual tunnelling processes24
can achieve this without moving the particles. In these processes, atoms
constantly probe their neighbouring lattice site, after which either they or
their neighbouring particle return to the original lattice site. Such a process can either leave the initial position of the atoms intact or swap them
over, thereby giving rise to an effective spin–spin interaction between
the two particles of the form Heff = −JexSi•Sj, where Si and Sj are the spin
operators on neighbouring lattice sites i and j. Such ‘super-exchange’
interactions therefore do not require any direct wavefunction overlap of
the two particles, as this overlap is established during the atoms’ virtual
hopping process. The strength and the sign of the coupling constant Jex
can be evaluated through second-order perturbation theory, resulting in
Jex = 4J2/U, where J is the single-particle tunnelling coupling and U is the
spin-independent interaction energy between two particles occupying
the same lattice site50–52. The Mainz researchers could directly observe
and control such superexchange spin couplings between two neighbouring atoms in the double-well potential created by an optical superlattice
(Fig. 5). These controllable superexchange interactions form the basic
building block of quantum magnetism in strongly correlated electronic
media and give rise, for example, to the antiferromagnetic ordering of
a two-component Fermi gas on a lattice50. For quantum information
processing, they too can be used to implement SWAP operations, but
their control over the spin states between pairs of atoms could find
other uses as well. For example, by first creating an array of Bell pairs in
optical superlattices using exchange interactions or spin-changing collisions53, these Bell pairs could be connected to each other using Isingtype superexchange interactions to directly create cluster states or other
useful resource states54 (Fig. 6). Compared with the controlled-collision
approaches, however, these cluster states can be encoded in substates with
vanishing total magnetization and so could be more robust to global field
fluctuations leading to decoherence.

Measurement-based quantum computing

Figure 6 | Array of entangled Bell pairs obtained using optical
superlattices. a, Using exchange-mediated √莦
SW
AP
莦
莦 operations, arrays
of Bell pairs (yellow) consisting of two atoms in different spin states (red
and blue) can be created in a massively parallel way. b, These two-particle
entangled states can be extended to larger multiparticle entangled states,
by using spin–spin interactions to connect atoms on the edges of a Bell
pair (marked by additional yellow bonds between the edges of previously
unconnected Bell pairs). Applying this operation additionally along the
orthogonal direction leads to the creation of large two-dimensional cluster
states or other useful entangled resource states54.
1020

In the field of quantum computing, there are several computational
models, such as the quantum circuit model55–57, adiabatic quantum
computation58, the quantum Turing machine59,60, teleportation-based
models61–63 and the one-way quantum computer64,65, giving rise to a large
number of possibilities for how to carry out a quantum computation. In
the circuit model, for example, information is processed through a series
of unitary gate operations, after which the desired calculation result is
obtained at the output. In the measurement-based one-way quantum
computer, information is processed through a sequence of adaptive
measurements on an initially prepared, highly entangled resource state.
Measurement-based quantum computing (MBQC) lays out a wholly
new concept for the practical implementation of quantum information
processing that is extremely well suited to large arrays of particles, such
as neutral atoms in optical lattices. First, a large, multiparticle, entangled
resource state, such as a cluster state, is created by means of controlled
collisions or the methods outlined above. A computational algorithm is
then implemented by carrying out a sequence of adaptive single-particle
measurements, together with local single-particle unitary operations
(Fig. 7). The size of the initial entangled cluster is thereby crucial, as it
determines the length of the calculation that can be carried out. Singlesite addressing techniques that are currently being implemented in labs
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in quantum computation. In the drive to create a scalable quantum
computer, quantum error correction has a crucial role in correcting
such errors77, while maintaining the greater computational speed of a
quantum computer over a classical computer. Quantum error correction allows an arbitrarily long quantum computation to be carried out
with arbitrary accuracy, if the error level of the underlying operations is
below a threshold value78–80. By combining topological error-correction
schemes originating from Alexei Kitaev’s toric code81 and ‘magic-state
distillation’ into the one-way quantum computer, it has recently been
shown that an error threshold of up to 7.5 × 10−3 can be realized82. For a
local model in two dimensions, in which only nearest-neighbour interactions between the particles are allowed, this is the highest threshold
known, but it is still beyond the reach of current experiments.

Information flow

Quantum gate

In z direction

In x direction

or

In x–y plane

Figure 7 | Information processing in a one-way quantum computer. After
initially creating a multiparticle entangled cluster state, a sequence of
adaptive single-particle measurements is carried out. In each step of the
computation, the measurement basis for the next qubit depends on the
specific program and on the outcome of previous measurement results.
Finally, after all the measurements have been carried out, the state of the
system is given by ξ{α}〉 Ψ{oαu}t〉, where the measured qubits are given by
the product state ξ{α}〉 and the final output state is Ψ{oαu}t〉, which contains
the computation result up to a unitary operation that depends on all of the
previous measurement results, {α}. The short black arrows in the figure
denote the direction of the measurement basis for the corresponding qubit,
and the large brown arrows indicate the directions of information flow.
When measuring the qubits between two chains (blue arrows), a quantum
gate is realized. (Reproduced, with permission, from ref. 36.)

could one day lead to cluster-state computing in lattice-based systems.
Proof-of-principle demonstrations have already been carried out using
photon-based cluster states66,67, and the model could be implemented
in any system consisting of an array of qubits.
So far, MBQC has already become a major research field, currently
mainly driven by theory, with interdisciplinary connections to entanglement theory, graph theory, computational complexity, logic and statistical physics. Several fundamental questions regarding MBQC have now
been answered, such as, which multiparticle entangled states can serve
as ‘universal resources’68–71. Universality in this context is defined as
the ability to generate every possible quantum state from the resource
through single-qubit operations alone. Using this definition, it can be
shown that the two-dimensional cluster state is a universal resource
state, whereas the one-dimensional cluster state is not. Furthermore, a
universal resource state must be maximally entangled with respect to all
types of entanglement measure. If this were not the case, there could be
a state with a higher degree of entanglement that could not be generated
from the resource state through single-qubit operations. Because singlequbit operations cannot add entanglement to the system, the initial state
could not have been a universal resource state.
For MBQC to be implemented in practice, it is important to know
how defects, such as missing atoms or doubly occupied sites, can limit
its computational power. Active cooling of the lattice gases could help
to reduce such defects37,38, although a finite residual number of defects
will always be present. Astonishingly, the computational power degrades
sharply only when the number of defects is increased above the percolation threshold72 of statistical physics. In addition, a cluster state can be a
universal resource even in the presence of defects, although the location
of the defects would need to be known in order to adapt a measurement
sequence to them. In an effort to understand the computational power
of MBQC, several teams have also shown how MBQC can be connected
to other measurement-based quantum computing schemes, such as
teleportation based ones73–76.
Any real-world quantum computer will also need to overcome
the adverse effects of decoherence arising from interactions with the
environment, which affect the fragile quantum superpositions and
the entangled many-body states in the system and result in errors

Quantum simulations
Ultracold quantum gases in optical lattices are also being used to simulate the behaviour of strongly interacting electronic systems4,17,19, where
they might be able to shed light on complex problems emerging from
condensed-matter physics. A prominent example is the Hubbard model,
which forms a simple theoretical description of interacting fermions on
a lattice. Although the basic hamiltonian for such a system can be easily
written down, solving it is one of the hardest problems in condensedmatter physics. One problem that ultracold atoms might help to answer
is whether a high-temperature superconducting phase can emerge from
within the Hubbard model83. Such a scenario is widely thought to lie at
the heart of the mystery of high-temperature superconductors84. A starting point for such studies could be an antiferromagnetically ordered
gas of fermions, which after doping has been proposed to transform
into a spin-liquid phase84,85 that can support the formation of a hightemperature superconductor. Several research groups are currently
trying to establish an antiferromagnetically ordered Mott insulator in
fermionic atom clouds with two spin components. The temperature
requirements to achieve this seem to be demanding86, however, and
progress will again depend on finding ways to cool the quantum gases
within the lattice37.

Outlook
From both an experimental and a theoretical point of view, optical lattices offer outstanding possibilities for implementing new designs for
quantum information processing and quantum simulations. Some of
the major experimental challenges in the field are lowering the temperatures of the lattice-based quantum gases and achieving single-site
addressing, the latter being, for example, a crucial requirement for the
MBQC model. Although there might be special situations in which
this can be avoided, such addressability would provide a fresh impetus
for the field of quantum simulations. Imagine being able to observe
and control a spin system in two dimensions with 10,000 particles
simultaneously in view, all with single-site and single-atom resolution.
Observing dynamic evolutions in these systems, probing their spatial
correlations and finally implementing quantum information processing
in a truly large-scale system would all become possible.
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The quantum internet
H. J. Kimble1
Quantum networks provide opportunities and challenges across a range of intellectual and technical
frontiers, including quantum computation, communication and metrology. The realization of quantum
networks composed of many nodes and channels requires new scientific capabilities for generating and
characterizing quantum coherence and entanglement. Fundamental to this endeavour are quantum
interconnects, which convert quantum states from one physical system to those of another in a reversible
manner. Such quantum connectivity in networks can be achieved by the optical interactions of single
photons and atoms, allowing the distribution of entanglement across the network and the teleportation
of quantum states between nodes.
In the past two decades, a broad range of fundamental discoveries have
been made in the field of quantum information science, from a quantum
algorithm that places public-key cryptography at risk to a protocol for
the teleportation of quantum states1. This union of quantum mechanics and information science has allowed great advances in the understanding of the quantum world and in the ability to control coherently
individual quantum systems2. Unique ways in which quantum systems
process and distribute information have been identified, and powerful
new perspectives for understanding the complexity and subtleties of
quantum dynamical phenomena have emerged.
In the broad context of quantum information science, quantum
networks have an important role, both for the formal analysis and the
physical implementation of quantum computing, communication
and metrology2–5. A notional quantum network based on proposals in
refs 4, 6 is shown in Fig. 1a. Quantum information is generated, processed and stored locally in quantum nodes. These nodes are linked
by quantum channels, which transport quantum states from site to
site with high fidelity and distribute entanglement across the entire
network. As an extension of this idea, a ‘quantum internet’ can be envisaged; with only moderate processing capabilities, such an internet could
accomplish tasks that are impossible in the realm of classical physics,
including the distribution of ‘quantum software’7.
Apart from the advantages that might be gained from a particular
algorithm, there is an important advantage in using quantum connectivity, as opposed to classical connectivity, between nodes. A network
of quantum nodes that is linked by classical channels and comprises k
nodes each with n quantum bits (qubits) has a state space of dimension
k2n, whereas a fully quantum network has an exponentially larger state
space, 2kn. Quantum connectivity also provides a potentially powerful
means to overcome size-scaling and error-correlation problems that
would limit the size of machines for quantum processing8. At any stage
in the development of quantum technologies, there will be a largest size
attainable for the state space of individual quantum processing units,
and it will be possible to surpass this size by linking such units together
into a fully quantum network.
A different perspective of a quantum network is to view the nodes
as components of a physical system that interact by way of the quantum channels. In this case, the underlying physical processes used
for quantum network protocols are adapted to simulate the evolution of
quantum many-body systems9. For example, atoms that are localized
at separate nodes can have effective spin–spin interactions catalysed by

single-photon pulses that travel along the channels between the nodes10.
This ‘quantum wiring’ of the network allows a wide range for the effective hamiltonian and for the topology of the resultant ‘lattice’. Moreover,
from this perspective, the extension of entanglement across quantum
networks can be related to the classical problem of percolation11.
These exciting opportunities provide the motivation to examine
research related to the physical processes for translating the abstract
illustration in Fig. 1a into reality. Such considerations are timely because
scientific capabilities are now passing the threshold from a learning phase
with individual systems and advancing into a domain of rudimentary
functionality for quantum nodes connected by quantum channels.
In this review, I convey some basic principles for the physical implementation of quantum networks, with the aim of stimulating the
involvement of a larger community in this endeavour, including in
systems-level studies. I focus on current efforts to harness optical processes at the level of single photons and atoms for the transportation of
quantum states reliably across complex quantum networks.
Two important research areas are strong coupling of single photons
and atoms in the setting of cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED)12 and
quantum information processing with atomic ensembles13, for which
crucial elements are long-lived quantum memories provided by the
atomic system and efficient, quantum interfaces between light and
matter. Many other physical systems are also being investigated and are
discussed elsewhere (ref. 2 and websites for the Quantum Computation Roadmap (http://qist.lanl.gov/qcomp_map.shtml), the SCALA Integrated Project (http://www.scala-ip.org/public) and Qubit Applications
(http://www.qubitapplications.com)).

A quantum interface between light and matter
The main scientific challenge in the quest to distribute quantum states
across a quantum network is to attain coherent control over the interactions of light and matter at the single-photon level. In contrast to
atoms and electrons, which have relatively large long-range interactions for their spin and charge degrees of freedom, individual photons
typically have interaction cross-sections that are orders of magnitude
too small for non-trivial dynamics when coupled to single degrees of
freedom for a material system.
The optical physics community began to address this issue in the
1990s, with the development of theoretical protocols for the coherent
transfer of quantum states between atoms and photons in the setting of
cavity QED6,14,15. Other important advances have been made in the past
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decade2,4, including with atomic ensembles13,16. The reversible mapping of
quantum states between light and matter provides the basis for quantumoptical interconnects and is a fundamental primitive (building block)
for quantum networks. Although the original schemes for such interconnects are sensitive to experimental imperfections, a complete set of
theoretical protocols has subsequently been developed for the robust
distribution of quantum information over quantum networks, including, importantly, the quantum repeater4,17 and scalable quantum
networks with atomic ensembles13.
A generic quantum interface between light and matter is depicted
in Fig. 1b. This interface is described by the interaction hamiltonian
Hint(t), where for typical states Hint(t) ≈ χ(t), with  being h/2π (where
h is Planck’s constant) and χ(t) being the time-dependent coupling
strength between the internal material system and the electromagnetic
field. Desirable properties for a quantum interface include that χ(t)
should be ‘user controlled’ for the clocking of states to and from the
a

quantum memory (for example, by using an auxiliary laser), that the
physical processes used should be robust in the face of imperfections
(for example, by using adiabatic transfer) and that mistakes should be
efficiently detected and fixed (for example, with quantum error correction). In qualitative terms, the rate κ, which characterizes the bandwidth
of the input–output channel, should be large compared with the rate γ,
which characterizes parasitic losses, and both of these rates should be
small compared with the rate of coherent coupling χ.
Examples of physical systems for realizing a quantum interface and
distributing coherence and entanglement between nodes are shown
in Fig. 1c, d. In the first example (Fig. 1c), single atoms are trapped in
optical cavities at nodes A and B, which are linked by an optical fibre.
External fields control the transfer of the quantum state Ψ stored in the
atom at node A to the atom at node B by way of photons that propagate
from node A to node B6,18. In the second example (Fig. 1d), a singlephoton pulse that is generated at node A is coherently split into two
b
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Figure 1 | Quantum networks. a, Shown is a notional quantum network
composed of quantum nodes for processing and storing quantum states and
quantum channels for distributing quantum information. Alternatively, such
a network can be viewed as a strongly correlated many-particle system. b, The
quantum interface between matter (coloured cube) and light (red curves) is
depicted. Coherent interactions in the node are characterized by the rate χ;
coupling between the node and photons in the external channel occurs at the
rate κ; and parasitic losses occur at the rate γ. c, Quantum state transfer and
entanglement distribution from node A to node B is shown in the setting of
cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED)6. At node A, a pulse of the control
field ΩAout(t) causes the transformation of atomic state Ψ into the state of a
1024

g

propagating optical field (that is, into a flying photon). At node B, the pulse
ΩiBn(t) is applied to map the state of the flying photon into an atom in the
cavity, thereby realizing the transfer of the state Ψ from node A to node B
(ref. 18). d, The distribution of entanglement by using ensembles of a large
number of atoms is shown13. A single-photon pulse at node A is coherently
split into two entangled components that propagate to node B and node C
and then are coherently mapped by the control fields ΩB,in C(t) into a state that
is entangled between collective excitations in each ensemble at node B and
node C. At later times, components of the entangled state can be retrieved
from the quantum memories by separate control fields, ΩoB,uCt(t) (ref. 19).
Hint(t), interaction hamiltonian; , h/2π (where h is Planck’s constant).
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components and propagates to nodes B and C, where the entangled
photon state is coherently mapped into an entangled state between collective excitations at each of the two nodes13,19. Subsequent read-out of
entanglement from the memories at node B and/or node C as photon
pulses is implemented at the ‘push of a button’.

a

k

g

Cavity QED

Physical basis of strong coupling
Depicted in Fig. 2a is a single atom that is located in an optical resonator and for which strong coupling to a photon requires that a single
intracavity photon creates a ‘large’ electric field. Stated more quantitatively, if the coupling frequency of one atom to a single mode of an
optical resonator is g (that is, 2g is the one-photon Rabi frequency),
then

________
ε•μ02 ωC
g = ________
√ 2ε0Vm

g

c 104

b
10 µm

Critical photon number n0

At the forefront of efforts to achieve strong, coherent interactions
between light and matter has been the study of cavity QED20. In both
the optical12,21 and the microwave22–25 domains, strong coupling of single
atoms and photons has been achieved by using electromagnetic resonators of small mode volume (or cavity volume) Vm with quality factors Q ≈ 107–1011. Extensions of cavity QED to other systems26 include
quantum dots coupled to micropillars and photonic bandgap cavities27,
and Cooper pairs interacting with superconducting resonators (that is,
circuit QED; see ref. 28 for a review).
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where μ0 is the transition dipole moment between the relevant atomic
states (with transition frequency ωA), and ωC ≈ ωA is the resonant frequency of the cavity field, with polarization vector ε. Experiments in cavity QED explore strong coupling with g >> (γ, κ), where γ is the atomic
decay rate to modes other than the cavity mode and κ is the decay rate
of the cavity mode itself. Expressed in the language of traditional optical physics, the number of photons required to saturate the intracavity
atom is n0 ≈ γ2/g2, and the number of atoms required to have an appreciable effect on the intracavity field is N0 ≈ κγ/g2. Strong coupling in cavity
QED moves beyond traditional optical physics, for which (n0, N0) >> 1,
to explore a qualitatively new regime with (n0, N0) << 1 (ref. 12).
In the past three decades, a variety of approaches have been used to
achieve strong coupling in cavity QED12,20–25. In the optical domain, a
route to strong coupling is the use of high-finesse optical resonators
(F ≈ 105–106) and atomic transitions with a large μ0 (that is, oscillator
strengths near unity). Progress along this path is illustrated in Fig. 2c,
with research now far into the domain (n0, N0) << 1.
As the cavity volume Vm is reduced to increase g (equation (1)), the
requirement for atomic localization becomes more stringent. Not surprisingly, efforts to trap and localize atoms in high-finesse optical cavities in a regime of strong coupling have been central to studies of cavity
QED in the past decade, and the initial demonstration was in 1999
(ref. 29). Subsequent advances include extending the time for which an
atom is trapped to 10 s (refs 30, 31); see ref. 32 for a review. Quantum
control over both internal degrees of freedom (that is, the atomic dipole
and the cavity field) and external degrees of freedom (that is, atomic
motion) has now been achieved for a strongly coupled atom–cavity
system33. And an exciting prospect is cavity QED with single trapped
ions, for which the boundary for strong coupling has been reached34.
Coherence and entanglement in cavity QED
Applying these advances to quantum networks has allowed single photons to be generated ‘on demand’ (Box 1). Through strong coupling of
the cavity field to an atomic transition, an external control field Ω(t)
transfers one photon into the cavity mode and then to free space by
way of the cavity output mirror, leading to a single-photon pulse ϕ1(t)
as a collimated beam. The temporal structure (both amplitude and
phase) of the resultant ‘flying photon’ ϕ1(t) can be tailored by way of

Figure 2 | Elements of cavity QED. a, Shown is a simple schematic of an
atom–cavity system depicting the three governing rates (g, κ, γ) in cavity
QED, where g ≈ χ in Fig. 1. Coherent exchange of excitation between the
atom and the cavity field proceeds at rate g, as indicated by the dashed arrow
for the atom and the green arrows for the cavity field. b, A photograph of
two mirror substrates that form the Fabry–Pérot cavity, which is also shown
schematically. The cavity length l = 10 μm, waist w0 = 12 μm transverse to the
cavity axis, and finesse F ≈ 5 × 105. The supporting structure allows active
servo control of the cavity length to δl ≈ 10−14 m (ref. 12). Scale bar, 3 mm.
c, The reduction in the critical photon number n0 over time is shown for
a series of experiments in cavity QED that were carried out by the Caltech
Quantum Optics Group. These experiments involved either spherical-mirror
Fabry–Pérot cavities (circles) or the whispering-gallery modes of monolithic
SiO2 resonators (squares). The data points shown for 2006 and 2008 are for a
microtoroidal SiO2 resonator75,76; those for 2009 and 2011 (open squares) are
projections for this type of resonator77.

the control field Ω(t) (refs 6, 35), with the spatial structure of the wave
packet being set by the cavity mode.
Several experiments have confirmed the essential aspects of this
process for the deterministic generation of single photons30,34,36. Significantly, in the ideal (adiabatic) limit, the excited state e of the atom
is not populated because of the use of a ‘dark state’ protocol37. By deterministically generating a bit stream of single-photon pulses from single
trapped atoms, these experiments are a first step in the development of
quantum networks based on flying photons.
Compared with the generation of single photons by a variety of other
systems38, one of the distinguishing aspects of the dark-state protocol
(Box 1) is that it should be reversible. That is, a photon that is emitted
from a system A should be able to be efficiently transferred to another
system B by applying the time-reversed (and suitably delayed) field Ω(t)
to system B (Fig. 1c). Such an advance was made18 by implementing
the reversible mapping of a coherent optical field to and from internal
states of a single trapped caesium atom. Although this experiment was
imperfect, it provides the initial verification of the fundamental primitive on which the protocol for the physical implementation of quantum
networks in ref. 6 is based (an important theoretical protocol that has
been adapted to many theoretical and experimental settings).
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Box 1 | Mapping quantum states between atoms and photons
A

B

a

a
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Ω 1(t)

b

1〉
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Ω 1(t)
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b

e〉

Ω 2(t)
Ω 2(t)

a〉

t

g

1〉

c
b(t)

b〉

Ω 2(t + t)

Reversible transfer of a state between light and a single trapped atom
can be achieved through the mappings b1 䧛 a0 and a0 䧛 b1
for the coherent absorption and emission of single photons (in panel A,
a and b of the figure, respectively)18. In this case, a and b represent
internal states of the atom with long-lived coherence (for example,
atomic hyperfine states in the 6S1/2, F = 3 and F = 4 manifolds of atomic
caesium), and 0 and 1 are Fock states of the photons in the intracavity
field with n = 0 and n = 1 excitations, respectively. The transition
between b and e is strongly coupled to a mode of an optical
cavity with interaction energy g, where g (in green) is the coherent
coupling rate of the atom and the photon. In this simple setting, the
interaction hamiltonian for atom and cavity field has a dark state D
(that is, there is no excited state component e)37, as given by
D = cosθa0 + sinθb1, where

冤

冥

Ω2(t)
cosθ = 1+ ______
g2

−1/2

(1)

with Ω(t) as a classical control field14. For Ω(t = 0) = 0, then D = a0.
By contrast, for Ω(t 䧛 ∞) >> g, D 䧛 b1.
Panel A, a of the figure shows that by adiabatically ramping a control
field Ω1(t) >> g from on to off over a time ∆t that is slow compared

The adiabatic transfer of quantum states (as described in Box 1, as
well as related possibilities10,35) relies on strong coupling between an
atom and a single polarization of the intracavity field. However, by
extending the ideas in Box 1 to the two polarization eigenmodes of the
cavity for given transverse and longitudinal mode orders, it is possible
to generate entanglement between the internal states of the atom and
the polarization state of a coherently generated photon39–41. An initial
control field Ω1(t1) results in entanglement between internal states of the
atom b, b±, and the polarization state of a flying photon ϕ±field(t1) that
is coherently generated by the coupled atom–cavity system. Applying a
second control field Ω2(t2) returns the atom to its initial (unentangled)
state while generating a second flying photon ξ±field(t2), thereby leading
to entanglement between the polarizations of the fields, ϕ±field and ξ±field,
emitted at times t1 and t2.
Such a sequence of operations has been applied to single rubidium atoms
falling through a high-finesse optical cavity21. In this study, entangled photons were generated with a time separation τ = t2 − t1 limited by the atomic
transit time. Although the atoms arrived randomly into the cavity mode
in this case, the protocol itself is intrinsically deterministic. With trapped
atoms, it will be possible to generate entangled states at user selected times
(t1, t2) at the ‘push of a button.’ Moreover, the scheme is inherently reversible, so the entanglement between atom and field can be used to distribute
entanglement to a second atom–cavity system in a network.
In a broader context, important advances have been made in the
1026

with 1/g, the atomic state is mapped from b to a with the
accompanying coherent absorption of one intracavity photon.
Conversely, in panel A, b of the figure, by turning a control field Ω2(t)
from off to on, the atomic state is mapped from a to b with the
transfer of one photon into the cavity mode.
These two processes can be combined to achieve the coherent
transfer of the state of a propagating optical field λ(t) = ϕfield(t) into
and out of a quantum memory formed by the atomic states a and b
(ref. 18; figure, panel B). In the ideal case, the mapping is specified by
ϕfield(t)b 䧛 0(c1a + c0b) … (storage) … 0(c1a + c0b) 䧛 ϕfield(t + τ)b,
where the field state is taken to be a coherent superposition of zero (c0)
and one (c1) photon, ϕfield(t) = E(t)[c00field + c11field]. E(t) is the envelope
of the field external to the cavity, with ∫E(t)2dt = 1; t + τ is a user-selected
time (discussed below). Given timing information for the incoming field
ϕfield(t), the first step in this process (figure, panel B, a) is accomplished by
adiabatically ramping the control field Ω1(t) from on to off, as in A, a. After
this step, the internal states of the atom provide a long-lived quantum
memory (figure, panel B, b). At a user-selected later time t + τ, the final
step is initiated (figure, panel B, c) by turning Ω2(t + τ) from off to on (as
in A, b), thereby coherently mapping the atomic state c1a + c0b back to
the ‘flying’ field state β(t) = ϕfield(t + τ).

generation and transfer of quantum states in other physical systems,
including quantum dots42 and circuits28 coupled to cavities.
With the maturation of experimental capabilities in cavity QED that is
now evident, many previously developed theoretical protocols will become
possible. These include the sequential generation of entangled multiqubit
states43, the teleportation of atomic states from one node to another15,
photonic quantum computation by way of photon–photon interactions
at the nodes35 and reversible mapping of quantum states of atomic motion
to and from light44. Clearly, new technical capabilities beyond conventional (Fabry–Pérot) cavities will be required to facilitate such scientific
investigations; several candidate systems are discussed in Box 2.

Quantum networks with atomic ensembles
An area of considerable research activity in the quest to distribute
coherence and entanglement across quantum networks has been the
interaction of light with atomic ensembles that consist of a large collection of identical atoms. For the regime of continuous variables,
entanglement has been achieved between two atomic ensembles, each
of which consists of ~1012 atoms45, and the quantum teleportation of
light to matter has been demonstrated by mapping coherent optical
states to the collective spin states of an atomic memory46. Further
research of the continuous variables regime is reviewed elsewhere47.
Here I focus, instead, on the regime of discrete variables, with photons
and atomic excitations considered one by one.
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Box 2 | A new paradigm for cavity QED
a

c
b

d

Out

Photons

In

Out
Atom

To build large-scale quantum networks4,6, many quantum nodes
will need to be interconnected over quantum channels. Because
conventional (Fabry–Pérot) configurations are ill suited for this purpose,
there have been efforts to develop alternative microcavity systems26,
both for single atoms75,76,78 and for atom-like systems (such as nitrogen–
vacancy centres in diamond79). A quantitative comparison of candidate
systems is provided in ref. 77.
A remarkable resonator for this purpose is the microtoroidal cavity
that is formed from fused SiO2 (refs 80,81) (shown in the figure).
Such a resonator supports a whispering-gallery mode82 circulating
around the outer circumference of the toroid (shown in cross-section
in grey, in panel a of the figure), with an evanescent field external to
the resonator. The intensity of the resonator mode is indicated by the
coloured contours. Because of the small mode volume Vm and large
quality factor Q, an atom (blue) interacting with the evanescent field of
a whispering-gallery mode can be far into the regime of strong coupling,
with projected values for the critical photon n0 and atom N0 numbers
(n0 ≈ 2 x 10−5 and N0 ≈ 10−6)77 that are significantly greater than current12
and projected77 values for cavity QED with Fabry–Pérot cavities (Fig. 2c).
Pioneering fabrication techniques80,81 lend themselves to the
integration of many microtoroidal resonators to form optical networks,
as illustrated in panel b and c of the figure. Panel b shows a photograph
of a silicon chip with a linear array of microtoroidal resonators within
an ultrahigh-vacuum apparatus76. The toroids appear as small
scattering centres on a silicon chip that runs vertically down the centre
of the picture. Black arrows indicate a horizontal SiO2 fibre taper for

Writing and reading collective spin excitations
Research on discrete quantum variables is based on the remarkable
theoretical protocol described in ref. 13, in which Luming Duan,
Mikhail Lukin, Juan Ignacio Cirac and Peter Zoller presented a realistic
scheme for entanglement distribution by way of a quantum-repeater
architecture4,17. Fundamental to this protocol, which is known as the
DLCZ protocol, is the generation and retrieval of single ‘spin’ excitations within an ensemble of a large number of atoms48 (Box 3).
Together with photoelectric detection of field 1, a laser pulse (‘write’
pulse) creates a single excitation 1a that is stored collectively within
the atomic ensemble. At a later time, a second laser pulse (‘read’ pulse)
deterministically converts excitation stored within the atomic memory
in the state 1a into a propagating field, denoted field 2.
The basic processes illustrated in Box 3 can be extended to create an
entangled pair of ensembles, L and R (ref. 13; Fig. 3a). The entangled
state is generated in a probabilistic but heralded49 manner from quantum interference in the measurement process. That is, detection of a
photon from one atomic ensemble or the other in an indistinguishable

coupling light to and from one resonator. Scale bar, 2 mm. Panel c is a
scanning electron micrograph of an array of microtoroidal resonators
(a magnification of the region bounded by the white box in panel b),
showing toroids of fused SiO2 on silicon supports80.
These resonators have the capability for input–output coupling with
small parasitic loss81 for the configuration shown in panel d (scale
bar, 10 μm), which is a micrograph of an individual toroid and fibre
taper from panel b76. Q = 4 × 108 has been realized at λ = 1,550 nm, and
Q ≈ 108 at λ = 850 nm, with good prospects for improvement to Q ≈ 1010
(ref. 77). For these parameters, the efficiency ε for coupling quantum
fields into and out of the resonator could approach ε ≈ 0.99–0.999
while remaining firmly in the regime of strong coupling77. Such high
efficiency is crucial for the realization of complex quantum networks,
including for distributing and processing quantum information4,6,35 and
for investigating the association between quantum many-body systems
and quantum networks9,11.
The initial step in this quest to realize a quantum network was the
demonstration of strong coupling between individual atoms and
the field of a microtoroidal resonator75. More recently, non-classical
fields have been generated from the interaction of single atoms with
a microtoroidal resonator by way of a ‘photon turnstile’, for which a
single atom dynamically regulates the transport of photons one by one
through the microtoroidal resonator76 (figure, panel d). Only single
photons can be transmitted in the forward direction (from right to left
in the figure), with excess photons n > 1 dynamically rerouted to the
backward direction.

manner results in an entangled state with one collective spin excitation shared coherently between the ensembles. In the ideal case, and
to lowest-order probability, a photoelectric detection event at either
of the two detectors projects the ensembles into the entangled state
 (0aL1aR ± eiη11aL0aR), with the sign (+ or −) set by whether
ΨL,R =—
√苳
detector 1 or detector 2 records the event. The phase η1 is determined by
the difference between the phase shifts along the two channels, η1 = βL - βR
(ref. 49), which must be stable. Any given trial with a ‘write’ pulse is
unlikely to produce a detection event at either detector, and such failed
trials require the system to be reinitialized. However, a photoelectric
detection event at either detector unambiguously heralds the creation
of the entangled state. Limited by the coherence time between the metastable lower atomic states gi and si for all atoms i = 1, 2, ... , Na within
the ensemble (ref. 50; Box 3), this entangled state is stored in the quantum memory provided by the ensembles and is available ‘on demand’ for
subsequent tasks, such as entanglement connection13,51.
Although the above description is for an ideal case and neglects
higher-order terms, the DLCZ protocol is designed to be resilient to
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Box 3 | Writing and reading single atomic excitations
a

(designated field 1) with a frequency and/or polarization distinct from
the write field.
For small excitation probability p<<1, in most cases nothing happens
as a result of the writing pulse, so the resultant state ϕa,1 for the atomic
ensemble and field 1 in the ideal case is given by

e〉
Write

Field 1
Field 1

Write

ϕa,1 0a01 + eiβ√p1a11 + O(p)
g〉

s〉

b
e〉
Field 2

Read
Field 2

g〉

Read

s〉

The DLCZ protocol13 is based on ensembles of Na identical atoms (blue)
with a Λ-level configuration, as shown in the figure. The metastable
lower states g and s can be, for example, atomic hyperfine states
of the electronic ground level to ensure a long lifetime for coherence.
All atoms are initially prepared in state g with no excitation (figure,
panel a), namely 0a 䊟Ni a gi, and a weak off-resonant ‘write’ pulse
is then sent through the ensemble. This results in a small probability
of amplitude √p that one of the Na atoms will be transferred from g
to s and will emit a photon into the forward-scattered optical mode

important sources of imperfections, including losses in propagation
and detection, and detector dark counts. Indeed, the scheme functions
with ‘built-in entanglement purification’13 and enables entanglement
to be extended beyond the separation of two ensembles in an efficient
and scalable manner. Theoretical extensions52,53 of the DLCZ protocol
have examined related network architectures for optimizing scalability
in view of laboratory capabilities (discussed below).
Coherence and entanglement with atomic ensembles
The initial, enabling, steps in the implementation of the DLCZ protocol were observations of quantum correlations both for single photon
pairs54,55 and for a large number of photons (103–104) (ref. 56) generated
in the collective emission from atomic ensembles. Single photons were
generated by the efficient mapping of stored collective atomic excitation to propagating wave packets for field 2 (refs 57–61; Box 3). Conditional read-out efficiencies of 50% in free space58 and 84% in a cavity62
were realized for state transfer from a single collective ‘spin’ excitation
stored in the atomic ensemble to a single photon for field 2.
With these capabilities for coherent control of collective atomic emission, heralded entanglement between ensembles separated by 3 m was
achieved in 2005 (ref. 49). More recent work has led to the inference
that the concurrence C (ref. 63) of entanglement stored between the two
ensembles in Fig. 3 is C = 0.9±0.3 (ref. 50), with the associated density
matrix shown in Fig. 3b.
The DLCZ protocol is based on a quantum-repeater architecture
involving independent operations on parallel chains of quantum
systems13, with scalability relying crucially on conditional control of
quantum states stored in remote quantum memories64. The experiment
shown in Fig. 3c took an important step towards this goal by achieving
the minimal functionality required for scalable quantum networks65.
Apart from the DLCZ protocol, which involves measurementinduced entanglement, it is also possible to achieve deterministic
mapping of quantum states of light into and out of atomic ensembles
by using electromagnetically induced transparency16,66. Pioneering
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(1)

where n1 is the state of the forward-propagating field 1 with n1 photons
(n1 = 0 or 1), the phase β is determined by the propagation phases of
the write pulse and field 1, and O(p) denotes of order p. The atomic
state 1a in equation (1) (above) is a collective (entangled) state with
one excitation shared symmetrically between the Na atoms (that is,
one ‘spin flip’ from g to s), where in the ideal case13
1 Na
1a = ____
— Σ gi … si … gNa
√Na i=1

(2)

Field 1 is directed to a single-photon detector, where a detection event is
recorded with probability p. Such an event for field 1 heralds that a single
excitation (or spin flip from g to s) has been created and stored in the
atomic ensemble in the state 1a with high probability. Higher-order
processes with multiple atomic and field 1 excitations are also possible
and ideally occur, to lowest order, with probability p2.
After a user-defined delay (subject to the finite lifetime of the
quantum memory), the collective atomic excitation 1a can be
efficiently converted to a propagating beam (designated field 2) by way
of a strong ‘read’ pulse (figure, panel b), where in the ideal case there
is a one-to-one transformation of atomic excitation to field excitation,
1a to 12. In the case of resonance with the transition from s to e,
the reading process utilizes the phenomenon of electromagnetically
induced transparency16,66.

work67,68 demonstrated the storage and retrieval of classical pulses to
and from an atomic ensemble. This work was then extended into the
quantum regime of single photons69,70. Entanglement between two
ensembles coupled to a cavity mode was achieved by adiabatic transfer
of excitation71, thereby providing a means for on-demand entanglement. In addition, the reversible mapping of photonic entanglement
into and out of pairs of quantum memories has been achieved19 by an
electromagnetically-induced-transparency process, which should assist
the distribution of entanglement over quantum networks (Fig. 1d).
Contemporary with this work on heralded and deterministic entanglement, a variety of experiments based on entanglement as a postdiction
have been carried out72 (that is, for cases in which a physical state is not
available for use in a scalable network but which are nonetheless significant). An important advance in this regard is the use of a pair of ensembles
for entanglement generation to achieve a posteriori teleportation of light
to an atomic memory73.
There has also been considerable effort devoted to the detailed characterization of decoherence for stored atomic excitation and entanglement50,65,73. Decoherence of entanglement between distinct atomic
ensembles has been observed in the decay of the violation of Bell’s
inequality65 and of the fidelity for teleportation73. By measuring concurrence C(t), quantitative characterizations of the relationship between
the global evolution of the entangled state and the temporal dynamics
of various local correlations were also able to be made50.

Extending entanglement for quantum networks
The entangled states that have been created so far both in cavity QED
and by using the DLCZ protocol are between pairs of systems (known
as bipartite entanglement) for which there are definitive procedures
for operational verification72. The creation of more-general classes of
entangled state shared between more than two nodes would be of great
interest. However, as researchers progress towards more-complex quantum networks, the issue of entanglement verification becomes increasingly problematic. At present, the theoretical tools and experimental
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An alternative strategy could be based on more functional issues
of algorithmic capability. An attempt could be made to implement a
quantum algorithm for computation or communication to test whether
the purported quantum network has greater capabilities than any classical counterpart. This course is, however, problematic because the
advantage of a quantum network might only be realized above some
threshold in the size of the network. Furthermore, from an experimental perspective, this strategy does not offer much in the way of
diagnostics for ‘fixing’ the network when it fails.
Another, less obvious, approach might be to adopt more seriously
the perspective of a quantum network as a quantum many-body system and to search for more ‘physical’ characteristics of the network (for
example, the scaling behaviour of pair correlation functions and multipartite entanglement). Indeed, an active area of research is the nature of
entanglement for systems that undergo quantum phase transitions, and
there have been pioneering advances in the study of one-dimensional
spin chains74.

I

L

Figure 3 | Fundamentals of the DLCZ protocol. A realistic scheme for
entanglement distribution by way of a quantum-repeater architecture was
proposed by Duan, Lukin, Cirac and Zoller and is known as the DLCZ
protocol13. a, Measurement-induced entanglement between two atomic
ensembles13,49, L and R, is shown. Synchronized laser pulses incident
on the ensembles (denoted write beams, blue arrows) generate small
amplitudes for optical fields from spontaneous Raman scattering48; these
fields are denoted 1L and 1R (red arrows). These fields interfere at a 50/50
beam splitter, with outputs directed to two single-photon detectors. A
measurement event at either detector (shown for detector 1) projects the
ensembles into the entangled state ΨL,R with one quantum of excitation
shared remotely between the ensembles. Entanglement is stored in the
quantum memory provided by the ensembles and can subsequently be
converted to propagating light pulses by a set of ‘read’ laser pulses (Box 3).
b, Experimentally determined components of the density matrix ρeL,xRp for
entanglement between two atomic ensembles are shown50, corresponding
to concurrence C = 0.9±0.3, where C = 0 for an unentangled state. The first
number in each ket refers to the excitation number for the ensemble L, and
the second is for the ensemble R. For comparison, the density matrix ρL,ideal
R
for the ideal state ΨL,R is shown, with concurrence C = 1. c, The laboratory
set-up is shown for the entanglement of two pairs of atomic ensembles to
generate the functional quantum nodes L and R, which are separated by 3 m
(ref. 65). Each of the four elongated ovals shows a cylinder of 105 caesium
atoms, which forms an atomic ensemble at each site. Entangled states
l
, are
between the upper u and lower l pairs at the L and R nodes, Ψ uL,R Ψ L,R
generated and stored in an asynchronous manner for each pair (u and l) as
is the case in panel a. Atomic excitations for the pairs Lu, Ll and Ru, Rl are
subsequently converted to flying photons at each node, with a polarization
encoding that results in violation of Bell’s inequality65. The entire experiment
functions under the quantum control of single photon detection events.

capabilities for characterizing the general states of quantum networks
do not exist.
Perhaps surprisingly, a non-trivial task will be to find out whether a
quantum network ‘works’. As moderately complex quantum networks are
realized in the laboratory, it will become increasingly more difficult to assess
the characteristics of a network quantitatively, including whether entanglement extends across the whole network. One strategy, motivated by the
underlying physical processes of the network, could be to try to determine
the density matrix ρ(t) for the network. However, this approach would fail
because of the exponential growth in ρ(t) with the size of a network.

Progress has been made towards the development of quantum networks, but the current state of the art is primitive relative to that
required for the robust and scalable implementation of sophisticated
network protocols, whether over short or long distances. The realization of quantum memories, local quantum processing, quantum
repeaters and error-corrected teleportation are ambitious goals. Nevertheless, there is considerable activity directed towards these goals
worldwide.
Here cavity-QED-based networks and networks implemented using
the DLCZ protocol were considered separately, but it is clear that quantum networks will evolve as heterogeneous entities. For example, the
same protocol that creates the entanglement between the two ensembles shown in Fig. 3a can be used to create an entangled state with one
excitation shared between an atom in a cavity and an atomic ensemble.
A crucial task will be the development of unambiguous procedures for
verifying entanglement, a non-trivial undertaking that has not always
been carried out correctly72.
I have used quantum networks as a unifying theme, but the research
described here has broader value, including advancing the understanding of quantum dynamical systems and, for the cases considered here,
creating new physics from controlled nonlinear interactions of single
photons and atoms. These are exciting times in quantum information
science as researchers pass from the regime of individual building
blocks (for example, a single atom–cavity system) to the realm of complex quantum systems that are assembled block by block from many
such units.
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Superconducting quantum bits
John Clarke1,2 & Frank K. Wilhelm3
Superconducting circuits are macroscopic in size but have generic quantum properties such as quantized
energy levels, superposition of states, and entanglement, all of which are more commonly associated with
atoms. Superconducting quantum bits (qubits) form the key component of these circuits. Their quantum
state is manipulated by using electromagnetic pulses to control the magnetic flux, the electric charge or the
phase difference across a Josephson junction (a device with nonlinear inductance and no energy dissipation).
As such, superconducting qubits are not only of considerable fundamental interest but also might ultimately
form the primitive building blocks of quantum computers.
The theory of quantum mechanics was originally developed to account
for the observed behaviour of electrons in atoms. More than 80 years later,
it is being used to explain the behaviour of superconducting circuits that
can be hundreds of nanometres wide and can contain trillions of electrons. The quantum nature of these circuits is observable because they can
be engineered to be isolated from the electrical environment and are thus
represented by a single degree of freedom. Significant coupling to other
degrees of freedom causes rapid decoherence, destroying the quantum
state of the circuit so that it behaves classically. Unlike atoms, these circuits
can be designed and constructed to tailor their characteristic frequencies, as well as other parameters. These frequencies can be controlled by
adjusting an external parameter, and the coupling energy between two
quantum bits (qubits) can be turned on and off at will.
Superconducting quantum circuits are the subject of intense research
at present, in part because they have opened up a new area of fundamental science and in part because of their long-term potential for
quantum computing. In this review, we begin with a brief discussion
of superconductivity and two of the superconducting properties that
underlie how qubits operate: flux quantization and Josephson tunnelling. The three fundamental types of superconducting qubit — flux,
charge and phase — are then described. This is followed by a review of
the real-time, quantum-coherent dynamics of qubits and the limitations imposed by relaxation and decoherence, as well as the mechanisms
of decoherence. We then discuss schemes for controlling the coupling
between two qubits, a feature that greatly simplifies the implementation of proposed quantum-computing architectures. And we finish by
discussing quantum optics on a chip, a new research direction in which
the electromagnetic fields associated with control and read-out signals
are treated quantum mechanically.

superconductors such as Nb, Pb and Al, the quasiparticles (electronlike and hole-like excitations) are separated in energy from the condensate2 by an energy gap ∆s(T) = 1.76kBTc (where kB is the Boltzmann
constant and Tc is the superconducting transition temperature). Thus,
at temperatures T << Tc, the density of quasiparticles becomes exponentially small, as does the intrinsic dissipation for frequencies of less than
2∆s(0)/h (where h is Planck’s constant) — roughly 1011 Hz for Al.
The macroscopic wavefunction leads to two phenomena that are essential for qubits. The first phenomenon is flux quantization. When a closed
ring is cooled through its superconducting transition temperature in a
magnetic field and the field is then switched off, the magnetic flux Φ in the
ring — maintained by a circulating supercurrent — is quantized2 in integer
−
values of the flux quantum Φ0 ≡ h/2e ≈ 2.07 × 10 15 T m2. This quantization
arises from the requirement that Ψ(r, t) be single valued. The second phenomenon is Josephson tunnelling2. A Josephson junction consists of two
superconductors separated by an insulating barrier of appropriate thickness, typically 2–3 nm, through which Cooper pairs can tunnel coherently.
Brian Josephson showed that the supercurrent I through the barrier is
related to the gauge-invariant phase difference δ(t) between the phases of
the two superconductors by the current–phase relationship

Flux quantization and Josephson tunnelling

where  = h/2π and ω is the angular frequency at which the supercurrent
oscillates. The dynamical behaviour of Josephson junctions is described
in Box 1.
The variables have, so far, been regarded as being classical, but to show
quantum-mechanical behaviour, these variables must be replaced by operators. The two relevant operators are that for δ, which is associated with
the Josephson coupling energy Ej ≡ I0Φ0/2π, and that for the Cooper-pair
number difference N across the capacitance, which is associated with the
charging energy Ec ≡ (2e)2/2C, where C is the junction capacitance.
Furthermore — just like the familiar position and momentum operators x and px — the operators for δ and for the charge on the capacitor Q

Why do superconductors enable atomic-scale phenomena to be
observed at the macroscopic level? The reason, as explained elegantly
by the theory of Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer1, is that in a given
superconductor all of the Cooper pairs of electrons (which have
charge 2e, mass 2me and spin zero, and are responsible for carrying a
supercurrent) are condensed into a single macroscopic state described
by a wavefunction Ψ(r, t) (where r is the spatial variable and t is time.)
Like all quantum-mechanical wavefunctions, Ψ(r, t) can be written as
Ψ(r, t) exp[iϕ(r, t)] (where i = √−1): that is, as the product of an amplitude and a factor involving the phase ϕ. Furthermore, in ‘conventional’

I = I0 sinδ

(1)

Here I0 is the maximum supercurrent that the junction can sustain (that
is, the critical current). This phase difference is an electrodynamic variable that, in the presence of a potential difference V between the superconductors, evolves in time as
.
δ = ω = 2eV
(2)

1
Department of Physics,366 LeConte Hall, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720, USA. 2Materials Sciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, 1 Cyclotron Road,
Berkeley, California 94720, USA. 3Institute for Quantum Computing, University of Waterloo, 200 University Avenue West, Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1, Canada.
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Box 1 | The Josephson junction as a nonlinear circuit element
a
I
I
I0

I0, C

C

b
U(d)

2〉
1〉
0〉

d

Equations (1) and (2) contain the crucial information that the Josephson
junction is a dissipationless device with a nonlinear inductance. It is
these unique features that make the junction the primitive building
block of all superconducting qubits.
The nonlinear inductance is easily
. by noting that the time
. deduced
derivative of equation (1) yields I = (I0cosδ)δ = (I0.cosδ)ω = V(2eI0/)cosδ
from equation (2). Invoking Faraday’s law V = −LI (where L is the
inductance) then leads to the Josephson inductance
Lj = Φ0/(2πI0cosδ) = Φ0/2π(I02 − I2)1/2 (where I < I0)

(6)

The Josephson junction, denoted by an X in panel a of the figure, has
an intrinsic capacitance C; this combination is often denoted by an
X in a box. I0 denotes the critical current. It is immediately apparent
from equation (6) that the junction is also a nonlinear oscillator with a
resonant angular frequency ωp(I) = (LjC)−1/2 = (2πI0/Φ0C)1/2/(1 − I2/I02)1/4.
Considerable insight into the dynamics of a Josephson junction
can be gleaned by considering
the
.
. flow of a..current J through the
junction: J = I0sinδ
.. + CV. Writing V= (/2e)δ and rearranging this
yields (C/2e)δ = I − I0sinδ = −(2e/)∂U/∂δ. U ≡ −(Φ0/2π)∂U/∂δ is
the potential of a tilted washboard for a particle of mass C/2e (as
illustrated in panel b of the figure). In the absence of fluctuations,
for I < I0 the particle remains trapped in one of the potential wells;
classically, it oscillates
in the well at the plasma oscillation frequency
.
ωp(I)/2π. Thus, 〈δ〉 = 0, and the junction is in the zero-voltage state; in
the quantum picture, the energy in the well is quantized, as shown in the
inset (figure, panel b). By contrast, when
. I is increased so that I > I0, the
particle runs down the washboard, 〈δ〉 > 0, and there is a voltage across
the junction. When I is subsequently reduced so that I < I0, the particle
will continue to propagate until I is close to 0. Thus, the current–voltage
characteristic is hysteretic.

are canonically conjugate, as expressed by the commutator bracket
[δ, Q] = i2e. The fact that δ and Q are subject to Heisenberg’s uncertainty
principle has far-reaching consequences. On the one hand, when Ej >> Ec,
δ is well defined, and Q has large quantum fluctuations; therefore, the
Josephson behaviour of the junction dominates. On the other hand, when
Ej << Ec, N is well defined, and δ has large quantum fluctuations; therefore, the charging behaviour of the capacitor dominates. Using these ideas,
the parameters of superconducting quantum circuits can be designed3.
The first evidence of quantum behaviour in a Josephson junction
came from experiments in which macroscopic quantum tunnelling
was found to occur and energy levels were shown to be quantized.
In macroscopic quantum tunnelling4,5, the junction tunnels from the
ground state 0〉 (Box 1 figure), when I < I0, through the potential barrier
that separates it from its neighbouring energy well, which is at a lower
energy. Then, the particle runs freely down the washboard potential,
1032

generating a voltage 2∆s/e that is readily detected. These results5 were
found to be in strong agreement with theory6. Energy quantization7 was
found in the initial well by irradiating the junction with microwaves. The
escape rate from the zero-voltage state was increased when the microwave frequency fm corresponded to the energy difference between two
adjacent energy levels. A crucial point is that the anharmonic nature
of the well, which results from the nonlinear inductance of Josephson
junctions (equation (6), Box 1), causes the energy spacing to decrease
as the quantum number progressively increases, so each transition has
a distinct frequency. If the well were harmonic, the energy spacings
would be identical, and the quantum case would not be distinguishable
from the classical case.
These experiments showed unequivocally that δ is a quantum variable. The next step in the demonstration of macroscopic quantum
physics was to implement devices showing the superposition of two
quantum states Ψ1〉 and Ψ2〉 in the form Ψ〉 = αΨ1〉 + βΨ2〉, as first
proposed by Anthony Leggett8 in the 1980s in his discussion of macroscopic quantum coherence in superconducting devices. In 1997,
Yasunobu Nakamura et al.9 carried out the first such experiment on
a charge qubit, showing spectroscopically the superposition of the
Cooper-pair states n〉 and n + 1〉, where the integer n is the quantum
number specifying the number of Cooper pairs. Subsequently, in 2000,
Jonathan Friedman et al.10 and Caspar van der Wal et al.11 showed the
superposition of states in a flux qubit. A flux qubit consists of a superconducting loop interrupted by one10 or three11 Josephson junctions.
The two quantum states are flux pointing up and flux pointing down
or, equivalently, supercurrent flowing in an anticlockwise direction
and supercurrent flowing in a clockwise direction. In 2002, Denis Vion
et al.12 described ‘quantronium’, a qubit in which two small junctions are
connected by a superconducting island, involving the superposition of
the Cooper-pair states n〉 and n + 1〉. Also in 2002, John Martinis et al.13
demonstrated a phase qubit, a reinvention of the device used earlier
to observe quantized energy levels7. The relevant quantum states are
the ground state and the first excited state. Some of the experimental
difficulties encountered when operating superconducting qubits are
described in Box 2.

Flux qubits
A flux qubit, as indicated earlier, consists of a superconducting loop
interrupted by one10 or three11 Josephson junctions (Fig. 1a). Although
both designs function similarly, we focus on the three-junction design,
which has been adopted more widely. In this device, one junction is
smaller in area and thus has a smaller critical current than the other two,
which function to increase the inductance of the loop. The small junction has a large value for Ej/Ec, typically 50, so the phase difference δ (or,
equivalently, the magnetic flux Φ in the loop) is the relevant quantum
variable. The two quantum states are magnetic flux pointing up  〉
and magnetic flux pointing down  〉 or, equivalently, anticlockwise
qubit supercurrent Iq circulating in the loop and clockwise supercurrent.
The qubit is represented by a double-well potential, which is generally
asymmetrical. The two states are coupled by the quantum-mechanical
tunnelling of δ through the barrier separating the wells, giving rise to
the superposition of the two basis states
Ψ〉 = α 〉 ± β 〉

(3)

When the externally applied magnetic flux Φe = Φ0/2, the double-well
potential becomes symmetrical (Fig. 1b), and the two eigenfunctions
become symmetrical and antisymmetrical superpositions of the two
basis states, with α = β = 1/√2. At this degeneracy point, the splitting of
the energy levels of the ground state 0〉 and the first excited state 1〉 is ∆;
away from the degeneracy point, the energy difference is
ν = (∆2 + ε2)1/2

(4)

where ε = 2Iq(Φe − Φ0/2) (Fig. 1c). The probabilities of observing the
states  〉 and  〉 in the ground and first excited states as a function
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Box 2 | Experimental issues with superconducting qubits
Experiments on superconducting qubits are challenging. Most
superconducting qubits are created by using electron-beam
lithography, need millikelvin temperatures and an ultralow-noise
environment to operate, and can be studied only by using very sensitive
measurement techniques.
Superconducting qubits generally require Josephson junctions
with dimensions of the order of 0.1 × 0.1 µm2 — corresponding to a
self-capacitance of about 1 fF — and are patterned by using shadow
evaporation and electron-beam lithography79; an exception is the phase
qubit, which typically has a junction of 1 × 1 µm2 and can be patterned
photolithographically. The Josephson junctions are usually Al–AlxOy–Al
(where x ≤ 2 and y ≤ 3), and the oxidation must be controlled to yield
relatively precise values of Ej and Ec. Because qubit frequencies are
usually 5–10 GHz (which corresponds to 0.25–0.5 K), the circuits are
operated in dilution refrigerators, typically at temperatures of
10–30 mK, to minimize thermal population of the upper state.
Great efforts are made to attenuate external electrical and magnetic
noise. The experiment is invariably enclosed in a Faraday cage — either
a shielded room or the metal Dewar of the refrigerator with a contiguous
metal box on top. The electrical leads that are connected to the qubits
and their read-out devices are heavily filtered or attenuated. For
example, lines carrying quasistatic bias currents usually have multiple
low-pass filters at the various temperature stages of the refrigerator.
These include both inductor–capacitor and resistor–capacitor filters that
operate up to a few hundred megahertz, as well as wires running through
copper powder, which results in substantial loss at higher frequencies5.
The overall attenuation is typically 200 dB. Finally, the read-out process
for probing a quantum system is very delicate.

F
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of Φe are shown in Fig. 1d. At the degeneracy point, the probability of
observing either state is ½. As Φe is reduced, the probability of observing
 〉 increases while that of observing  〉 decreases.
The first observation of quantum superposition in a flux qubit was
made spectroscopically. The state of the flux qubit is measured with
a d.c. superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID)14. This
device consists of two Josephson junctions, each with critical current I0,
connected in parallel on a superconducting loop of inductance L. The
critical current of the SQUID Ic(Φs) is periodic in the externally applied
magnetic flux Φs with period Φ0. In the limit βL ≡ 2LI0/Φ0 << 1 in which
the Josephson inductance dominates the geometrical inductance, the
critical current for Φs = (m + ½)Φ0 (m is an integer) is reduced to almost
zero, and the flux dependence of the critical current takes the approximate form14 Ic(Φs) ≈ 2I0cos(πΦs/Φ0). Thus, by biasing the SQUID with a
constant magnetic flux near Φ0/2, and measuring the critical current, the
changes in flux produced by a nearby qubit can be measured with high
sensitivity. In most experiments with qubits, a pulse of current is applied
to the SQUID, which either remains in the zero-voltage state or makes
a transition to the voltage state, producing a voltage 2∆s/e. Because its
current–voltage characteristic is hysteretic, the SQUID remains at this
voltage until the current bias has been removed, allowing researchers
to determine whether the SQUID has switched. For sufficiently small
current pulses, the probability of the SQUID switching is zero, whereas
the probability is one for sufficiently large pulses. The switching event
is a stochastic process and needs to be repeated many times for the flux
in the SQUID to be measured accurately.
The first step in spectroscopic observation of quantum superposition is
to determine the height of the current pulse at which the SQUID switches
— with, for example, a probability of ½ — as a function of Φe over a narrow
range (perhaps ± 5mΦ0). Subsequently, a pulse of microwave flux is applied
at frequency fm, which is of sufficient amplitude and duration to equalize
the populations of the ground state and first excited state when the energylevel splitting difference ν = hfm. Assuming that  〉 is measured, then, on
resonance, there will be a peak in the switching probability for Φe < Φ0/2
and a corresponding dip for Φe > Φ0/2. An example of these results11,15 is
shown in Fig. 2. The configuration of the qubit and the SQUID is shown
in Fig. 2a, and the peaks and dips in the amplitude of the switching current

F 0 /2

0.5

0

Fe

Figure 1 | The theory underlying flux qubits. a, Flux qubits consist of a
superconducting loop interrupted by either one or three (shown) Josephson
junctions. The two quantum states are magnetic flux Φ pointing up  〉
and Φ pointing down  〉 or, equivalently, supercurrent Iq circulating in the
loop anticlockwise and Iq circulating clockwise. b, The double-well potential
(black) versus total flux Φ contained in a flux qubit is shown. The two wells
are symmetrical when the externally applied magnetic flux Φe is (n + ½)Φ0,
where n is an integer (n = 0 in this case). The coloured curves are the
eigenfunctions (probability amplitudes) for the ground state (symmetrical;
red) and first excited state (antisymmetrical; blue). c, The energy E of the
two superpositions states in b versus the energy bias ε = 2Iq(Φe − Φ0/2) is
shown. The diagonal dashed black lines show the classical energies. The
energy-level splitting is Δ at the degeneracy point, ε = 0, and is ν for ε ≠ 0.
d, The probabilities of the qubit flux pointing up (green) or down (yellow)
in the ground state versus applied flux are shown.
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Figure 2 | Experimental properties of flux qubits. a, The configuration of the
original three-junction flux qubit is shown. Arrows indicate the current flow
in the two qubit states (green denotes  〉, and yellow denotes  〉). Scale bar,
3 μm. (Image courtesy of C. H. van der Wal, Rijksuniversiteit Groningen,
the Netherlands). b, Radiation of microwave frequency fm induces resonant
peaks and dips in the switching current Isw with respect to the externally
applied magnetic flux Φe normalized to the flux quantum Φ0. Frequencies
range from 9.711 GHz to 0.850 GHz. Tick marks on the y axis show steps
of 0.4 nA. (Panel reproduced, with permission, from ref. 15.) c, Microwave
frequency fm is plotted against half of the separation in magnetic flux,
∆Φres, between the peak and the dip at each frequency. The line is a linear
fit through the data at high frequencies and represents the classical energy.
The inset is a magnified view of the lower part of the graph; the curved line
in the inset is a fit to equation (4). The deviation of the data points from the
straight line demonstrates quantum coherence of the  〉 and  〉 flux states.
(Panel reproduced, with permission, from ref. 15.)

versus applied flux are shown in Fig. 2b for a succession of microwave frequencies. As expected, the difference in the applied flux at which the peaks
and dips appear, 2∆Φres, becomes greater as the microwave frequency
increases. The microwave frequency versus ∆Φres is shown in Fig. 2c.
The data have been fitted to equation (4) with Iq = (½)dν/dΦe in the limit
ν >> ∆, using ∆ as a fitting parameter. The data reveal the existence of an
anticrossing (that is, an avoided crossing) at Φe = Φ0/2.

Charge qubits
A charge qubit (also known as a Cooper-pair box) is shown in Fig. 3a, b.
The key component is a tiny superconducting island that is small
enough that the electrostatic charging energy required to place a charge
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of 2e on the island at zero voltage, (2e)2/2CΣ, is much greater than the
thermal energy kBT (where CΣ = Cg + Cj is the total capacitance). For
T = 1 K, this requires CΣ to be much less than 1 fF. The Cooper-pair box
is connected to ground by a gate capacitance Cg in series with a potential
Vg and by a small Josephson junction with Ej << Ec. Given their weak
connection to the ‘outside world’, the number of Cooper pairs on the
island is a discrete variable n. The qubit states correspond to adjacent
Cooper-pair number states n〉 and n + 1〉.
To understand how to control a single Cooper pair, it is useful to first
examine the electrostatic problem with an infinite junction resistance
(Ej = 0). The total electrostatic energy of the circuit is Ech = (2e2/Cg)(n − ng)2,
where ng = CgVg/2e (representing the gate voltage in terms of the gate
charge, namely the polarization charge that the voltage induces on the
gate capacitor). Although n is an integer, ng is a continuous variable. Ech
versus ng is shown in Fig. 3c for several values of n. It should be noted that
the curves for n and n + 1 cross at ng = n + ½, the charge degeneracy point.
At this point, the gate polarization corresponds to half a Cooper pair for
both charge basis states.
By restoring the Josephson coupling to a small value, the behaviour
close to these crossing points is modified. The Josephson junction
allows Cooper pairs to tunnel onto the island one by one. The resultant coupling between neighbouring charge states n〉 and n + 1〉 makes
the quantum superposition of charge eigenstates analogous to the
superposition of flux states in equation (3) (identifying  〉 = n〉 and
 〉 = n + 1〉). The next excited charge state is higher in energy by Ec
and can safely be neglected. At the charge degeneracy point, where the
Josephson coupling produces an avoided crossing, the symmetrical and
antisymmetrical superpositions are split by an energy Ej. By contrast,
far from this point, Ec >> Ej, and the eigenstates are very close to being
charge states. Again, the energy level structure is analogous to that of
flux qubits, with ∆ replaced with Ej and ε with Ec × (ng − n − ½). Similarly,
the probabilities of measuring the ground state or excited state depend
on the gate voltage rather than the applied flux.
To make the qubit fully tunable, the Josephson junction is usually
replaced by a d.c. SQUID with low inductance (βL << 1). Ej is then
adjusted by applying the appropriate magnetic flux, which is kept constant throughout the subsequent measurements.
The read-out of a charge qubit involves detecting the charge on the
island to a much greater accuracy than 2e. This is accomplished by using
a single-electron transistor (SET), a sensitive electrometer16. The SET
(Fig. 3d), also based on a tiny island, is connected to two superconducting leads by two Josephson junctions. When the voltages across both
junctions are close to the degeneracy point (ng = n + ½), charges cross
the junctions to produce a net current flow through the SET. Thus, the
current near the degeneracy points depends strongly on the gate voltage (Fig. 3c). Capacitively coupling the Cooper-pair-box island to the
SET island makes a contribution to the SET gate voltage so that the SET
current strongly depends on the Cooper-pair-box state. This scheme
converts the measurement of charge into a measurement of charge transport through a SET. In fact, for small Josephson junctions, this charge
transport is usually dissipative, because the phase coherence is destroyed
by environmental fluctuations. Thus, the read-out actually involves
measuring the resistance of the SET, which depends on the state of the
Cooper-pair box. The preferred read-out device is a radio-frequency
SET17, in which a SET is embedded in a resonant circuit. Thus, the Q
of the resonant circuit is determined by the resistance of the SET and
ultimately by the charge on the Cooper-pair box. A pulse of microwaves
slightly detuned from the resonant frequency is applied to the radiofrequency SET, and the phase of the reflected signal enables the state of
the qubit to be determined.
Many of the initial studies of superconducting qubits involved charge
qubits. That crossing is avoided at the degeneracy point was first shown
spectroscopically by studying a charge qubit9, and charge measurements
revealed the continuous, quantum-rounded form of the transition
between quantum states18. The coherent oscillations that occur with
time at this avoided energy-level crossing were also first discovered by
studying a charge qubit19.
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Cooper-pair boxes are particularly sensitive to low-frequency noise
from electrons moving among defects (see the section ‘Decoherence’)
and can show sudden large jumps in ng. The development of more
advanced charge qubits such as the transmon20 and quantronium12 has
greatly ameliorated this problem. The transmon is a small Cooperpair box that is made relatively insensitive to charge by shunting the
Josephson junction with a large external capacitor to increase Ec and by
increasing the gate capacitor to the same size. Consequently, the energy
bands of the type shown in Fig. 3c are almost flat, and the eigenstates are
a combination of many Cooper-pair-box charge states. For reasons that
will be discussed later (see the section ‘Decoherence’), the transmon is
thus insensitive to low-frequency charge noise at all operating points.
At the same time, the large gate capacitor provides strong coupling to
external microwaves even at the level of a single photon, greatly increasing the coupling for circuit quantum electrodynamics (QED) (see the
section ‘Quantum optics on a chip’).
The principle by which quantronium operates is shown in Fig. 4a,
and an actual circuit is shown in Fig. 4b. The Cooper-pair box involves
two Josephson junctions, with a capacitance Cg connected to the island
separating them. The two junctions are connected across a third, larger,
junction, with a higher critical current, to form a closed superconducting circuit to which a magnetic flux Φe is applied. The key to eliminating
the effects of low-frequency charge and flux noise is to maintain the
qubit at the double degeneracy point at which the two qubit states are
(to first order) insensitive to these noise sources. To achieve insensitivity to charge noise, the qubit is operated at ng = ½, where the energy
levels have zero slope and the energy-level splitting is Ej (Fig. 3c).
Insensitivity to flux noise is achieved by applying an integer number
of half-flux quanta to the loop. The success of this optimum working
point has been elegantly shown experimentally21. The insensitivity to
both flux and charge implies, however, that the two states of the qubit
cannot be distinguished at the double degeneracy point. To measure
the qubit state, a current pulse that moves the qubit away from the flux
degeneracy point is applied to the loop, and this produces a clockwise
or anticlockwise current in the loop, depending on the state of the qubit.
The direction of the current is determined by the third (read-out) junction: the circulating current either adds to or subtracts from the applied
current pulse, so the read-out junction switches out of the zero-voltage state at a slightly lower or slightly higher value of the bias current,
respectively. Thus, the state of the qubit can be inferred by measuring the switching currents. With the advent of quantronium, much
longer relaxation and decoherence times can be achieved than with a
conventional Cooper-pair box.
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Although this switching read-out scheme is efficient, it has two
major drawbacks. First, the resultant high level of dissipation destroys
the quantum state of the qubit, making sequential measurements of
the state impossible. Second, the temperature of the read-out junction
and substrate increase because of the energy that is deposited while the
SQUID is in the voltage state — typically for 1 µs — and the equilibrium
is not restored for ~1 ms. This limits the rate at which measurements can
be made to ~1 kHz, resulting in long data-acquisition times.
These drawbacks have been overcome by the introduction of the
Josephson bifurcation amplifier (JBA)22, a particularly powerful readout device in which there is no dissipation because the junction remains
in the zero-voltage state (Fig. 4c). The JBA exploits the nonlinearity of
the Josephson junction when a capacitor is connected across it, resulting
in the formation of a resonant (or tank) circuit. When small-amplitude
microwave pulses are applied to the resonant circuit, the amplitude and
phase of the reflected signal are detected, with the signal strength boosted
by a cryogenic amplifier. From this measurement, the resonant frequency
of the tank circuit can be determined, then the inductance of the junction
— which depends on the current flowing through it — and, finally, the
state of the quantronium. For larger-amplitude microwaves, however, the
behaviour of the circuit is strongly nonlinear, with the resonance frequency
decreasing as the amplitude increases. In particular, strong driving at frequencies slightly below the plasma frequency leads to a bistability: a weak,
off-resonance lower branch during which the particle does not explore the
nonlinearity, and a high-amplitude response at which frequency matches
the driving frequency (Fig. 4d). The two qubit states can be distinguished
by choosing driving frequencies and currents that cause the JBA to switch
to one response or the other, depending on the qubit state. This technique
is extremely fast and, even though it is based on a switching process, it
never drives the junction into the voltage state. Furthermore, the JBA
remains in the same state after the measurement has been made.
The JBA has been shown to approach the quantum non-demolition
(QND) limit22. This limit is reached when the perturbation of the quantum state during the measurement does not go beyond that required by
the measurement postulate of quantum mechanics, so repeated measurements of the same eigenstate lead to the same outcome23. Reaching
the QND limit is highly desirable for quantum computing.
A similar scheme that approaches the QND limit has been implemented for the flux qubit, with the single Josephson junction replaced
by a read-out SQUID24. Dispersive read-out for a flux qubit has also
been achieved by inductively coupling a flux qubit to the inductor of a
resonant circuit and then measuring the flux state from the shift in the
resonance frequency25.

Cint
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n
Cg

Vg

Vg
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Figure 3 | Charge qubits. a, A single Cooper-pair-box (SCB) circuit is
shown. The superconducting island is depicted in brown and the junction
in blue. Ej and Cj are the Josephson coupling energy and self-capacitance,
respectively, and n is the number of Cooper pairs on the island, which
is coupled to a voltage source with voltage Vg by way of a capacitor with
capacitance Cg. (Panel reproduced, with permission, from ref. 28.)
b, A micrograph of a Cooper-pair box coupled to a single-electron
transistor (SET) is shown. Scale bar, 1 μm. (Panel reproduced, with
permission, from ref. 78.) c, Black curves show the energy of the Cooperpair box as a function of the scaled gate voltage ng = CgVg/2e for different
numbers (n) of excess Cooper pairs on the island. The parabola on the
far left corresponds to n = 0 and the central parabola to n = 1. Dashed

Φe

Ej
Cj

Vtr /2

lines indicate the contribution of the charging energy Ech(n, ng) alone. The
energy-level splitting at ng = ½ is Ej. Red curves show the current I through
the SET as a function of ng. Transport is possible at the charge degeneracy
points, where the gate strongly modulates the current. (Panel reproduced,
with permission, from ref. 28.) d, A charge qubit with two junctions (left)
coupled to a SET biased to a transport voltage Vtr (right) is shown. The
critical current of the junctions coupled to the island is adjusted by means
of an externally applied magnetic flux Фe. The gate of the SET is coupled to
an externally controlled charge induced on the capacitor with capacitance
Cg SET by the voltage Vg SET, as well as to the qubit charge by way of the
interaction capacitance Cint. (Panel reproduced, with permission, from
ref. 28.)
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Phase qubits
In essence, a phase qubit13 consists of a single current-biased Josephson
junction (Box 1 figure). For a bias current I just below the critical
current I0, the anharmonic potential is approximately cubic, and the
energy-level spacing becomes progressively smaller as the quantum
number n increases. As I approaches I0, the (classical) plasma oscillation
frequency, ωp(I) = 21/4(2πI0/Φ0C)1/2(1 − I/I0)1/4, decreases slowly, while
the potential barrier height, ∆U(I) = (2√2 I0Φ0/3π)(1 − I/I0)3/2, decreases
rapidly. Thus, the probability of escape from the state n〉 by macroscopic
quantum tunnelling increases exponentially as n increases. The qubit
involves transitions between the ground state 0〉 and the first excited
state 1〉. To measure the quantum state of the qubit, a microwave pulse
is applied with frequency (E2 − E1)/h. If, on the one hand, the qubit is
in the state 1〉, then the pulse excites a transition to the state 2〉, from
which macroscopic quantum tunnelling causes the junction to switch
to the voltage state. If, on the other hand, the junction is initially in the
state 0〉, then no such transition occurs. Operation of the phase qubit
depends crucially on the anharmonicity of the well potential, which
ensures that E2 − E1 < E1 − E0.
The first phase qubit that was designed involved a 10 × 10 µm2 Nb–
AlxOy–Nb tunnel junction (where x ≤ 2 and y ≤ 3), which was created
photolithographically. To measure the occupation probability p1 of the state
1〉, Martinis et al.13 applied a long microwave pulse of angular frequency
ω10 = (E1 − E0)/, followed by a read-out pulse of frequency ω21 = (E2 − E1)/
(Fig. 5a). If the state 1〉 is occupied, the second pulse switches the junction
to the voltage state, which is detected by a low-noise amplifier. If, conversely, the junction is in the state 0〉, the probability of switching is very
small. As the power P10 in the first pulse is increased, the probability of 1〉

being occupied increases until it reaches a plateau at 0.5. The results of
the measurement are shown in Fig. 5a, where p1 is defined as the ratio
of the number of trials in which switching to the voltage state occurs to the
total number of trials. As expected, p1 approaches 0.5 as P10 increases.
In early designs of phase qubits, the junction switched to the voltage
state, resulting in energy dissipation. In a later, improved, design26, the
qubits remain in the zero-voltage state (Fig. 5b, c). The qubit junction
is embedded in a superconducting loop that is inductively coupled to
a SQUID and to a line through which static and pulsed currents can
be passed. With appropriately chosen parameters, the potential energy
of the qubit displays the two asymmetrical wells shown in Fig. 5c. The
states 0〉 and 1〉 in the left well are the qubit states; their energy separation and the depth of the well can be controlled by varying the flux in the
loop. To read out the state of the phase qubit, a short adiabatic pulse that
reduces the depth ∆U of the qubit potential well is applied to the flux bias
line. If the qubit is in the state 1〉, it tunnels rapidly into the right well;
in the state 0〉, no tunnelling occurs. Depending on whether tunnelling
occurs, the flux in the qubit loop differs by a single flux quantum, which
can easily be detected subsequently by the read-out SQUID. This scheme
enables the state of the qubit to be measured rapidly, typically in 5 ns,
which is still adiabatic (slow) on the timescale of transitions between the
qubit states. Subsequent measurement of the flux in these qubit loops
can be made much more slowly.

Time-domain measurements
Spectroscopy is important for establishing that a given qubit is a functional device, and it enables energy-level splitting to be measured as
a function of relevant control parameters. But measurements in the
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Figure 4 | Quantronium. a, A quantronium circuit is depicted. The Cooperpair box is connected by way of two Josephson junctions to the detector
Josephson junction, which has Josephson energy Edj (right), and by way
of a capacitor (with gate capacitance Cg) to the static voltage bias Vg and
the radio-frequency gate voltage Vrf that prepares the state of the Cooperpair box. The dashed lines enclose the qubit. Ib is the bias current of the
detector junction, and Z is an engineered environmental impedance. The
flux through the loop formed by the three Josephson junctions is controlled
by an external bias circuit. The read-out is the phase δ across the two box
junctions, measured by combining the bias current Ib with the circulating
loop currents I0 or I1. (Panel reproduced, with permission, from ref. 12.)
b, A micrograph of quantronium is shown. The Cooper-pair box and leads
are depicted in blue, and the gate electrode in red. (In gold are normal metal
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films that are used to remove quasiparticles from the superconducting
films.) (Image courtesy of D. Esteve, Commissariat à l’Énergie Atomique,
Saclay, France.) c, A Josephson bifurcation amplifier (JBA) is depicted. In
a JBA, a Josephson junction, represented by the nonlinear inductance Lj,
is shunted with a capacitance C via a stray inductance LS; Irf is the radiofrequency current bias. The dashed line separates the off-chip circuitry (left)
from the on-chip circuitry (right). (Panel reproduced, with permission, from
ref. 22.) d, The response curve (voltage V versus frequency ν) of the JBA
driven at high radio-frequency current amplitude at a frequency slightly
below resonance is shown, and the hysteresis that results from dynamical
bifurcation is indicated (arrows). The red line shows the low-amplitude
response of the JBA, and the green line shows the high-amplitude response;
the dashed line indicates metastable states.
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time domain are also necessary to determine the dynamical behaviour
of a qubit. These measurements involve manipulating the state of
the qubit by using appropriate microwave pulses — which are also
required to implement single-qubit gates for quantum computing. In
broad terms, qubits are characterized by two times, named T1 and T2 by
analogy with nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy 27. The
relaxation time T1 is the time required for a qubit to relax from the first
excited state to the ground state; this process involves energy loss. The
dephasing time T2 is the time over which the phase difference between
two eigenstates becomes randomized. Theoretically, both relaxation
and dephasing are described by weak coupling to the quantum noise
produced by the environment27–29. This approach predicts that energy
relaxation arises from fluctuations at the energy-level splitting frequency of the two states in question. The dephasing rate, by contrast,
has two contributions:
1/T2 = 1/(2T1) + 1/τϕ

amplitude. After time τ, the state vector is at an angle 2πνRτ to the z axis.
Subsequent measurements of the probability of the qubit being in the
state 0〉 or 1〉 yield Rabi oscillations as a function of τ. An example is
shown in Fig. 6b. Rabi oscillations are a convenient means of calibrating
the amplitude of the magnetic-field component of the microwave field
that is coupled to the qubit.
In measuring the dephasing time, it is crucial to distinguish T2 (equation (5)) — an intrinsic timescale for the decoherence of a single qubit —
from T2*, the result of an ensemble measurement. The ensemble is formed
because experiments on a single qubit need to be carried out repeatedly
so that sufficiently precise data are acquired. Even though the different
measurements are nominally identical, slow fluctuations on the timescale
of a single run result in a change in the operating conditions between runs.
This reduces the observed coherence time to T2* (which is < T2).
T2* and T2 can be measured separately: T2*, which includes the effects
of low-frequency noise, by using Ramsey fringes30; and T2, by using
a spin-echo technique27, which eliminates certain low-frequency contributions. To observe Ramsey fringes, a π/2 microwave pulse is first
applied at a frequency fm — with amplitude calibrated from the Rabi
oscillations — that tips the qubit state vector into the equatorial (x–y)
plane. The vector precesses freely on the Bloch sphere around the static
magnetic field B0, with a magnitude that decreases with time, owing to
dephasing. After a variable time delay τd, a second π/2 microwave pulse
brings the state vector to a point on the Bloch sphere that depends on
both fm and τd. The subsequent measurement of the qubit state projects
the vector onto either 0〉 or 1〉. Thus, a plot of the switching probability versus τd for a given microwave frequency maps out the free evolution of the qubit. For a resonant pulse (fm = ν10), the free evolution and
the microwave pulses are synchronized, and the measurement reveals
a coherence amplitude that decays exponentially with characteristic time
T2*. To map out T2* over a larger parameter space, the π/2 microwave
pulses are detuned from ν10. Thus, the pulse and evolution are no longer
synchronized, and oscillations — Ramsey fringes — are observed at a
frequency νRamsey =  fm − ν10  (Fig. 6c).
To remove the slow fluctuations that differentiate T2* from T2, a spinecho technique, analogous to that used in NMR, can be used. In this technique, a π pulse is applied at the midpoint in time between the two π/2
pulses. The π pulse flips the qubit state vector to the opposite side of the
equatorial plane; therefore, a fluctuation that initially caused the phase to
advance now causes it to lag, and vice versa. Thus, at the time of the second
π/2 pulse, the effects of fluctuations that occur on timescales longer than
the overall measurement time are (ideally) completely cancelled out. An
example is shown in Fig. 6d.

(5)

The first contribution arises from the relaxation process, and the second,
‘pure dephasing’, arises from low-frequency fluctuations with exchange
of infinitesimal energy. (The pure dephasing time is τϕ.)
The simplest way to measure relaxation is to irradiate the qubit with
microwaves at the frequency corresponding to the energy-level splitting
between the ground and first excited states for a time much greater than
T1. After the pulse has been turned off, the qubit has an equal probability
of being in either state; the probability p1 of its being in the excited state
1〉 subsequently decays with time t as exp(−t/T1). Measurements of p1
as a function of t yield the value of T1. It should be emphasized that
each measurement of p1 at a given time delay involves a large number of
measurements, typically 104 or 105. T1 can vary from values of the order
of 1 ns to many microseconds.
To understand the various pulse measurements, it is useful to consider the Bloch sphere (Fig. 6a), which enables any arbitrary quantum
superposition of the quantum states 0〉 and 1〉 to be considered as a
vector. The states 0〉 and 1〉 point along the positive and negative z axis,
respectively. The superpositions 0〉 ± 1〉 lie along the ± x axes, and the
superpositions 0〉 ± i 1〉 along the ± y axes. Thus, a given point on the
surface of the sphere defines a specific superposition of these states.
The Bloch sphere can be used to describe Rabi oscillations in a flux
qubit. Microwaves are applied at the energy-level splitting frequency
for the qubit for a time τ with the magnetic-field component along the
y axis. During the pulse, the state vector rotates in the y–z plane about the
x axis with the Rabi frequency νR, which is proportional to the microwave
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Figure 5 | Phase qubits. a, The filled circles represent the probability p1 that
the phase qubit occupies the first excited state versus microwave power P10
at angular frequency ω10. The solid line is the theoretical prediction. The
inset shows the pulse sequence; the microwaves at angular frequency ω10
equalize the probability that the ground and excited states are occupied,
and the microwaves at angular frequency ω21 cause the qubit to switch to
the voltage state if the first excited state is occupied. (Panel reproduced,
with permission, from ref. 13.) b, For zero-voltage operation, the Josephson
junction of a phase qubit is shunted by a superconducting loop, coupled

0
Phase

to a read-out SQUID, that allows static and pulsed fluxes to be applied.
The dashed line indicates the components fabricated on the silicon chip,
which is maintained at 25 mK. (Panel reproduced, with permission, from
ref. 26.) c, The asymmetrical double-well potential of a phase qubit is
shown. The qubit states are 0〉 and 1〉. The state 2〉 becomes occupied on
the application of microwaves at frequency ω21 provided that the state 1〉 is
occupied. The state 3〉, above 2〉, has no role in the read-out process. Dots
in the right well indicate the intervening energy levels. (Panel reproduced,
with permission, from ref. 26.)
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Measuring the times T1, T2 and T2* provides an important initial
characterization of qubit coherence. However, other factors such as
pulse inaccuracy, relaxation during measurement and more complex
decoherence effects result in measurement errors. A more complete
measure of a qubit is fidelity, a single number that represents the difference between the ideal and the actual outcome of the experiment.
Determining the fidelity involves quantum-process tomography
(a repeated set of state tomographies), which characterizes a quantummechanical process for all possible initial states. In a Ramsey-fringe
tomography experiment, Matthias Steffen et al.31 found a fidelity of
~80%, where 10% of the loss was attributed to read-out errors and
another 10% to pulse-timing uncertainty.

Decoherence
Superconducting qubits are macroscopic, so — along the lines of
Schrödinger’s cat — they could be expected to be very sensitive to
decoherence. In fact, given the unique properties of the superconducting
state, careful engineering has led to remarkable increases in decoherence
times compared with those of early devices.
Ideally, each type of qubit is described by a single degree of freedom.
The central challenge is to eliminate all other degrees of freedom. In broad
terms, there are two classes of decohering element: extrinsic and intrinsic.
Obvious extrinsic sources include electromagnetic signals from radio and
television transmitters; these can generally be eliminated by using careful
shielding and enough broadband filters. A more challenging extrinsic
source to exclude is the local electromagnetic environment: for example, contributions from the leads that are coupled to read-out devices or
are used to apply flux or charge biases. These leads allow great flexibility
in control of the system at the expense of considerable coupling to the
environment. This issue was recognized in the first proposals of macroscopic quantum coherence and largely motivated the Caldeira–Leggett
theory of quantum dissipation6. This theory maps any linear dissipation
onto a bath of harmonic oscillators. The effects of these oscillators can
be calculated from the Johnson–Nyquist noise that is generated by the
complex impedance of the environment. In the weak-damping regime,
both T1 and τϕ can be computed directly from the power spectrum of this
noise, and then the impedance can be engineered to minimize decoherence28,29. The experimental difficulty is to ensure that the complex impedances ‘seen’ by the qubit are high over a broad bandwidth, for example,
1038

300
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0–10 GHz. It is particularly difficult to avoid resonances over such a broad
range of frequencies. Clever engineering has greatly reduced this source of
decoherence, but it would be optimistic to consider that this problem has
been completely solved.
The main intrinsic limitation on the coherence of superconducting
qubits results from low-frequency noise, notably ‘1/f noise’ (in which
the spectral density of the noise at low frequency f scales as 1/f α, where
α is of the order of unity). In the solid state, many 1/f noise sources are
well described by the Dutta–Horn model as arising from a uniform distribution of two-state defects32. Each defect produces random telegraph
noise, and a superposition of such uncorrelated processes leads to a 1/f
power spectrum. There are three recognized sources of 1/f noise. The
first is critical-current fluctuations, which arise from fluctuations in the
transparency of the junction caused by the trapping and untrapping of
electrons in the tunnel barrier33. All superconducting qubits are subject
to dephasing by this mechanism. The slow fluctuations modulate energylevel splitting, even at the degeneracy point, so each measurement is
made on a qubit with a slightly different frequency. The resultant phase
errors lead to decoherence.
The second source of 1/f noise is charge fluctuations, which arise
from the hopping of electrons between traps on the surface of the superconducting film or the surface of the substrate. This motion induces
charges onto the surface of nearby superconductors. This decoherence
mechanism is particularly problematic for charge qubits, except at the
degeneracy point, where the qubits are (to first order) insensitive. If the
value of Ec/Ej increases, however, the energy bands (Fig. 3c) become flatter, and the qubit is correspondingly less sensitive to charge noise away
from the degeneracy point. This mechanism underlies the substantially
increased values of T2 in the transmon20.
The third source of 1/f noise is magnetic-flux fluctuations. Although
such fluctuations were first characterized more than 20 years ago34, the
mechanism by which these occur remained obscure until recently. It
is now thought that flux noise arises from the fluctuations of unpaired
electron spins on the surface of the superconductor or substrate35,36, but
the details of the mechanism remain controversial. Flux noise causes
decoherence in flux qubits, except at the degeneracy point, as well as in
phase qubits, which have no degeneracy point. The increased value of
T2 in quantronium results from its insensitivity to both flux noise and
charge noise at the double degeneracy point.
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Table 1 | Highest reported values of T1, T2* and T2
Qubit

T1 (μs)

T2* (μs)

T2 (μs)

Flux

4.6

1.2

9.6

Source

Y. Nakamura, personal communication

Charge

2.0

2.0

2.0

ref. 77

Phase

0.5

0.3

0.5

J. Martinis, personal communication

In general, all three low-frequency processes lead to decoherence.
They do not contribute to relaxation because this process requires an
exchange of energy with the environment at the energy-level splitting
frequency of the qubit, which is typically in the gigahertz range. However, there is strong evidence that charge fluctuations are associated with
the high-frequency resonators that have been observed, in particular, in
phase qubits37. Improvements in the quality of the oxide layers that are
used in the junctions and capacitors have resulted in large reductions in
the concentration of these high-frequency resonators38.
The strategy of operating a qubit at the optimum point, which was
first carried out with quantronium but is now applied to all types of
superconducting qubit (except for phase qubits), has been successful at
increasing phase-coherence times by large factors. Further substantial
improvements have resulted from the use of charge- or flux-echo techniques39,40. In NMR, the spin-echo technique removes the inhomogeneous
broadening that is associated with, for example, variations in magnetic
field, and hence in the NMR frequency, over the sample. In the case of
qubits, the variation is in the qubit energy-level splitting frequency from
measurement to measurement. For some qubits, using a combination
of echo techniques and optimum point operation has eliminated pure
dephasing, so decoherence is limited by energy relaxation (T2* = 2T1). In
general, however, the mechanisms that limit T1 are unknown, although
resonators that are associated with defects may be responsible36,41. The
highest reported values of T1, T2* and T2 are listed in Table 1.

Coupled qubits
An exceedingly attractive and unique feature of solid-state qubits in
general and superconducting qubits in particular is that schemes can
be implemented that both couple them strongly to each other and
turn off their interaction in situ by purely electronic means. Because
the coupling of qubits is central to the architecture of quantum computers, this subject has attracted much attention, in terms of both theory
and experiment. In this section, we illustrate the principles of coupled
qubits in terms of flux qubits and refer to analogous schemes for other
superconducting qubits.
Because the flux qubit is a magnetic dipole, two neighbouring flux
qubits are coupled by magnetic dipole–dipole interactions. The coupling

Flux
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b
Energy-level splitting (MHz)
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Figure 7 | Controllably coupled flux qubits. a, Two flux qubits are shown
surrounded by a d.c. SQUID. The qubit coupling strength is controlled
by the pulsed bias current Ipb that is applied to the d.c. SQUID before
measuring the energy-level splitting between the states 1〉 and 2〉. b, The
filled circles show the measured energy-level splitting of the two coupled
flux qubits plotted against Ipb. The solid line is the theoretical prediction,
fitted for Ipb; there are no fitted parameters for the energy-level splitting.
Error bars, ±1σ. (Panels reproduced, with permission, from ref. 50.)

strength can be increased by having the two qubits use a common line.
Even stronger coupling can be achieved by including a Josephson junction in this line to increase the line’s self-inductance (equation (6), Box 1).
In the case of charge and phase qubits, nearest-neighbour interactions
are mediated by capacitors rather than inductors. Fixed interaction has
been implemented for flux, charge and phase qubits42–45. These experiments show the energy levels that are expected for the superposition of
two pseudospin states: namely, a ground state and three excited states;
the first and second excited states may be degenerate. The entanglement
of these states for two phase qubits has been shown explicitly by means of
quantum-state tomography46. The most general description (including
all imperfections) of the qubit state based on the four basis states of the
coupled qubits is a four-by-four array known as a density matrix. Steffen
et al.46 carried out a measurement of the density matrix; they prepared a
system in a particular entangled state and showed that only the correct
four matrix elements were non-zero — and that their magnitude was in
good agreement with theory. This experiment is a proof-of-principle
demonstration of a basic function required for a quantum computer.
Simple quantum gates have also been demonstrated47,48.
Two flux qubits can be coupled by flux transformers — in essence
a closed loop of superconductor surrounding the qubits — enabling
their interaction to be mediated over longer distances. Because the
superconducting loop conserves magnetic flux, a change in the state
of one qubit induces a circulating current in the loop and hence a flux
in the other qubit. Flux transformers that contain Josephson junctions
enable the interaction of qubits to be turned on and off in situ. One such
device consists of a d.c. SQUID surrounding two flux qubits49 (Fig. 7a).
The inductance between the two qubits has two components: that of the
direct coupling between the qubits, and that of the coupling through
the SQUID. For certain values of applied bias current (below the critical
current) and flux, the self-inductance of the SQUID becomes negative, so the sign of its coupling to the two qubits opposes that of the
direct coupling. By choosing parameters appropriately, the inductance
of the coupled qubits can be designed to be zero or even have its sign
reversed. This scheme has been implemented by establishing the values of SQUID flux and bias current and then using microwave manipulation and measuring the energy-level splitting of the first and second
excited states50 (Fig. 7b). A related design — tunable flux–flux coupling
mediated by an off-resonant qubit — has been demonstrated51, and
tunable capacitors have been proposed for charge qubits52.
Another approach to variable coupling is to fix the coupling strength
geometrically and tune it by frequency selection. As an example, we
consider two magnetically coupled flux qubits biased at their degeneracy
points. If each qubit is in a superposition of eigenstates, then its magnetic
flux oscillates and the coupling averages to zero — unless both qubits
oscillate at the same frequency, in which case the qubits are coupled. This
phenomenon is analogous to the case of two pendulums coupled by a
weak spring. Even if the coupling is extremely weak, the pendulums will
be coupled if they oscillate in antiphase at exactly the same frequency.
Implementing this scheme is particularly straightforward for two
phase qubits because their frequencies can readily be brought in and
out of resonance by adjusting the bias currents37. For other types of qubit,
the frequency at the degeneracy point is set by the as-fabricated parameters, so it is inevitable that there will be variability between qubits. As
a result, if the frequency difference is larger than the coupling strength,
the qubit–qubit interaction cancels out at the degeneracy point. Several
pulse sequences have been proposed to overcome this limitation53–55,
none of which has been convincingly demonstrated as yet. The twoqubit gate demonstrations were all carried out away from the optimum
point, where the frequencies can readily be matched.
On the basis of these coupling schemes, several architectures have
been proposed for scaling up from two qubits to a quantum computer.
The central idea of most proposals is to couple all qubits to a long central
coupling element, a ‘quantum bus’56,57 (Fig. 8), and to use frequency selection to determine which qubits can be coupled56–60. This scheme has been
experimentally demonstrated. As couplers become longer, they become
transmission lines that have electromagnetic modes. For example, two
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Figure 8 | Circuit QED. a, The upper part of the panel
depicts a microstrip cavity (blue) that contains a charge
qubit (green) placed at an antinode of the electric field.
The microstripline can be used as a quantum bus. The
lower part depicts this circuit in a lumped circuit
representation. (Panel reproduced, with permission,
from ref. 59.) C0 is the capacitance of the coupling
capacitor to the measurement electronics, and Cg is
the capacitance of the coupling capacitor to the charge
qubit. b, The open circles show the measured vacuum
Rabi oscillations of a flux qubit coupled to a lumped
resonator. The solid curve is a fit to the data. (Panel
reproduced, with permission, from ref. 68.) c, An energy
ladder of qubit ground and excited states combined
with photon number n, 0, n〉 and 1, n〉 (dashed lines), is
shown. With the cavity in resonance with the qubits, the
states with zero photons split into linear combinations
±, 0〉 (solid lines), with an energy-level splitting g, and
the states with one photon split into linear combinations
±, 1〉, with an energy-level splitting √2g. The red
arrows indicate that if the system is initially in one of
the states represented by dashed lines, it will perform
Rabi oscillations between the qubit and the cavity.
(Panel modified, with permission, from ref. 68.) d, An
energy-band diagram (solid and dashed black lines) is
shown as a function of applied flux for the measurement
scheme that led to the results in b. The measurement
pulse (π pulse) forces the system from the ground state
(point 1) into a state with an excited qubit (point 2)
(depicted in blue), which then puts the qubit and the
cavity into resonance at point 3 (depicted in red). After
the vacuum Rabi oscillation occurs, the system returns
to point 2 or makes a coherent transition to point 4,
where the qubit excitation is converted to a cavity
photon. (Panel modified, with permission, from ref. 68.)
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qubits have been coupled by placing them at the antinodes of a standing
wave on a stripline59–62. Coupling between specific pairs of qubits can result
in a scalable architecture63. By first coupling a qubit to the standing-wave
mode using frequency selection, a photon is excited and then stored after
decoupling. Subsequently, a second qubit is coupled to the mode, and the
photon transfers the quantum state to the second qubit.
Architectures for adiabatic quantum computers are the subject of
intense research. Adiabatic quantum computing encodes the solution to
a hard problem in the ground state of a qubit system and uses quantum
physics to prepare that ground state efficiently. The ground state of a
four-qubit system with tunable interactions has been mapped out64.
It should, however, be noted that there is no proof that an adiabatic
quantum computer will be faster than a classical computer.

Quantum optics on a chip
An important new direction in superconducting qubit research is based
on analogy between superconducting circuits and the fields of atomic
physics and quantum optics. So far, we have described only qubits as
quantum objects, and the control fields and read-out signals have been
treated as classical variables. Circuit QED, by contrast, addresses the
quantum behaviour of the electromagnetic field, such as that of single
photons. In previous sections, the discussion refers to a quantum field
in a coherent state in the limit of large numbers of photons.
1040

The key requirement for reaching the quantum limit of the electromagnetic field is that the zero-point fluctuation of a single
mode — measured by the root mean square of the electric field,
Erms = √ 〈E2〉vacuum — be strong enough to have an appreciable coupling
strength g = dErms to the qubit electric dipole moment d. This requirement is met by increasing the amplitude of the field by creating a standing wave in a resonator and placing the qubit at one of the antinodes59
(Fig. 8a). The resonator can be either a microstripline — an on-chip
wave guide for microwaves — or a lumped circuit. In the first experiment65, the resonator was tunable. The physics is closely related to cavity
QED66, in which atoms couple to an optical field confined between two
mirrors. A key difference is that in circuit QED, the ‘atom’ (that is, the
superconducting qubit) does not move inside the cavity, so the ‘atom’–
field interaction has time to act without losing the ‘atom’. Together with
the fact that g/ is larger than the rate of photon loss from the cavity,
this difference allows the strong coupling limit of QED to be achieved
in a relatively straightforward manner. The underlying reasons are that
g is proportional to d (which, for a Cooper-pair box, is large, about 104
atomic units) and that Erms is also large because of the increase in the
electromagnetic field in the one-dimensional stripline.
Circuit QED can be operated in two distinct strong-coupling limits: the
resonant regime, and the off-resonant dispersive regime. In the resonant
regime, the qubit energy-level splitting is in resonance with the cavity
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frequency. In this regime, the combined states of the qubit and cavity can
be written in the form qubit state, photon number〉. On resonance, the
qubit and cavity can exchange excitations without losing energy: that is,
the energy of 1, n〉 is equal to the energy of 0, n + 1〉. The eigenstates of the
system are thus superpositions of the form ±, n〉 = 1, n〉 ± 0, n + 1〉, with
energies split by g√n, leading to the energy spectrum shown in Fig. 8c.
This has a striking consequence: suppose that initially the qubit energy is
not in resonance with the cavity (so the two are decoupled) and that the
qubit is put into an excited state while the cavity is left in its vacuum state.
When the qubit and the cavity in that state are suddenly coupled by using
the procedure shown in Fig. 8d, the original state ceases to be an eigenstate
and, instead, becomes an equal superposition of +, 0〉 and −, 0〉. After
a time t, these acquire a relative phase of gt/ and manifest themselves as a
coherent oscillation between 1, 0〉 and 0, 1〉, even though initially there
was no photon in the cavity. These vacuum Rabi oscillations have been
shown spectroscopically67 and in the time domain68 (Fig. 8b).
The second case is the off-resonant dispersive regime. In this case,
the qubit and cavity eigenstates are not entangled, and the two systems
cannot share excitations. The mutual energies, however, are still correlated, because the energy-level splitting of the qubit depends on the
cavity state, and vice versa. Consequently, the cavity can be used to read
out the qubit and to couple qubits to each other59.
Circuit QED has been highly successful. So far, experimental progress
has included attaining the strong coupling limit67, mapping out the discrete nature of the quantized field69, generating single photons70 and
coupling qubits using a bus61,62. These developments are leading to
flexible quantum optics on a chip and open the door to a new domain
of mesoscopic physics. Scalable architectures for quantum computers
based on circuit QED have been proposed62.
These ideas have led to the recent demonstration of a superconducting
qubit laser. The ‘atom’ — a charge qubit — is weakly coupled to a second
lead. In appropriate bias conditions, a cyclic process takes place: Cooper
pairs that enter the box are broken into two quasiparticles, which exit
through the second lead. This cycle results in a significant overpopulation of the first excited qubit state compared with the ground state — that
is, a population inversion — and the generation of a laser action71.
Studies in atomic physics have produced superb techniques for
actively cooling atoms. Because superconducting qubits operate at
millikelvin temperatures, it might be thought that further cooling is
unnecessary. But both the preparation of a high-fidelity initial state and
the supply of qubits initialized to the ground state for error correction
can be facilitated by active cooling. Cooling to 3 mK from an initial temperature of 400 mK has been achieved by exciting the population of the
excited state of a flux qubit to a higher excited state that is delocalized
in a double-well potential, and then allowing the qubit to relax to the
ground state72. ‘Sisyphus cooling’ has also been demonstrated73: in this
cooling protocol, the energy that is supplied to the qubit from the heat
bath is cyclically removed by the magnetic component of a suitably
tailored microwave field.

poses formidable technological challenges, particularly with respect to
the fidelity of the measurement and the elimination of cross-talk. To
make a Bell test convincing, the interaction between qubits needs to be
switched off very accurately so that measurements are truly independent. An even more convincing test would involve a true space-like
separation: that is, measuring the read-out of two qubits in such a short
time that no signal has been able to travel between them at the speed of
light. Given the confines of a dilution refrigerator, however, it seems that
it will not be possible to test superconducting qubits in this way.
Another important experiment involving entanglement will be to
investigate whether teleportation of a state occurs76: that is, the transfer
of a quantum state inside an entangled pair of states.
On the path to quantum computing, superconducting qubits are
clearly among the most promising candidates. Nevertheless, the path is
long, and there are quantitative technological obstacles to be overcome,
notably increasing the decoherence time and improving the fidelity of
the read-out. The key benchmark will be to demonstrate simple error
correction. To achieve these grand goals will require technological
progress, not the least in the elimination — or at least the reduction
— of low-frequency noise. Two-qubit coherence — in particular, the
question of whether noise processes are correlated between qubits — is
largely unexplored.
Will there ever be a superconducting quantum computer? This question cannot be answered today. The error thresholds discussed in faulttolerance research — 1 error in 10,000 operations being a typical, but
by no means universal, benchmark — are daunting. However, faulttolerance research is an evolving field, and the computational protocols
that have been discussed so far (which minimize the number of physical
qubits and interactions required for a given algorithm) might not be
best suited for superconducting qubits. Promising alternatives might
be error-correction models with more generous thresholds, topological
computing or other alternative computational models. Adiabatic quantum computing could also be an alternative if it is proved to be faster
than classical computing. While addressing these issues, researchers
are also likely to gain further insight into many physical properties
and processes.
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Coherent manipulation of single spins
in semiconductors
Ronald Hanson1 & David D. Awschalom2
During the past few years, researchers have gained unprecedented control over spins in the solid state. What
was considered almost impossible a decade ago, in both conceptual and practical terms, is now a reality:
single spins can be isolated, initialized, coherently manipulated and read out using both electrical and optical
techniques. Progress has been made towards full control of the quantum states of single and coupled spins in
a variety of semiconductors and nanostructures, and towards understanding the mechanisms through which
spins lose coherence in these systems. These abilities will allow pioneering investigations of fundamental
quantum-mechanical processes and provide pathways towards applications in quantum information processing.
In the past few decades, the application of nuclear magnetic resonance
and electron spin resonance to large spin ensembles has yielded substantial information on spin dynamics in semiconductors. Experimental
advances since the 1990s have allowed researchers to increase their
control over single charges, providing a pathway for studies of single
spins. Early experiments on single spins confined in semiconductor
quantum dots highlighted the opportunity for controlling individual
quantum states in a solid.
When quantum information processing became a realistic prospect in
the late 1990s, Daniel Loss and David DiVincenzo proposed a quantum
computing scheme based on spins in quantum dots1, and Bruce Kane
developed a proposal for a silicon-based quantum computer2. It was
apparent from these and other theoretical concepts that, in a future
quantum computer, the spins must be initialized, manipulated and
read out one by one3. At about the same time, other researchers were
independently developing ‘toolkits’ of sensitive spin-manipulation techniques to investigate fundamental quantum-mechanical processes in
nanostructures such as decoherence on the atomic scale. Ultimately,
around the start of this century, spintronics emerged4, a field that seeks
to encode classical information in the spin state of electrons. Both spintronics and quantum information processing have been major driving
forces towards the control of single-spin systems.
Here we review experimental progress towards full control of the
quantum states of single and coupled spins in different semiconductor
systems. We also discuss the mechanisms that lead to the loss of spin
coherence in these systems.

Single spins in semiconductors
Single-spin systems in semiconductors broadly fall into two categories:
atomic impurities and quantum dots. Atomic impurities are routinely
added to semiconductors to control the electrical properties (doping).
When the concentration of impurities is very low, the possibility of
addressing individual impurities arises. Atomic impurities may have
nuclear spin, or they can act as a potential trap for electrons or holes.
Often they do both, as in the case of phosphorus in silicon. If two or
more impurities are present, or if there is a combination of impurities
and lattice defects such as a vacancy, more complicated ‘centres’ can be
formed that often have excellent properties for single-spin studies. One

prime example is the nitrogen–vacancy (N–V) colour centre in diamond,
which consists of a substitutional nitrogen atom next to a missing carbon
(the vacancy) (Fig. 1). This N–V centre has a paramagnetic electron spin
and a strong optical transition at a visible wavelength, which allows optical imaging of single spins.
Quantum dots, by contrast, behave like atoms in many ways, but they
are fabricated in the laboratory. By engineering the electronic band
structure, reducing the size of the semiconductor crystal in one or more
dimensions, or applying electric fields, charge carriers can be confined to
a small region of the crystal. If the region is roughly the same size as the
wavelength of the charge carrier, the energy levels will be quantized as
in real atoms. Many atomic properties, such as shell structure and optical selection rules, have analogues in quantum dots, giving rise to their
nickname ‘artificial atoms’5–7. In contrast to real atoms, however, quantum
dots allow flexible control over the confinement potential and tend to be
easier to excite optically. Quantum dots with large tunnel coupling (that
is, strong overlap of their electronic wavefunctions) can form ‘artificial
molecules’. Such covalent bonding transforms the single-dot orbitals into
molecular-like orbitals that span both quantum dots. As a consequence,
spins in neighbouring coupled quantum dots overlap strongly and will
form two-particle wavefunctions such as spin singlet and triplet states8.
Quantum dots come in various sizes and in a range of materials. Here
we mainly focus on the two types of quantum dot in which coherent
dynamics have been observed at the single-spin level. In the first type,
confinement is achieved through the application of electric fields, and
measurements typically involve the transport of charge carriers through
the device. Quantum dots with a tunable number of electrons are
routinely fabricated from a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) that
confines the charge carriers to a plane. Confinement in the remaining
two dimensions is achieved by electric fields, either through metallic
surface gates above the 2DEG (Fig. 1a) or, if a small pillar has been prepared by etching, from the edges. Gallium arsenide (GaAs) has been the
material of choice for many years for these devices, as the high level of
control has led to high-purity, flexible devices. More recently, motivated
by the detrimental effect of lattice nuclear spins on the coherence times
of electron spins, quantum dots have also been studied in materials such
as silicon and carbon that can be isotopically purified to obtain a lattice
that is free of nuclear spins.
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The second type of quantum dot is defined in the semiconductor during the growth of the crystal. For instance, small islands of semiconductor
material such as indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs) can be created within
a matrix of a semiconductor with a larger bandgap, such as GaAs (Fig. 1b).
The difference in bandgap confines charge carriers to the island. Once
the material is grown, the bandgap profile is fixed. However, changes
to the overall potential, and potential gradients on top of the bandgap
profile, can be induced by electric or magnetic fields. Another example
of growth-defined dots is nanocrystal quantum dots, whose small size
confines charge carriers. Double dots can be formed in nanocrystal dots
by growing shells of different materials around the core.
Optical transitions in this second type of quantum dot typically have
a large oscillator strength, and many studies use only optical techniques.
Recent years have also seen the advent of hybrid systems, in which both
electrical transport and optical excitation and detection are possible9.

Experiments on single spins in quantum dots
In the 1990s, measurements of electron transport through single quantum
dots yielded information about spin states10. The past five years have seen
tremendous progress towards the control of single spins8. Single-spin
dynamics was first studied in a series of pioneering experiments11 at the
NTT Basic Research Laboratories in Atsugi, Japan, in 2001 that made
use of fast voltage pulses on gate electrodes. Toshimasa Fujisawa, Seigo
Tarucha and co-workers found that if a transition between two states was
forbidden by spin-selection rules, the corresponding decay time (more
than 200 μs) was more than four orders of magnitude greater than for
transitions not involving a change of spin (about 10 ns). In a second experiment, they made a single electron oscillate coherently between orbitals
in neighbouring coupled dots12. The orbital (‘charge’) coherence of this
oscillation was found to disappear in just a few nanoseconds, whereas
theory was predicting coherence times of several microseconds for the
spin degree of freedom13–15.
In 2004, Leo Kouwenhoven and co-workers at the Kavli Institute of
Nanoscience in Delft, the Netherlands, combined the pulse schemes of
Fujisawa’s group with a fast charge sensor that could tell exactly when
an electron was entering or leaving the dot. By making the tunnelling rate of the electron from the dot dependent on its spin state, they
could determine the spin state by measuring the charge on the dot over
time (Fig. 2a). Two variations of this spin-to-charge conversion were
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demonstrated to work in single-shot mode16,17. Again, relaxation times
for a single electron and for two-electron spin states were found to be of
the order of a millisecond. A few years later, even longer electron spin
relaxation times, of up to a second, were found at magnetic fields of
a few tesla by Marc Kastner’s group at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology in Cambridge18.
Coherent control over two-electron spin states
Two electrons in neighbouring quantum dots with a significant tunnel
coupling form a two-particle spin wavefunction, which can be a spin
singlet or a spin triplet. The energy difference between these states can
be described as an effective exchange splitting, J(t). Control over this
exchange splitting allows dynamical control of the two-electron spin
states. If two electrons with opposite spin orientation in neighbouring
dots are initially decoupled, turning on the coupling will result in a
precession of the two spins in the singlet–triplet basis. This leads to
periodic swapping of the two spin states at integer multiples of the
time interval πᐜ/J (where ᐜ is h/2π and h is Planck’s constant), whereas
the electrons are entangled for intermediate times1. In fact, the state
swapping occurs for arbitrary initial states of the two spins. This twospin control, appropriately called a SWAP operation, is an essential
ingredient for many proposals for quantum computing with spins in
dots19–21. If logical quantum bits (qubits) are encoded in more than
one spin, control over the exchange splitting is sufficient to build up
any quantum gate22. The exchange operation has several benefits: the
control is fully electrical, the interaction can be turned on and off,
and the resultant gate operation times can be very short (less than
a nanosecond).
The first step towards the exchange operation was the observation
by Tarucha’s group23 of Pauli spin blockade in a double quantum dot.
The presence of double-dot singlet and triplet states became apparent
when the current was suppressed in one bias direction (Fig. 2c). It was
later found that this current blockade can be lifted by fluctuating fields
from the nuclear spins that cause mixing of the singlet and triplet spin
states24,25. In 2005, by using the strength of the exchange interaction to
control the mixing, Charles Marcus’s group at Harvard University in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, demonstrated coherent oscillations of two
spins26. Although it was not yet possible to probe arbitrary input states,
this experiment demonstrated the essence of the SWAP gate.
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Figure 1 | Single-spin systems. Studies of the coherence of a single spin require
a system in which the spin is localized and isolated from environmental
disturbances. In semiconductors, such systems are either impurity atoms or
quantum dots, which act as artificial atoms. In the three systems on which
this article mainly focuses, the level of experimental control is so high that
the dynamics of a single spin can be studied and manipulated. a, A quantum
dot defined in a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG). The electrons are
confined in the third dimension by electric fields from the surface gate
electrodes. Electron spins can be manipulated using magnetic resonance or
a combination of electric fields and a position-dependent effective magnetic
field. Interactions between spins in neighbouring tunnel-coupled dots are
mediated by the exchange interaction. These quantum dots are typically
measured at temperatures below 1 K. b, A quantum dot defined by growth.
The semiconductor of the island has a smaller bandgap than that of the
surrounding matrix, thereby confining charge carriers to the island. Spins
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can be created and controlled optically. Additional gates can be used to
apply an electric field to the structure to change the number of carriers on
the quantum dot. Measurements are typically carried out at around 4 K.
Scale bar, 5 nm. c, A nitrogen–vacancy (N–V) colour centre in diamond,
consisting of a substitutional nitrogen atom next to a missing carbon atom.
The N–V centre (in the negatively charged state) comprises six electrons that
form a spin triplet in the electronic ground state. Strong optical transitions
to excited states, in combination with spin-selection rules, allow optical
initialization and read-out of the electron spin. Coherent control of the
spin has been demonstrated with high fidelity at room temperature using
magnetic resonance. The N–V centre interacts with nearby electron spins by
means of magnetic dipolar coupling, and through hyperfine interaction with
nearby nuclear spins. Also, non-local coupling between N–V centres may be
established by using the optical transition; photons then act as mediators of
the interaction.
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Single-spin rotations
A year after the coherent two-spin experiments, the Delft group, now
headed by Lieven Vandersypen, demonstrated single-spin control27
through magnetic resonance. In this technique, an oscillating magnetic
field is applied perpendicular to the static magnetic field. When the
frequency of the oscillating field is matched to the energy difference of
the two spin states, the spins are rotated coherently.
Although electric fields do not couple directly to the spin, a coupling
between the two can be mediated through a position-dependent effective
magnetic field. By ‘shaking’ the electron in this field gradient, an oscillating effective magnetic field is imposed on the electron that can coherently rotate the spin (see, for example, ref. 28). A few examples of this
approach have already been demonstrated in a quantum dot by exploiting a gradient in the nuclear spin polarization29, a field gradient from a
micromagnet30, and the spin–orbit coupling31. In the last case, coherent
control has been achieved on a timescale similar to that obtained with
magnetic resonance (about 100 ns for a single rotation). In comparison to
magnetic resonance, electrical control has the important advantage that it
allows spins to be easily addressed locally, because electric fields are much
easier to confine to small regions of space than magnetic fields.

Experiments on optically measured quantum dots
The physics of optically measured quantum dots is very similar to that of
those studied electrically, but the experimental techniques differ markedly. Experiments on quantum dots in group III–V and group II–VI
semiconductors, such as InGaAs dots in a GaAs matrix, make use of
optical-selection rules in these materials. Shining circularly polarized
light onto the material excites electron–hole pairs with specific spin. This
has become a standard method for exciting packets of spin-polarized
electrons in semiconductors and studying their coherent behaviour32.
In a quantum dot, the same technique applies but with limited space
for charge carriers. With proper tuning, the number of excited electron–
hole pairs in the dot can be limited to one. In this way, a single electron
and single hole can be created with well-defined spin states, in addition
to any permanent charge carriers in the dot. The spin-selection rules
also work the other way: when an electron–hole pair recombines, the
polarization of the emitted photon tells us what the spins of the electron
and the hole were. Optical-selection rules thereby allow the initialization
and read-out of the spin states (Fig. 2d).
Optical techniques have been used to probe the stability of electron
spins. In 2004, Jonathan Finley and co-workers at the Walter Schottky
Institute in Munich, Germany, optically pumped electron–hole pairs
that had a specific spin orientation into a large number of quantum
dots. They then removed the holes by rapidly changing the electrical
potential of the dots33. After a variable time, they reinserted a hole into
each dot to allow recombination, and monitored the polarization of the
emitted photons, which reflects the spin of the captured electrons. In
these ensemble measurements, the electron spin could be found in the
same orientation even after 20 ms. Finley and co-workers have recently
repeated the spin relaxation measurements for single holes34. For a long
time, it was thought that these hole spins would lose their orientation
quickly as a result of strong spin–orbit coupling in the valence band.
However, Finley’s data pointed to very long hole-spin relaxation times
of up to 300 μs, as predicted by a recent theory from Loss and co-workers at the University of Basel, Switzerland, that takes into account the
confinement potential and strain35. Future experiments will seek to
obtain coherent control of the hole spin state and determine the spin
coherence time.
The spin orientation of electrons can also be inferred from the Kerr
effect, in which the linear polarization of an incident laser beam is rotated
in proportion to the spin polarization of electrons. This powerful technique has become a standard method for studying spin dynamics in semiconductors. It has recently been extended to the single-spin limit by the
group of David Awschalom at the University of California, Santa Barbara36,
and subsequently by the group of Atac Imamoglu at ETH Zurich, Switzerland37. With this single-spin sensitivity, time-resolved observation of the
precession of a single spin in a magnetic field has been achieved38.
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Figure 2 | Single-spin read-out. Studying a single spin is difficult because the
magnetic moment of a spin is very small. Several spin read-out techniques
have been developed in which the spin information is transferred to
quantities that are more easily measured, such as electric charge or the
polarization of light. This conversion requires that a transition between
two states depends on the initial spin state; several examples of such
transitions that are used in experiments are shown. a, b, Conversion
of spin-state information into electric charge or photons by exploiting
the energy difference between spin states. In a, an electron can tunnel
from the quantum dot to the reservoir only if it is in the spin-down state.
Measurement of the charge on the dot yields the spin state. b, A colour centre
or quantum dot is optically excited and subsequently emits a photon only if
it is in the spin-down state. The laser light is not resonant for the other spin
state. Using a sensitive photon counter, the spin state can be determined after
several optical cycles65. c, d, Spin read-out by spin-selection rules. The Pauli
principle forbids two electrons with the same spin orientation to occupy
a single orbital. Therefore, if one electron occupies an orbital, a second
electron cannot enter if it has the same spin. Transitions that conserve spin
(such as tunnelling and electric dipole transitions) can thus be blocked
for certain spin states, hence the name ‘Pauli spin blockade’. c, In a double
quantum dot, the transition from the right dot to the left dot is blocked if
the two electrons involved have the same spin. The second electron needs
to go into a higher orbital, which is energetically not available. d, Circularly
polarized laser light excites electrons with a certain spin orientation out of
the valence band to the lowest orbital in the conduction band in a quantum
dot. If an electron with the same spin orientation is already present in that
orbital, the transition is forbidden.

Optical techniques also allow the coherent manipulation of spins. One
method that has been proposed in the context of quantum information
processing makes use of Raman transitions of spins in a microcavity39.
Alternatively, single spins may be manipulated using the a.c. Stark effect40,
in which an intense laser pulse at a frequency slightly below the optical
transition renormalizes the energy of the optical transition. When circularly polarized light is used, only one of the two spin states is affected
by the laser pulse, resulting in an energy shift between spin up and spin
down. This shift, known as the a.c. Stark shift, acts as an effective magnetic field along the light propagation direction; the magnitude of this
field depends both on the detuning of the laser with respect to the optical
transition and on the intensity of the pulse. Awschalom’s group recently
used the a.c. Stark effect to manipulate a single electron spin41. Short laser
pulses were shown to induce rotations of the spin over an angle up to 180°
in a time interval as short as 30 ps. This is about three orders of magnitude
faster than any magnetic or electrical manipulation on single spins in
quantum dots achieved thus far and is an important improvement in the
context of quantum error correction.

Loss of spin coherence in quantum dots
In this discussion, we distinguish between energy relaxation processes
(typically characterized by a spin relaxation time, T1) and phase relaxation processes (characterized by a spin coherence time, T2). By definition, T1 sets a bound on T2 such that T2 ≤ 2T1. For successful quantum
error correction, T2 must exceed the spin manipulation time by several
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orders of magnitude. A third timescale, T2*, is often used to denote the
time after which the electron phase is randomized during free evolution.
If the spin manipulation time is less than T2*, the fidelity of the control
can be severely reduced, which adds a second requirement for quantum
information application.
Quantum coherence of spins in semiconductor quantum dots is limited by coupling to other degrees of freedom in the environment. Electrons or holes can couple to states outside the quantum dot (Fig. 3a), and
fluctuations in the electrical potential can indirectly lead to decoherence
of the spin (Fig. 3b).
The absence of inversion symmetry in the lattice and the presence of
electric fields or confinement asymmetries lead to coupling between spin
and the motion of electrons (Fig. 3c). This spin–orbit coupling mixes
the spin eigenstates. Except for small energy splitting, spin relaxation in
group III–V quantum dots is typically dominated by spin–orbit coupling
in combination with phonon emission that takes away the excess energy.
Measurements of the spin relaxation time in many different devices have
confirmed the theoretically predicted dependence on magnetic field and
temperature8. However, the phase of localized electron spins is much
less sensitive to the spin–orbit coupling15. The spin decoherence time,
T2, of electrons in group III–V quantum dots is typically limited by the
nuclear spins (Fig. 3d).
The hyperfine interaction with the nuclear spins has two effects on the
electron spin42. First, each nuclear spin exerts a tiny effective magnetic
field on the electron spin. The sum of the fields of the roughly 1 million
nuclear spins in a quantum dot, known as the Overhauser field, can be
large (up to several tesla) if the nuclear spins all point in the same direction. The magnetic moment associated with the nuclear spins is small,
so the thermal polarization is tiny even at millikelvin temperatures.
However, the Overhauser field still fluctuates around this tiny average.
A simple estimate tells us that for n nuclear spins, the statistical variation
is of the order of √n, which corresponds to an effective magnetic field of
a few millitesla for a typical group III–V quantum dot. Such a field causes
the phase of the electron spin to change by π in roughly 10 ns. A measurement usually lasts tens of seconds, during which time the nuclear spins
change orientation many times. One measurement therefore yields an
average over many different nuclear spin configurations, leading to random phase variations between successive measurements. This leads to
a dephasing time, T2*, of about 10 ns (refs 13, 14), a timescale that was
first verified in optical experiments43,44.
The Overhauser field changes slowly relative to the spin manipulation
time, because the nuclear spins interact weakly both among themselves
and with their surroundings. For example, recent optical experiments
a

b

c

indicate that, in certain circumstances, nuclear spin polarizations in quantum dots can sometimes survive for up to an hour45. Simple spin-echo
techniques can therefore be used to eliminate the effect of the quasi-static
Overhauser field, provided that the electron spin can be manipulated on
a timescale that is short compared with the spin precession time in the
Overhauser field. There are two approaches to achieving this. The most
straightforward is to make the manipulation time very short, either by
using the exchange energy in two-spin systems or by optical manipulation using the a.c. Stark effect. Alternatively, the Overhauser field can be
made smaller. One way of doing this is to narrow the distribution of the
Overhauser fields by bringing the nuclear spins to a specific and stable
quantum state46–48. Another option is to polarize all of the nuclear spins.
Nuclear spin polarizations of up to 60% have been measured in quantum
dots44,49, but it is anticipated that a polarization far above 90% is required
for a significant effect50.
Another effect of the nuclear spins on the electron spin coherence
comes from flip-flop processes42, in which a flip of the electron spin (say
from spin up to spin down) is accompanied by a flop of one nuclear spin
(from spin down to spin up). In a first-order process, this leads to spin
relaxation (the electron spin is flipped). If the electron spin is continuously repolarized, for example by optical pumping, the nuclear spins
will all be flopped into the same spin state. After many such flip-flop
events, a significant nuclear spin polarization can arise. This process
is called dynamical nuclear polarization. If there is a large energy mismatch between the electron spin splitting and the nuclear spin splitting (because there is an external magnetic field, for instance), this
first-order process is strongly suppressed. Second-order processes — in
which two nuclear spins exchange their state by two flip-flops with
the electron spin — are still possible. Through these virtual flip-flops,
the nuclear spins can change orientation much faster than is possible
with the magnetic dipolar interaction with nearby nuclear spins. This
effectively leads to spin diffusion. The observed T2 of about a microsecond is thought to be compatible with this picture, although firm
experimental evidence isolating the different causes of nuclear field
fluctuations is still lacking8.
Spins of holes in the valence band of group III–V semiconductors have
wavefunctions that have zero weight at the position of the nuclei, so the
contact hyperfine interaction should not affect the coherence of holes.
Richard Warburton and co-workers have recently initialized single hole
spins in quantum dots at zero magnetic field51 by adapting a procedure
that was previously demonstrated on single electron spins52.
The detrimental effect of the nuclear spins on the coherence in quantum dots has also spurred research into materials systems that contain
Magnetic field

d
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spin
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Figure 3 | Spin decoherence in quantum dots. The coherence of spins
in quantum dots is affected by several mechanisms. a, Co-tunnelling.
Although energy conservation forbids first-order tunnelling of charge
carriers to states outside the dot at higher energy, second-order tunnelling
processes (co-tunnelling) — in which a charge carrier tunnels from the
dot to a reservoir and is replaced by a different charge carrier from the
reservoir — are allowed83. The charge carrier from the reservoir will in
general not be in the same spin quantum state as the one that first occupied
the dot, so this process causes spin coherence to be lost. By increasing the
energy difference between the dot and the reservoir states, and also making
the tunnel coupling between them small, co-tunnelling processes can
effectively be suppressed. b, Charge noise. Fluctuations in the electrical
potential (charge noise) do not couple directly to the spin but can influence
the spin dynamics indirectly. For example, the energy splitting, J, between
1046

singlet and triplet states in a double quantum dot depends strongly
on the height of the tunnel barrier between the dots and the alignment
of the levels in the dots. Any changes in the electrostatic environment
can lead to changes (indicated by red arrows) in the barrier height and
level misalignment, which modify J and therefore induce random phase
shifts between the singlet and triplet states84,85. Charge switching and
gate-voltage noise are two possible causes for such changes86. c, Spin–orbit
coupling. The coupling between the spin and orbital of charge carriers
leads to mixing of the spin states in a quantum dot. As a result of this
coupling, any disturbance of the orbitals leads to phase fluctuations of
the spin state. d, Nuclear spins. The charge carriers in the dot couple
to the nuclear spins of the host material. These nuclear spins exert an
effective magnetic field, and allow spin flip-flop processes that lead to spin
relaxation and decoherence.
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fewer or no nuclear spins. Two prominent examples are carbon and
silicon, which can both be purified isotopically to yield a zero-spin lattice. Single and double quantum dots have been studied in these systems
for several years, with control now approaching the level of GaAs systems53–57. Experiments probing the spin coherence times in silicon and
carbon quantum dots are expected in the near future.
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Coherent control of magnetic dopants
In contrast to non-magnetic nanostructures, individual magneticion spins can be doped within group II–VI semiconductor quantum
dots and measured through their exchange coupling to the electrons
and holes. Statistically, it is possible to find an ion-impurity spin that
is randomly doped at the centre of a single quantum dot. Using selfassembled quantum dots consisting of cadmium telluride and zinc telluride, Lucien Besombes et al.58 isolated an individual paramagnetic
manganese ion within individual dots. The micro-photoluminescence
spectrum of an exciton (an electron–hole pair) was observed to split
into six equally spaced lines owing to the quantization of manganese
with a spin of 5/2. The next step was to apply a gate bias and change the
charge state of the dot by pulling in either one electron or one hole. In
this case, the coupling between the manganese ion and either the hole
or the electron splits the six-line spectrum into twelve lines59, in agreement with models based on spin exchange interactions within diluted
magnetic semiconductors60.
Dilute doping of group III–V semiconductors with manganese ions
produces a unique environment for single-ion spin physics. Because the
manganese states rest within the bandgap, it is not necessary to isolate
a single manganese impurity within a single quantum dot, as the ions
themselves act as recombination centres. In analogy with atomic physics,
they form their own ‘ideal’ quantum dot states. The spin state of the manganese ion is independent of the electronic exciton and can be read out
directly from the polarization of the manganese neutral acceptor emission61. In the absence of an applied magnetic field, the orientation of the
magnetic ions is controlled by a dynamic interaction with optical injected
electron spins. This mechanism is similar to dynamic nuclear polarization between electron spins and nuclear spins through the hyperfine
interaction. After the manganese ions are partially aligned, a mean field
interaction between the manganese ions, mediated by heavy hole states,
favours a parallel alignment of the magnetic moments, creating a zero
field splitting of the manganese-ion spins. The measurements indicate
that single manganese-ion spins have longer coherence times than their
electronic counterparts, motivating further studies of coherent control
of manganese spins in semiconductors.

Coherent control of spins in diamond
Spins in diamond have recently become a leading candidate for solidstate quantum control, owing to their long coherence times and strong
optical transitions, as well as the enormous progress that has been made
in the growth and engineering of diamond as a unique semiconductor62.
Ensemble experiments in the late 1990s indicated that spins of impurity
centres in diamond can have very long coherence times, even at room
temperature63. A more recent series of experiments demonstrated highfidelity coherent control over electron spins and nuclear spins at room
temperature at the single-spin level.
Most work is focused on the N–V centre (Fig. 1c) because of its attractive properties for quantum coherent operation62: the N–V centre’s electronic-level structure allows both optical cooling and optical read-out
of the electron spin. In 1997, following progress in confocal microscopy
and the availability of diamond samples with a low concentration of N–V
centres, Jörg Wrachtrup and co-workers reported the first study64 of a
single N–V-centre spin. In the seven years that followed, Fedor Jelezko,
Wrachtrup and co-workers demonstrated single-shot read-out of the N–V
electron spin at 1.5 K using resonant laser excitation65 (Fig. 2b), coherent
control of a single spin using magnetic resonance66, and a two-qubit gate
involving the host nuclear spin of the N–V centre67. In a parallel development, materials research achieved the growth of diamond using the
chemical vapour deposition (CVD) method. With CVD, control over the

N–V-colour-centre
electron spin

N–V-colour-centre
electron spin

Figure 4 | Control and coherence in diamond. Spins in diamond are unique
among solid-state systems in that single spins can be coherently controlled
with high fidelity even at room temperature. The amount of impurity spins
has a strong influence on coherence properties. a, Schematic representation
of a nitrogen–vacancy (N–V) centre surrounded by electron spins of
nitrogen impurities. In this case, the coherent dynamics of the N–V-centre
spin are determined by the nitrogen atom’s electron spins; the influence of
nuclear spins is negligible because their magnetic moment is three orders
of magnitude smaller than that of the electrons. Because an electron spin
bath is easily tunable with a magnetic field, these systems allow detailed
investigation of spin decoherence models and tests of quantum control
in a tunable spin bath73. b, Schematic representation of an N–V centre
surrounded by nuclear spins of carbon-13 in an ultrapure diamond.
Nuclear spins that are much closer to the N–V centre than the others
(within the orange sphere) stand out from the rest of the nuclear spins
and can be individually distinguished and controlled78.

number of impurity atoms increased enormously, resulting in the availability of very clean layers of diamond. Moreover, diamond nanocrystals
of various sizes that contain N–V centres or other colour centres can now
be grown68. These crystals have the advantage that they are small and light,
and can be positioned onto other materials. This may facilitate interfacing
spins in diamond with optical components such as fibres and cavities69.
The coherent evolution of impurity spins in diamond is dominated by
magnetic interactions (Fig. 4). Whereas in quantum dots many nuclear
spins have identical coupling to the electron spin, the highly localized
nature of an impurity spin makes the magnetic interactions strongly
dependent on the distance between spins. Other couplings such as a
spin–orbit interaction have a much weaker effect at impurities than in
quantum dots because of the much larger electronic-level splittings.
For impurity concentrations down to about 1 p.p.m., magnetic dipolar
coupling between impurity electron spins dominates spin coherence in
diamond63,70 (Fig. 4a). In some cases, two spins are much closer to each
other than to the rest of the spins, in which case the dynamics become
a simple two-spin evolution. One example is an N–V centre in close
proximity to a single nitrogen impurity, in which case the nitrogen spin
can be polarized and read out through the N–V centre71,72.
In general, an N–V centre will be coupled to many nitrogen spins,
which can be viewed as a ‘spin bath’. Even in this case, the spin of the
N–V centre can be controlled with high fidelity, allowing investigation of
decoherence induced by the spin bath. Analogous to an electron spin in a
quantum dot that is coupled to a nuclear spin bath, the nitrogen electron
spins influence the evolution of the N–V centre in two ways. First, the
magnetic dipolar field from the bath shifts the energy splitting between
the N–V centre’s spin states (analogous to the Overhauser field in quantum dots). It has recently been shown73 that the interactions within the
bath, leading to the fluctuations of the dipolar field, are strongly suppressed when a magnetic field is applied, in which case single-spin flips
do not conserve energy. The second effect of the spin bath comes from
flip-flop processes with the N–V electron spin. In contrast to a nuclear
spin bath (where the spin splitting is tiny), the electron spin bath can be
tuned into energy resonance with the N–V-centre electron spin. Resonant flip-flop processes then provide a strong additional decoherence
path, leading to much shorter spin coherence times.
Because the spin coherence in diamond is dominated by magnetic
interactions, it is not strongly temperature dependent, except at low
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temperatures and high magnetic fields, at which the bath spins polarize
thermally; this occurs for electron spins in a field of 8 T at a few kelvin.
Recent experiments on a diamond with a high concentration of nitrogen
electron spins show that when all of the electron spins are thermally
polarized, the fluctuations in the spin bath are completely frozen out
and the spin coherence time reaches the same high value as in ultrapure
diamond74.
In most diamonds studied thus far, the positions of the impurity spins
were random, affected only by growth parameters. In 2005, single N–V
centres were deliberately created by ion-implanting nitrogen75,76. This
approach may lead to fundamental studies of spin coherence in diamond
by designing different spin environments, as well as allow pathways
for engineering spin qubits into future scalable quantum informationprocessing systems.
In diamonds where the impurity concentration is very low (below
1 p.p.m.), the presence of the few nuclear spins of the carbon-13 isotope
(which has a natural abundance of 1.1%) becomes apparent. These nuclear
spins also constitute a spin bath, which limits the N–V centre’s coherence
time to a few hundred microseconds70,71. Because a single N–V spin can
be rotated using magnetic resonance in less than 10 ns, more than 10,000
error-free operations can be performed, which is within the commonly
assumed threshold for quantum error correction. As in the case of impurity
electron spins, if a few nuclear spins are much closer to the N–V centre than the other nuclear spins, their individual coupling to the N–Vcentre spin can be detected77 (Fig. 4b). Mikhail Lukin’s group at Harvard
University demonstrated that these nuclear spins can be used to store
quantum information for much longer than the electron spin’s coherence time78. The quantum state of the N–V electron spin can be mapped
onto, or retrieved from, the nuclear-spin memory through a combination of state-dependent precession of the nuclear spin and fast optical
reinitialization of the N–V-centre spin. Experiments have shown that even
on a 20-ms timescale, the nuclear spin shows no sign of decoherence78,
suggesting that nuclear spins may have coherence times of seconds or
even longer. By extending the control to multiple nuclear spins, a small
quantum memory can be created that will operate at room temperature.
As well as long spin coherence times, N–V centres also have a strong
optical transition. Lifetime-limited optical linewidths have been
observed79, and the optical preparation of a coherent superposition
of spin states has been demonstrated in coherent population trapping
experiments on single N–V centres80. These results may, in the future, be
extended to dynamical all-optical control of single spins in diamond.
Optical control opens the door to schemes for creating entangled
states of spins at large distances81, in a similar way as was recently demonstrated for atom traps82. Such long-distance entanglement is also a
crucial ingredient for applications in quantum communication.
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Outlook

33.

After enormous progress in recent years, researchers can now initialize,
control and read out single spins in semiconductors in a few specific
systems, with others likely to be added to the list within a few years. The
coherence times of electron spins in materials with few or no nuclear
spins, as well as the coherence times of hole spins, are expected to be
much longer than for electron spins in group III–V semiconductors.
Carbon-based materials, such as carbon nanotubes and graphene, are
being heavily investigated; diamond has already shown its potential
for quantum coherence studies (at room temperature) with a level of
single-spin control that meets the quantum information-processing
error-correction threshold.
The emphasis of this research area will shift in the coming years
from single-spin control to the creation and manipulation of entangled
states of two or more spins, as well as the development of sophisticated
quantum control techniques. This will lead the way for more studies
on fundamental issues such as decoherence and the role of measurements in quantum mechanics. At the same time, protocols for quantum
information processing may be tested in systems with few spins. These
are exciting times for ‘spin doctors’, as they continue to drive a rapidly
expanding field that has a promising future.
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